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Underground coal mining is facing increased threats from the hazards of spontaneous combustion and heating of coal, abnormal mine gas emissions, and harmful dust concentrations in underground workings, due to increased production outputs and extraction depth of cover. To control and mitigate these engineering problems, there is a need to gain critical knowledge of spontaneous heating in the longwall (LW) goaf, gas migration patterns onto the LW face, and ventilation dynamics and dust dispersion in complex underground environments. Advanced Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling can be used to simulate various scenarios portraying these hazards that may occur in underground LWs and provide much-needed knowledge and fundamental science that can be used to develop robust and effective control and mitigation strategies against these hazards.

A comprehensive literature review has been conducted to understand these principal mining hazards (PMH), with a particular emphasis on the applications of CFD modelling in the prevention management and control of those PMH arising during coal extraction process. The insufficiencies and gaps in research on spontaneous combustion in active LW goaf, gas migration onto the LW face, and dust dispersion and transport in the development heading were identified. In addition, several field studies were carried out in underground coal mines in Australia to gain a better understanding of these mining issues and collate essential data for the CFD modelling studies.

In recent years, goaf heating and spontaneous combustion incidents have been reported in several Australian underground coal mines during normal production cycles. The onset of these heating incidents was dictated by many operational and environmental parameters. Based on the site-specific conditions of an underground coal mine, where the coal seam gas is of approximately 80% carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) and 20% methane (CH$_4$) with a gas emission rate of 2000 l/s, CFD models were developed and validated with field gas monitoring data collected from the Tube Bundle System. The CFD models incorporated a user defined function (UDF) of gas emission and permeability variations in a three-dimensional (3D) space of computational domain representing the LW panels and goaf areas. Simulation results indicated that better goaf inertisation could be achieved when nitrogen (N$_2$) was injected via cut-throughs (C/T) at about 250 m behind the LW face on the maingate (MG) side and surface boreholes at 100 m and 700 m on the tailgate (TG) side, with a total injection rate greater than 1750 l/s. The oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side dropped below 5% at distances of 120 m and 75 m behind the LW face, with a confined oxidation zone area of 35375 m$^2$, which was approximately one-third of the oxidation zone area without inert gas injection. The impact of geological variations (i.e., coal seam orientations and goaf gas composition) on spontaneous combustion prevention and management was further
studied using CFD models. The influence of ventilation design and operational parameters (e.g., tightness of the goaf seals) on spontaneous combustion control was also investigated by additional CFD models based on field data.

During LW sealing-off, the ventilation flow dynamics change within the goaf, which considerably increases the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion. To prevent these hazards, CFD models were developed and calibrated with field gas monitoring data to simulate a range of operational scenarios of different ventilation arrangements. The modelling studies indicated that at least six gas sensors should be employed and positioned appropriately to ensure effective goaf atmosphere monitoring for risk management during the LW sealing-off process.

Extensive CFD-DPM (Discrete phase model) coupling modelling studies were conducted to investigate dust-related issues in LW gateroad development panels. Based on site-specific conditions, a CFD model incorporating a Continuous Miner (CM), Shuttle Car (SC) and exhausting ventilation tube was established and validated with onsite dust monitoring data. Three scenarios of CM cutting at the middle, floor and roof positions were considered and simulated. In all cases, the simulation results indicated that high levels of dust exposure would occur to left-hand-side (LHS) operators and consequently they should be equipped with high-quality personal protective equipment and stay behind the ventilation duct inlet during coal cutting process, while miners standing at the right-hands-side (RHS) of the CM for roof and/or rib bolting and machine operation should stay immediately behind the bolting rig where dust concentration was relatively low.

The studies conducted in this thesis provided new insights into the current goaf inertisation practices to effectively manage and control spontaneous heating in LW goaf by considering geological variations and mining design. Furthermore, the CFD modelling study of gas flow dynamics during the panel sealing-off process provides new knowledge of ventilation and goaf gas dynamics, which is critical to the positioning of gas monitoring sensors to reliably measure goaf atmosphere changes, thus minimizing spontaneous heating and gas explosion risks with much-improved mine safety. The research work also shed light on the dust and ventilation behaviour in gateroad development panels, and provided several recommendations for operators’ locations and dust mitigation strategies to improve the health and safety of miners. The research outcomes from this study contribute to the improvement of current practices and guidance for PMH management and control in underground mines and tunnelling projects.
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backgrounds

Coal is a key resource that has played a crucial role in industrial development and technological advances. A recent report released by British Petroleum (2020) revealed that coal remained the biggest contributor to electricity generation by fuel worldwide in 2019, accounting for approximately 36.4%, which was followed by natural gas (23.3%) and hydroelectricity. Particularly in Australia, the share of electricity produced by coal reached around 56.4% in 2019. As the fifth-largest coal producer, Australia annually produces 450~500 Mt of coal in recent years, accounting for approximately 6% of global total coal production, as shown in Figure 1.1 (International Energy Agency 2020).

![Coal production of major countries worldwide](International Energy Agency 2020)

Coal mining technology is driven worldwide by the need for high-yield and high-efficiency production, and this is achieved by increasing longwall (LW) panel width and advancing distance in Australia, which results in new challenges of effectively managing and controlling principal mining hazards (PMH) commonly taking place in the process of coal extraction. According to the guideline issued by NSW Resources Regulator (2016), nine specific hazards are identified for the mine site, including roads or other vehicle operating areas, air quality or dust or other airborne contaminants, fire or explosion, ground or strata failure, inundation or inrush of any substance, mine shafts and winding system, gas outbursts, spontaneous combustion and subsidence (NSW...
Spontaneous combustion and heating of coal have become a significant hazard faced by many underground coal mines, especially those in New South Wales (NSW) and Queensland, where most coal resources are distributed in Australia. In the last century, many gas explosions triggered by spontaneous combustion took place in underground coal mines in Australia, bringing about heavy economic losses, severe injury and even loss of lives. Particularly the violent explosions occurring in Box Flat in 1972 and Kianga No.1 coal mine in 1975 which took the lives of 17 and 13 miners, respectively, and it was revealed that these two fatal accidents were caused by explosive methane being ignited by spontaneous combustion (Loane et al. 1975; Queensland Government 1972). Ham (2005) reported that 51 mining incidents associated with spontaneous combustion happened in Queensland over 32 years (1972~2004), and several coal mines in NSW suffered from spontaneous-combustion-related hazards, resulting in mines having to close either temporarily or permanently since 1972. Despite considerable advances in techniques and technologies for spontaneous combustion management and control, it is expected that at least one spontaneous-combustion-induced incident will occur annually on average, causing miners to be withdrawn and evacuated from the mine site (Cliff 2015).

When coal resources are extracted from the underground seam, a large void area termed goaf is formed behind the LW face. With the continuous advance of the working face, the mined-out area becomes bigger, and the overlying strata above the mining seam are highly liable to bend and even collapse under the effect of self-gravity. The mining-induced fractures and cracks provide channels for seam gas emitted from gas-bearing strata overlying or underlying the mining seam. If not properly and effectively managed and controlled, the in-situ seam gas in large quantity is likely to expel onto the working face or accumulate at the upper corner of the tailgate end, leading to production stoppages, mine evacuation, and even uncontrolled mining hazards, such as coal and gas outburst and gas explosions.

On 5 January 2011, a fire and explosion took place in the proximity of the TG area of LW1 at the Blakefield South Mine, and subsequently, the mine was sealed for about 5 months before the underground environment was sufficiently safe for workers to re-enter the mine. All underground miners working at the LW panel in the course of the explosion were safely withdrawn as a result of the accurate judgment of potential risks and early evacuation decisions made by the deputy (Flowers & Stewart 2011). This incident caused some damage to the ventilation control devices and mining equipment, as shown in Figure 1.2. A technical report released by Stewart and Hsin (2012) revealed that there were some occasions where methane concentration built up and exceeded the minimum explosive limit on the tailgate side of the goaf area just behind the chock.
More recently, an unanticipated build-up of methane and carbon dioxide in both LW and main return gateroad caused 70 coal workers to be withdrawn from Metropolitan Coal Mine on 21 March 2019, and the mine was barred from entering for 7 days until both methane and carbon dioxide concentration reduced below safe trigger values (Australasian Mine Safety Journal 2019). In the LW return gateroad, the maximum methane concentration registered by remote gas monitoring system had reached as high as 16.1%, which is slightly higher than the maximum explosive limit of 15%. An investigation conducted by NSW Resources Regulator (2019) identified that the LW supports experienced unforeseen increased loading pressure as a result of the rising depth of cover and localized specific geological conditions, which resulted in floor heave and chain pillar fracturing. Thus, many pathways were created to allow gas to migrate from gas-bearing strata under the mining seam to mined-out goaf areas.

With the increase in coal production, an enormous amount of coal or silica dust can be produced by mining-related activities, including but not limited to cutting, drilling, crushing as well as transporting, which has become a hard-to-eradicate problem plaguing the mining industry.
Prolonged exposure to the harsh environment where dust concentrations remain at a high level could lead to coal workers being highly likely to contract mining-induced respiratory diseases that are irreversible and hard to cure, such as coal workers’ pneumoconiosis (CWP, also termed as “black lung disease”), silicosis, mixed dust pneumoconiosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, occupational asthma, bronchitis symptoms, and even progressive massive fibrosis (PMF) that is considered as the most severe form of CWP (Chen et al. 2012; Fishwick & Barber 2012; Graber et al. 2017; McBean et al. 2018; Smith 2017; Wang et al. 2020). Due to significant technological progress in dust control, stringent legislation for dust management, better personal protective equipment (PPE) available for miners, and comprehensive medical surveillance and screening on a regular basis, it has been about 30 years since the 1970s that no case of coal workers diagnosed with CWP was formally reported (McBean et al. 2018; Zosky et al. 2016). That was until May 2015 when the first CWP case re-emerged in Queensland (Parliament of Australia 2016; Penrose 2020; Queensland Audit Office 2019). In the following approximate 5-year period, a total of 207 workers employed in the mining-related industry in Queensland were identified as victims of mine dust lung diseases by 31 March 2021, among which 50, 46, and 27 workers were diagnosed with CWP, silicosis, and mixed dust pneumoconiosis respectively (Queensland Government 2021). It is noted from Figure 1.3 that CWP cases identified annually remained at 6~7 in the recent 5 years in Queensland except in 2017 when 14 employees working in the mining industry contracted CWP. In NSW, it was reported that 8 male workers employed in the mining industry contracted either CWP or silicosis from December 2016 to May 2020, while another two cases of interstitial lung disease and pneumoconiosis have not been confirmed (NSW Government 2021).

![Figure 1.3 Cases of CWP in Queensland since 1984 (Queensland Government 2021)](image_url)
Coal Services (2010) is commissioned to regularly monitor onsite dust levels at different coal mines in NSW in an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of various dust control techniques and recognize the potentially risky areas where workers are highly likely to suffer from respiratory diseases. According to an annual report released by Coal Services (2020), the average exposure for respirable dust, respirable quartz, and inhalable dust was all below the statutory workplace exposure standard of 2.5 mg/m$^3$, 0.1 mg/m$^3$, and 10 mg/m$^3$ respectively. However, in spite of the great effort put into controlling dust concentration below the legislative standard, there were still some occasions where airborne dust sampled in the required workplace exceeded the allowable maximum exposure values (Coal Services 2020), as depicted in Figure 1.4. It is noted that the exceedances of dust exposure limits generally showed a downward trend in recent years, especially for respirable dust whose exceedance rates remained only at 0.1%. In contrast, the exceedance rates for respirable quartz were as high as 1.8%. As a result, much emphasis should be laid on the management and control of respirable crystalline silica because it is widely accepted that silica can cause more serious harm to the lung than coal dust (Coal Workers’ Pneumoconiosis Select Committee 2017). The new workplace exposure standards for respirable coal dust (1.5 mg/m$^3$) and respirable crystalline silica (0.05 mg/m$^3$) took effect in NSW on 1 February 2021 and 1 July 2020, respectively (NSW Government 2020). From 1 September 2020, the statutory occupational exposure limits for respirable coal dust and respirable crystalline silica are 1.5 mg/m$^3$ and 0.05 mg/m$^3$, respectively, for Queensland (Queensland Government 2020).

![Figure 1.4 The percentage of sampling dust exceeding the statutory exposure standard (Coal Services 2020)](image)

Due to the competitive advantages of data visualization, time-saving, and cost-saving over
traditional physical lab experiments and field testing, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling has been widely used to help solve mining-related problems, such as spontaneous combustion and heating control (Balusu et al. 2019; Qiao et al. 2022a; Ren & Balusu 2005; Zhuo et al. 2021), gas explosion formation and propagation (Brune et al. 2016; Gilmore et al. 2016; Li et al. 2020b), dust management and control (Ren & Wang 2019; Ren et al. 2018b; Wang et al. 2017b), effective management and control of elevated gas emitted from the goaf areas (Mishra et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2018a; Tanguturi et al. 2020), prediction of ventilation airflow in the LW face and heading development (Guo et al. 2012; Tutak & Brodny 2018; Wang et al. 2018e), and diesel particulate matter control (Thiruvengadam et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2018; Zheng et al. 2017). It has been proven that comprehensive utilization of CFD modelling in the mining industry is of great benefit to solving fluid-dynamics-related problems and optimizing equipment design, thus not only reducing the likelihood of risk associated with mining activities but also saving a significant amount of time and cost (Ren & Balusu 2009; Xu et al. 2016).

1.2 Statement of Problems

The LW face in underground coal mines is characterized by expanded LW panel width (normally 250~400 m), longer advance distance (2~3 km) and increased advance rates. When coal is extracted from the underground space, a void area is formed behind the LW face, and the strata above the mining seam will cave as a result of gravity and re-distributed surrounding stress. The falling roof is compacted and consolidated in the centre of the goaf area under the effect of overlying strata and periodic weighting, resulting in low permeability in this area; however, the caving roof cannot be compacted tightly at the edge of the goaf due to the support of the coal pillar, resulting in many cracks and fractures providing pathways for air to ingress into the goaf area (Qian & Xu 1998). The distribution of fractures and cracks induced by mining activities on the plane view is featured as an “O-ring” in shape, which is commonly utilized for post-drainage (Qu et al. 2015). Once the air in large volume migrates into the goaf area via the leakage pathways at the periphery of the goaf area and fractured chain pillars, coal left in these areas will be subject to oxidation under ambient temperature, leading to the occurrence of spontaneous combustion and heating, and even a fire threatening the safety of mine. A famous proverb goes that “prevention is always better than cure”. In order to effectively manage and control the onset of spontaneous combustion, various strategies have been proposed and successfully implemented in mine sites, such as ventilation measures by blocking off the leakage pathways and reducing ventilation pressure difference; goaf inertisation by carbon dioxide, nitrogen, boiler gas or seam gas; remote sealing by fly ash, filling material, ventilation door, etc., among which goaf inertisation is widely applied in Australian coal mines. Many scholars have conducted extensive research on the effect
of different mining parameters on spontaneous combustion control in the goaf area, including the inert gas injection location via underground cut-throughs and surface boreholes, injection flow rate, inert gas type, ventilation air flowrate through the LW face, the negative pressure within gas drainage boreholes or roadways, gas drainage rate, the barometric pressure, the permeability within the goaf area as well as coal properties. However, few studies comprehensively cover the impacts of other geological parameters (coal seam orientations and seam gas composition) and mining factors (e.g., different ventilation patterns of LW panels and the tightness of seals built in the cut-throughs) on ventilation dynamics and gas distribution patterns and the determination of fit-for-purpose proactive goaf inertisation strategies. In addition, there is limited research on the ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change (methane and oxygen) in the LW panel at different stages of the panel sealing-off process, during which period the LW face is stopped for face recovery and spontaneous combustion is likely to occur and develop due to strong air leakage and heat built up.

As shallow coal reserves have been severely depleted in many countries worldwide and underground coal extraction progresses into deep and gassy coal seams, the management and control of the high volume of goaf gas emissions have become a more challenging problem for the mining industry. Once improperly and ineffectively controlled and managed, the excessive emission of gas, particularly methane, has given rise to problems of production delays, mine evacuation, fires and gas explosions in the worst-case scenario. In view of mining hazards associated with elevated gas levels in the LW face or goaf area, various control measures and engineering designs have been developed and utilized in underground coal mines (Qu et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2018a; Si & Belle 2019; Stewart Gillies 2013), including pre-drainage and post drainage (e.g., the surface to in-seam boreholes, underground in-seam directional drilling, surface goaf wells or holes, cross-measure boreholes), different ventilation systems (e.g., maingate belt headings with homotropal ventilation, fresh air flowing to tailgate gateroads, bleeder ventilation) and control measures (e.g., curtains, brattices, wings, back over bleed, and back return airway). Although these mining practices have been successfully implemented in most of the coal mines in Australia for the purpose of effectively reducing the high volume of goaf gas emission to the LW face, there are still several underground coal mines that have experienced goaf gas leakage into the LW face via the rear of supports and elevated gas levels in the vicinity of the TG drive (armoured face conveyor (AFC) motor and gearbox), resulting in face stoppage, production delays, additional operational cost as well as unanticipated safety issues. By in-depth analysis of real-time gas monitoring data provided by eight underground coal mines over the course of two years from 2016 to 2018, the Mines Inspectorate of Queensland indicated that there were some occasions where the general body methane levels exceeded 2.0% and even 2.5% in six mines (Inspectorate
2019), as illustrated in Figure 1.5. It is not unusual that the methane concentration may be below the practicably acceptable threshold limit in the outbye return airway, while localized unexpected high methane levels, particularly at the TG end as the LW shearer cuts in the direction towards the tailgate, are likely to be present and lie in the explosive range of 5% ~ 15%. Effectively reducing the gas exceedance incidents caused by LW air flushing out goaf gases has become an urgent problem plaguing many underground coal mines, especially those that are extracting coal resources from gassy or multiple seams with high goaf gas emissions (>5000 l/s) and low permeability. As a result, there is an immediate need to determine the optimum ventilation and gas management practices that can be implemented on the LW face to effectively manage and control high-gas-emission-related problems, particularly at some localized areas around the TG ends. In addition, when the LW face approaches the finish-off line, the LW equipment is required to relocate to the new installation face, which usually takes at least one month. During this period, the LW face stops advancing, and both the ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change, which significantly increases the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion. To prevent these hazards from arising during the LW panel sealing-off process, a detailed understanding of ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere in the active goaf and LW face is of vital importance to improve the panel sealing-off process design and mitigate the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion.

Figure 1.5 Summary of methane exceedances in six mines (Inspectorate 2019)

Exposure to respirable coal dust and silica dust in underground mines is becoming a growing concern due to the re-occurrence of dust-induced lung disease in both Queensland and NSW. Airborne dust monitoring data collected from thousands of workers employed in the mining
industry by Coal Services (2017) under Order 43 revealed that the continuous miner (CM) operators experience the second-highest dust exposures, just followed by the LW workers. A similar trend has also been reported by Queensland Government (2020). The dust sampling and monitoring are conducted on a regular basis at specific sites susceptible to high dust levels, and the determination of workers’ exposure to respirable dust is traditionally done in accordance with AS2985: 2009-Workplace Atmosphere-Method for Sampling and Gravimetric Determination of Respirable Dust. This method is favourable as it enables people to directly make comparisons between sampling results and the stipulated workplace exposure standards. However, several limitations exist as it only provides an overall dust concentration at specific sites over the sampling period, and the granularity of specific tasks or processes that contribute most to exposure cannot be defined when the process changes during monitoring. As a result, real-time dust monitors are required to provide continuous dust data and assist in comprehensively understanding how the exposure levels behave when the specific task changes. For the sake of obtaining the dust profile at the whole development heading, CFD modelling has been increasingly used. According to site-specific conditions, CFD numerical model can be built and calculated. By comparing the onsite dust data collected using continuous real-time monitors and personal gravimetric monitoring devices, the simulation results from CFD modelling can be verified and validated. Although extensive CFD modelling works pertaining to dust control in the heading face have been conducted, few studies investigate the dust migration patterns in the CM-driven heading with single exhaust ventilation, which is much more common in the mining industry in Australia. In addition, the impact of various cutting operations on dust migration patterns in the development panel is hardly ever studied, such as the coal cutting and dumping process, different cutting positions of the drums and the distance of the exhausting duct from the heading face. What is more, there are limited studies with regard to the dispersion regularity of respirable coal and silica dust (particle sizes below 10 μm), which is more harmful to miners’ bodies due to the fact that it is hard to exhale these kinds of dust out of mouth and dust can penetrate deeply into lung and cause irreversible harm.

1.3 Significance of This Study

Many PMHs, including but not limited to spontaneous combustion and heating in large goaf areas, abnormal gas emissions and elevated gas levels at the TG end, and high respirable coal and silica dust levels at underground workings, pose increasing threats to health and safety in underground coal mines. Although significant progress has been made to manage and control these hazards, some accidents unexpectedly occur, resulting in adverse worker health outcomes, production delays and mine evacuations. In the worst cases, mine fire and gas explosions or excessive dust inhalation present a risk to human life.
It has been reported that many accidents involving spontaneous combustion and heating occurred in Australian underground coal mines in recent years, resulting in production delays, panel seals and even mine closure. Due to the LW goaf being characterized as an inaccessible area, CFD modelling has superior advantages over traditional research methods in studying heating-related problems in the goaf area. Based on site-specific conditions, three-dimensional (3D) goaf models can be constructed and adequately calibrated using on-site data, enabling other scenarios to be simulated with a high level of confidence. Thereafter, extensive parametric studies can be conducted to investigate the effect of different geologic variations (e.g., goaf gas composition and coal seam orientations) and mining designs (e.g., ventilation patterns and the tightness of seals built in the cut-throughs) on goaf gas distribution, which will cast light on improving current goaf inertisation practices to effectively manage and control spontaneous heating problems in the goaf areas, particularly those with large panel size and advancing distance.

High goaf gas emissions (methane and carbon dioxide) and elevated gas levels at localized TG ends have recently plagued some underground coal mines, as evidenced by recent accidents in NSW and Queensland. To effectively mitigate and manage these problems, it is essential to improve the knowledge of ventilation behaviour and gas flow dynamics. With the aid of CFD modelling, 3D LW models can be built based on defined scenarios and simulated with accurate boundary conditions. The simulation results will be validated and calibrated with onsite monitoring data, and extensive parametric studies of various LW ventilation controls and practices can be evaluated with sufficient confidence. The methane dispersion characteristics at various stages of the LW sealing-off process could also be simulated, which allows for identifying appropriate gas sensor locations to monitor goaf gas atmosphere change. The modelling results can provide immediate benefits to coal mines facing serious goaf gas emission problems or those whose LW face approaches the finish-off line.

Long-term exposure to the underground workings where high respirable coal dust or respirable silica dust exists can pose a significant threat to the health of coal mine workers. The alleviation and mitigation of dust exposure depend not only on effective engineering controls but also on ongoing innovative education and training programs for the employee on the job. Based on specific development panel scenarios, numerical models can be built and calculated using the CFD-DPM (Discrete Phase Model) coupling method, with simulation results being compared with onsite datasets for model validation. Then extensive parametric studies can be carried out to better understand dust and ventilation behaviour around CM in various development operations and cutting scenarios (e.g., cutting roof and floor, cutting, conveying and loading process, the distance of ventilation duct from the heading face).
1.4 Objectives

The main objective of this research is to investigate various practices and measures to manage and control PMHs faced by most underground coal mines in Australia using CFD modelling methods, including spontaneous combustion and heating in large goaf areas, elevated goaf gas emissions at localized TG end and gas-related problems during the LW panel sealing-off process, and fugitive airborne dust in the gateroad development panels. Specifically, this research aims:

➢ To better understand the PMHs occurring in the underground coal mines and their countermeasures by comprehensive literature review and field study;

➢ To qualitatively and quantitatively investigate the impact of various inertisation strategies on spontaneous combustion management and control in the active goaf where the seam gas is primarily composed of carbon dioxide;

➢ To study and determine the optimal inertisation parameters (e.g., injection locations, injection rate, inert gas type) for better spontaneous heating management in the active goaf with various seam gas composition and coal seam orientations;

➢ To qualitatively and quantitatively study the influence of ventilation and mining design (e.g., ventilation patterns, tightness of goaf seals built in the cut-throughs, and goaf inertisation strategies) on goaf gas flow dynamics and patterns in the LW goaf where the seam gas is predominantly comprised of methane;

➢ To advance knowledge of ventilation dynamics, evaluate ventilation arrangements, and provide critical knowledge of appropriate positioning of monitoring points to reliably reflect goaf atmosphere change during different stages of the panel sealing-off process for the purpose of preventing spontaneous heating and gas explosion;

➢ To improve the understanding of ventilation patterns and dust dispersion around the CM and operators in the development heading and evaluate the effectiveness of dust mitigation practices by conducting extensive CFD-DPM coupling simulations.

1.5 Scope of Work

In order to address research problems and achieve the thesis objectives, thorough literature reviews and extensive CFD modelling will be conducted to shed new insight into the management and control of three PMHs: spontaneous combustion and heating in the goaf areas, elevated gas levels at the TG end of the LW face, and high airborne dust concentration at the development panels. Necessary field data are collected and analyzed to calibrate the computational modelling, thus increasing confidence in investigating scenarios out of the base case. Figure 1.6 illustrates the scope of work and research framework in this study.
1.6 Thesis Outline

This thesis contains the following nine chapters:

Chapter 1 is a general introduction to the thesis topic, which includes background, statement of problems, significance, objectives, the scope of work, research framework and thesis outline.

Chapter 2 provides a thorough literature review of the PMHs occurring in underground coal mines, with an emphasis on spontaneous combustion in the active goaf, elevated gas levels at the localized TG end and over-exposure dust issues in the development heading. In particular, the application of the CFD techniques for solving problems arising from the mentioned PMHs is introduced, including managing and controlling spontaneous combustion in the active LW goaf, mitigating abnormal gas emissions in the LW goaf and on the LW face, and reducing dust levels in the development heading.

Chapter 3 is based on the paper entitled New insight into proactive goaf inertisation for spontaneous combustion management and control published in Process Safety and Environmental Protection. The spontaneous heating management system typically employed in Australian underground coal mines is first reviewed. Then based on site-specific conditions of an underground coal mine (in NSW) where coal seam gas is predominantly comprised of carbon
dioxide, CFD models are constructed and calibrated with gas monitoring data, after which extensive parametric studies are performed for proactive goaf inertisation optimization by qualitatively and quantitatively analyzing simulation results.

Chapter 4 is based on the paper entitled *Insight into proactive inertisation strategies for spontaneous combustion management during longwall mining of coal seams with various orientations* published in *Energy Sources, Part A: Recovery, Utilization, and Environmental Effects*. Based on the computational models employed in Chapter 3, extensive CFD simulations are carried out to investigate the impact of coal seam orientations, dictated by the elevation of the MG and TG, and the height of the working face and the starting-off line, on spatial gas distribution patterns and proactive goaf inertisation strategies, in which nine different scenarios are considered.

Chapter 5 is based on the paper entitled *Ventilation flow dynamics and proactive inertisation strategies for spontaneous heating management in active goaf with various seam gas composition*. The validated CFD models in Chapter 3 are applied, and parametric studies are conducted to study the effect of seam gas composition on oxygen distribution characteristics in the active goaf area and fit-for-purpose goaf inertisation plans, in which five different scenarios of seam gas composition are taken into account.

Chapter 6 is based on the paper entitled *Improved computational fluid dynamics modelling of coal spontaneous combustion control and gas management* published in *Fuel*. Based on the geological and mining conditions of an Australian underground coal mine (in Queensland) where seam gas is almost composed of methane, CFD models are built and verified by real-time gas monitoring data. The impact of ventilation design and operational measures on the management and control of spontaneous combustion and gas exceedance is investigated qualitatively and quantitatively, including goaf gas emission rates, the tightness of goaf seals at the cut-throughs, ventilation layouts, proactive goaf inertisation strategies, as well as abnormal gas emission control on the LW face with the application of curtains and brattices.

Chapter 7 is based on the paper entitled *Ventilation arrangement evaluation and proactive goaf inertisation for spontaneous heating and gas explosion management during longwall panel sealing-off process*. Based on site-specific geologic and mining conditions of an Australian underground coal mine in Queensland, two three-dimensional CFD models are built and validated with onsite gas monitoring data. Extensive computational modelling is performed to shed new insight on ventilation dynamics and goaf atmosphere in the active goaf, evaluate the proposed ventilation arrangements, and provide critical knowledge of appropriate positioning of gas monitoring sensors to timely and reliably reflect the goaf atmosphere change during the panel sealing-off process, thus managing spontaneous combustion and gas explosion and improving coal
mining safety.

Chapter 8 is based on the paper entitled **Dispersion and migration characteristics of respirable dust in development panels**. Based on site-specific conditions of a development heading, a 3D CFD model that incorporated a CM, SC and exhausting ventilation tube was built and validated with field measuring data, where a good agreement is reached. Extensive simulations are conducted to investigate the airflow migration patterns and temporal-spatial dust dispersion characteristics in the heading, and dust mitigation strategies are evaluated. This modelling study can advance the understanding of multi-source dust diffusion characteristics in the heading face and provide guidance on dust mitigation, thus improving the health and safety of miners and creating a cleaner underground working environment.

Chapter 9 summarises the major conclusions achieved from the research, and recommendations for future work are provided in this chapter.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Spontaneous combustion and heating, abnormal excessive gas emissions onto the working face, and fugitive airborne dust generated in mining activities are significant problems plaguing underground coal mines worldwide. If not prevented, managed, and controlled in a timely and effective manner, these PMHs could bring about production delay and stoppage, personnel death and injury, and even temporary or permanent mine closure. As a result, it is of vital importance to improve the knowledge of goaf gas flow dynamics and ventilation migration patterns in both LW panels and development headings using CFD modelling methods to figure out the optimal solutions to these PMHs. Therefore, the application of CFD modelling in solving problems associated with spontaneous heating is first discussed, and research limitations are identified. Then, methane distribution characteristics and various control measures practically employed in underground coal mines for reducing high gas emissions and methane accumulation in localized TG end areas are reviewed from the perspective of CFD simulations. Finally, the review of dust dispersion and diffusion characteristics in heading development is undertaken, through which the deficiency in CFD investigation into dust-related problems is discovered.

2.2 CFD Modelling of Spontaneous Combustion and Heating

Spontaneous combustion or heating of coal is a long-term thermal dynamic hazard that is plaguing many underground coal mines worldwide, particularly those extracting underground coal with a high propensity for spontaneous combustion. The mined-out goaf area expands correspondingly as the coal resources are continuously extracted from the underground working coal seam. Depending on the specific geologic conditions (e.g., faults, folds, dykes, seam thickness, coal seam orientations and seam gas composition) and different mining techniques utilized (e.g., mining methods, panel layouts, ventilation system), the issues associated with spontaneous combustion in the active goaf area tend to be complex, and the active goaf is commonly characterized by inaccessible area, which makes it difficult to solve these problems by traditional laboratory experiments or time-consuming frequent fieldwork at the mine site (Liu & Qin 2017a). As a result, numerical simulation, particularly the application of CFD modelling, has become an effective tool for solving spontaneous-combustion-related problems in the active LW goaf.

After verifying and calibrating the base model using on-site monitoring data, Ren et al. (2005) and Ren and Balusu (2009; 2010) conducted extensive parametric studies with a view to comprehensively investigating the influence of inert gas injection location, injection rate and inert gas type on spontaneous combustion control in the goaf area. It was recommended that a decent
The goaf inertisation result could be produced by pumping inert gas at a distance of 200～400 m behind the LW face rather than in close proximity to the LW face, as the majority of inert gas would disperse along with main ventilation airflow and directly ventilate out of face if the injection site was too close to the LW face. The second significant finding from the modelling was that an injection rate of 0.5 m$^3$/s could meet the requirements for desirable goaf inertisation performance.

Yuan et al. (2006) studied the influence of different ventilation systems (e.g., one-entry and two-entry bleederless systems and three-entry bleeder system) on flow paths and spontaneous heating distribution in the goaf area using CFD modelling. It was to be noted that there was a marginal difference in airflow patterns for one-entry and two-entry bleederless systems, whereas the air velocity behind the shields and close to the goaf back end was much higher with the three-entry bleeder system.

Li et al. (2007) and Li (2008) conducted numerical simulations and found that although gas drainage could shorten the spontaneous combustion period and reduce gas contents within the goaf area to a certain degree, it could enlarge the self-ignition area, making spontaneous combustion more serious. Further, Zhu et al. (2011) investigated the influence of three different drainage patterns (e.g., end tunnel, high-level suction tunnel and buried pipe) on the drainage efficiency and spontaneous combustion risk. The simulation results indicated that spontaneous combustion was more likely to occur in the goaf areas where a more effective drainage pattern was employed, thus additional measures, especially nitrogen injection, should be complemented to prevent the oxidation zone from enlarging.

A grid-based modelling method complementarily made up of both CFD modelling and reservoir modelling was developed by Karacan et al. (2008) and was considered a helpful and powerful tool for researchers to systematically improve the fundamental knowledge of ventilation dynamics and gas migration patterns under different geological and mining conditions and to develop fit-for-purpose countermeasures for managing spontaneous combustion and other gas-related problems.

The permeability distribution within the goaf area, as an indispensable parameter of gas flow simulation, was obtained by Yuan and Smith (2008) using FLAC modelling, and the results were validated by onsite caving data, after which the permeability distribution was imported into Fluent to investigate the influence of coal properties on spontaneous heating in the goaf area, mainly including self-heating temperature (SHT), coal particle size, coal surface area and heat of reaction. The results showed that the SHT, coal particle size and surface area had a profound impact on spontaneous heating, while the influence of the heat of reaction was marginal.

Extensive CFD simulations were conducted by Taraba and Michalec (2011) to study the impact...
of face advance rate on the development of spontaneous heating. It was confirmed that a favourable zone where spontaneous heating was more likely to occur and develop could be found in the goaf area. With the reduction in the advance rate, the maximum temperature within the favourable zone increased, and this favourable zone moved towards the face.

Ren et al. (2012) conducted CFD modelling to investigate the proactive inertisation strategy for containing spontaneous heating in the LW goaf at Fenghuangshan coal mine where typical U-type ventilation was employed along with a retraining bleeder return road serving for removing contaminated gases out of the mine, as shown in Figure 2.1. The simulation results showed that a better inertisation result could be obtained by injecting nitrogen at an approximate distance of 100 m behind the LW face on the belt roadside or via a surface borehole in a practical location.

![Figure 2.1 Spatial distribution of potential spontaneous combustion area (Ren et al. 2012)](image)

Based on works by Li et al. (2007), Zhu et al. (2011) and Qin et al. (2016b) thoroughly investigated the influence of drainage pressure on controlling symbiotic hazards of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion. Although gas drainage could help prevent gas from accumulating at the upper corner of the LW face and reduce gas levels below the allowable threshold limit value, part of the fresh air could be sucked into the drainage pipes from the LW face through various air leakage pathways, thus increasing the risk of spontaneous combustion. As a result, a reasonable balance between gas drainage and spontaneous heating control should be reached to determine optimal drainage parameters, especially drainage pressure.

In the light of gas drainage and oxygen consumption due to coal oxidation, Shi et al. (2015) carried out CFD simulations to obtain oxygen dynamic ingress into the goaf area, and the results indicated that the residual coal in the upper part of the goaf was more easily subjected to spontaneous combustion than that located at the lower part.

Liu et al. (2016a) performed numerical research on the determination of different inert gases (nitrogen or carbon dioxide) in better controlling spontaneous combustion in the LW goaf. The
modelling results showed that the injection of carbon dioxide performed better than nitrogen, particularly when injection points were located on the MG side of the goaf.

Given the dynamic advance of the LW face, Liu et al. (2017a; 2017b) utilized moving coordinates of the goaf area and investigated the distribution characteristics of oxygen and temperature as well as factors influencing spontaneous combustion. It was found that an increase in the advancing rate and a reduction in both crushed coal and ventilation flux assisted in solving problems associated with spontaneous combustion.

Taking account of the oxygen consumption rate, carbon monoxide generation rate, and heat release rate, Huang et al. (2018) investigated the impact of periodic weighting on the distribution of three zones in the goaf area using Fluent. With the increase in weighting interval, the area of high temperature rose, while the area liable to spontaneous combustion shrank and moved to the deeper goaf.

Particular attention was paid by Wang et al. (2018a) to numerical solutions to hazards associated with spontaneous combustion and gas explosion that may co-exist in the goaf area under the condition of gas drainage. It was concluded that both buried pipes and cross-measure boreholes performed better in reducing methane concentration at the upper corner of the TG panel and in shrinking the area of the oxidation zone as much as possible. As the coupled hazard zone tended to move toward the deeper goaf under the condition of gas drainage, additional nitrogen injection should be performed in the deep goaf rather than the shallow counterpart to yield a better cooling performance.

Chu et al. (2018) constructed a 3D numerical model to study the influence of gas drainage via an upper tunnel on gas control performance and spontaneous combustion management. With an increase in gas drainage rate, gas capture efficiency gradually improved, while the area of coal spontaneous combustion rose. Therefore, a risk assessment method was put forward to optimize the drainage rate in an attempt to reach a balance between gas drainage performance and spontaneous combustion control.

From the perspective of safe mining and saving time and cost, Zhang et al. (2019a; 2019b) thoroughly undertook scenario-based research on injecting inert gas into the goaf area for self-heating control, proactively or reactively, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. It would be better to proactively inject inert gas in the initial phase of coal extraction as a heating event was highly likely to evolve at the starting-off area without taking any preventive measures, whereas a reactive goaf inertisation strategy was recommended when the LW face had already advanced a certain distance at a normal rate at which the incubation period of heating was longer than its window period, and the potential heating would be located in the consolidation zone where oxygen was
insufficient to sustain heating.

A discrete fracture-pore goaf model was proposed by Zhuo et al. (2019) to numerically study the impact of air leakage pathways connecting surface ground to the mined-out seam with a shallow-buried depth on spontaneous combustion management. In comparison to the distribution of oxygen and gaseous products of spontaneous combustion within the active goaf area and overlying adjacent goaf area, it was found that the upper goaf area could be easily subjected to spontaneous combustion once the wind speed arising from air leakage exceeded the minimum speed required by spontaneous combustion, while the active goaf area faced the problem of higher carbon monoxide concentration than that in overlying goaf due to air leakage from the LW face.

A similar study to Zhuo et al. (2019) was conducted by Zhang et al. (2020), who focused on the influence of various air leakage originating from seals at the MG side of the goaf area, mining-induced cracks, and adjacent goaf area on coal self-heating within the active LW goaf. It was noted that two heating sites existed, with one in close proximity to the starting-off area and the other one immediately behind the LW face. Practical precautions were required to be taken with the heating spot at the starting-off area where coal self-heating could easily evolve and progress into an open fire 25 days later, while there was no need to take action with the other heating site as it would be suffocated by the consolidated caved roof with the continuous advance of working face at a certain rate.

Extensive CFD simulations were conducted by Balusu et al. (2019) to investigate the optimal proactive goaf inertisation strategies for the panel with a length of 1000 m and 3000 m. The seam dip angle and goaf gas emission rate were observed to have a significant influence on oxygen distribution within the goaf area. To effectively reduce the oxygen levels within the goaf with a length of 3000 m, nitrogen injection at a flow rate of 1500 l/s via multiple points could produce better inertisation performance when compared to injection through a single location.

Chen et al. (2020a) examined the effectiveness of negative pressure of cross-cut on the three-zone
distribution in the LW goaf, and the simulation results tallied well with the filed measurement. The modelling results showed that the potential spontaneous combustion zone could be shrunk to a certain degree when the cross-cut was located in the heat dissipation zone or the oxidation zone, while the negative pressure regulation should be stopped as the cross-cut progressed into the suffocating zone.

Combined with laboratory experiments, field measurements, and numerical simulations, Liu et al. (2020b) studied the air leakage patterns and nitrogen inertisation performance with three adjacent goafs, as depicted in Figure 2.3. It was concluded that air leakage from the chain pillars posed a great threat of spontaneous combustion to the adjacent working face and the optimum inertisation strategy was to inject nitrogen through the area located between the heat dissipation zone and the coal oxidation zone.

![Figure 2.3 Oxygen distribution in triple adjacent goaf areas (Liu et al. 2020b)](image)

Based on the specific geological conditions of the Daxing underground coal mine, a 3D computational model incorporating the actual inclination angle of the working face was built by Gao et al. (2020) to investigate the effect of operational parameters (e.g., air flowrate on the working face, gas drainage capacity and location as well as nitrogen injection location and rate) on the oxidation zone distribution to control spontaneous combustion and excessive gas accumulation within the goaf area. It was concluded that the problem associated with gas accumulation at the upper corner of the working face was hard to solve merely by an increase in the airflow volume, and other measures (e.g., gas drainage and nitrogen injection) should be performed under optimum operating conditions.

A CFD-DEM (Discrete element method) coupling method was employed by Zhang et al. (2021) to obtain fracture-pore evolution characteristics from Particle flow code (PFC), which was then compiled and imported into Fluent to get gas distribution in LW goaf and identify spontaneous combustion area.

Yang et al. (2021) verified the numerical model with onsite experimental data and analyzed the
influence of the supplied air volume on the hazardous zone where both spontaneous combustion and gas explosion may simultaneously occur under the condition of a Y-type ventilation system. A positive correlation was found between air volume and the area of the compound hazardous zone.

Li et al. (2021b) numerically studied the distribution patterns of oxygen and methane in the active goaf using a moving mesh method, and the potential danger zone where both spontaneous combustion and methane accumulation could occur simultaneously was identified. The impact of influencing factors on the location of the potential danger zone was further evaluated, including ventilation flow rate, face advancing rate as well as attenuation coefficient of methane emission.

An attempt was made by Shi et al. (2021) to study the evolution characteristics of temperature and methane during the fire zone sealing and reveal the mechanism of methane explosion induced by the sealing operation. The changes in ventilation flow rate, temperature, methane and oxygen distribution were evaluated during and after the sealing process, which assisted in shedding insight into preventing and controlling gas explosions.

Targeting spontaneous combustion in the mined-out goaf with a shallow buried depth, Zhuo et al. (2021) performed extensive CFD simulations to study the distribution patterns of oxygen and velocity under different conditions of surface air leakage. The hazardous zone in the overlying and underlying goaf was determined by superposing oxygen and velocity.

In combination with laboratory experiments, field monitoring and CFD simulations, Gui et al. (2022) studied the evolution characteristics of oxygen within the goaf area with a U-type ventilation system under different airflow ratios of the machine roadway to the air roadway. Linear regression was used to evaluate the status of spontaneous combustion by estimating oxygen concentration at a specific location along the active goaf.

More recently, Hou et al. (2022) built computational models of three adjacent goafs and validated the modelling results with onsite gas data. The impact of adjacent goafs and chain pillar porosities on the spontaneous combustion zone was evaluated, and countermeasures for reducing both porosities were proposed to prevent and control fire.

In summary, many scholars have investigated the influence of various mining and geological parameters on the development and control of spontaneous combustion, including but not limited to ventilation patterns, gas drainage location and rate, particle size and surface area of coal left in the goaf area, face advance rate, the volume of air supplied to face, air leakage from various potential sources, the weight interval induced by mining, the panel size (length and width), and adjacent goaf areas. However, the impacts of other geological parameters (coal seam orientations
and seam gas composition) and mining factors (e.g., different ventilation patterns of LW panels and the tightness of seals built in the cut-throughs) on ventilation dynamics and gas distribution patterns and the determination of fit-for-purpose proactive goaf inertisation strategies are rarely studied. In addition, almost all modelling results are analyzed qualitatively rather than quantitatively. What is more, there is no research on the ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change (methane and oxygen) in the LW panel at different stages of the panel sealing-off process, during which period the LW face is stopped for face recovery and spontaneous combustion and gas explosion are likely to occur and develop due to strong air leakage and heat built up.

2.3 CFD Modelling of Gas Migration in the LW Goaf and Working Face

Abnormal gas emissions from the active goaf, adjacent goaf and methane-bearing strata underlying or overlying the mining seam have potentially posed significant threats to mining safety and regular production. Thus, many scholars have dedicated themselves to investigating the gas flow dynamics both in LW goaf and the working face and evaluating preventative measures or strategies for solving methane-related problems both physically and numerically.

2.3.1 Numerical simulations of methane flow dynamics in the goaf area

Marts et al. (2014a; 2014b; 2015) numerically analyzed the explosive gas zone (EGZ) distribution within the goaf under U-type and back return ventilation patterns, and evaluated the dynamic sealing performance of nitrogen injection at different locations in minimizing the EGZ area, thus reducing the likelihood of gas explosion in the active goaf.

Brune et al. (2016; 2015) and Gilmore et al. (2014; 2015) conducted extensive CFD modelling work on the EGZ distribution in the goaf area under bleeder and progressively sealed ventilation patterns. The analysis of simulation results indicated that EGZ area could be formed in both types of ventilation systems, and a reduction in airflow quantity, proper nitrogen injection, and the implementation of back returns could be helpful in reducing EGZ area to a certain degree. To reduce and even eliminate explosion risk in progressively sealed goaf areas, a dynamic seal strategy was put forward by Brune and Saki (2017) by injecting nitrogen inbye of the face and behind the shields both on the MG and TG side and arranging a back return system to push goaf fringe methane back into the goaf.

Taking the permeability model and gas release conditions into account, Qin et al. (2015) numerically researched how goaf gas drainage affected the gas migration patterns within the goaf area. The analysis of simulation results indicated that a better gas capture performance could be generated, and gas emission onto the working face could be mitigated when gas drainage was operated at the perimeter of the LW goaf with the borehole bottom located in the lower fractured
zone. Later, Qin et al. (2019) studied the relationship between barometric pressure and methane concentration and recommended that the ventilation system should be designed effectively to minimize the pressure differential between intake and return.

Saki et al. (2015) undertook extensive CFD research on the influence of air quantity flowing through the LW face on the reduction in methane concentration at the TG return and EGZ in the gobs progressively sealed. It was interesting that an increase in face quantity could result in an increase in EGZ and methane levels at the TG corner, which was contrary to popular belief. A recent study by Saki et al. (2020) revealed that the operating parameters of gob ventilation boreholes (GVBs) had a profound effect on methane extraction and air ingress, which should be considered thoroughly from the viewpoint of safety and benefits, and designed based on site-specific conditions of mines.

An alternative horizontal directionally gas drainage strategy was proposed by Guo et al. (2015) to control methane-related problems in the goaf area, and extensive CFD simulations and field trial work were undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of the strategy. It was observed from simulations that an optimal gas drainage performance was achieved by locating directional boreholes at the bottom of the fracture zone where low-pressure sinks could be created amid drainage, and surrounding gas flow dynamics were changed to avoid goaf gas from emitting into the face, in particular at the return airway. The field trial successfully demonstrated that this alternative gas drainage strategy was capable of consistently capturing substantial amounts of methane and minimizing fugitive gas emissions onto the LW face (Qin et al. 2017).

To advance the knowledge of gas flow dynamics and pressure distribution within the goaf area under the condition of gas drainage, Liu et al. (2016b) developed both mathematical and CFD models. The simulation results showed that venthole gas drainage had great advantages of higher drainage efficiency and reducing fugitive gas emissions onto the working face over other traditional drainage methods, which was in good agreement with field measurements.

Tang et al. (2016) numerically analyzed the impact of gas extraction via a high drainage roadway on air leakage within a goaf area, and it was concluded that the gas extraction volume should be no more than the total volume of air leakage and gas emission; Otherwise, a significant air leakage could be observed.

Cheng et al. (2016a) studied the impact of increasing airflow quantity supplied to the LW face and gas drainage pressure on the management and control of abnormal gas levels and spontaneous combustion using CFD modelling. It was revealed that the methane levels at the TG roadway could be reduced by an increase in face airflow quantity or negative drainage pressure employed in the high-level roadway, while increasing airflow rate produced superior performance in lowering
methane levels at the TG roadway and upper corner of face intersection than rising negative drainage pressure.

Lolon et al. (2017) investigated the phenomenon of gob breathing resulting from a sudden barometric change in the active goaf with a bleeder ventilation pattern by means of CFD simulation, and it was observed that as the barometric pressure reduced, the EGZ was enlarged and had a tendency to move from the goaf area towards the active working areas, thus increasing the risk of potential explosion and fire accidents. To combat this problem, a real-time pressure monitoring system was suggested to be well-established in combination with fit-for-purpose gas drainage via GVBs (Lolon et al. 2020).

Li et al. (2018) investigated the influence of different gas drainage strategies on reducing the methane level at the upper corner of the face, including surface well, buried pipe, cross-measure pipe, and their combinations. It was obtained that gas emission rate had a significant influence on the determination of drainage method, and a combination of the three mentioned drainage measures was recommended for coal mines experiencing high gas emission (> 45 m³/min).

Liu et al. (2019a) numerically simulated the spatial distribution of methane in the LW goaf and optimized the best methane drainage strategy. The simulation results indicated that the bottom of the surface drainage hole should be located at 16 m above the mining seam and the distance between the drainage hole and the return roadway was 45 m, under which condition the best gas extraction effect was reached.

Li et al. (2020b) numerically studied the spatial distribution of oxygen and methane in the active goaf and found that increasing airflow rate could contribute to a drop in hazardous areas where both methane and oxygen concentration lay in the explosive range under certain goaf gas emission rates. Once the gas emission rate exceeded a critical value (50 m³/min), solely increasing air quantity had a limited impact on shrinking the hazardous zones, and other actions were required to be taken.

Li et al. (2021a) studied methane migration characteristics within the goaf area where spontaneous combustion of coal occurred. The simulation results revealed that although ventilation dilution assisted in mitigating and even eliminating methane accumulation, a rise in temperature induced by spontaneous combustion would lead to methane accumulation as a result of the enhanced chimney effect of upward airflow.

An effort was put by Zhu et al. (2022) to study the evolution characteristics of the goaf gas (e.g., methane, oxygen and carbon monoxide) and temperature in the active goaf, and a novel model was put forward to determine explosion limits of explosive gas and provide guidance on
controlling explosions. The simulation results showed that an increase in airflow rate resulted in an increase in explosion degrees.

### 2.3.2 Numerical simulations of gas flow patterns on the LW faces

Tanguturi et al. (2014; 2015; 2020) built CFD models consisting of the face area and goaf area to gain a better understanding of goaf gas distribution within the LW goaf under different panel orientations and to evaluate the effectiveness of various measures, such as gas drainage, back returning and curtain configurations on control high methane levels at the TG area. Simulation results indicated that part of the airflow would deviate from the main airstream and push methane back towards the goaf area at the TG fringe with the utilization of the face curtains at the TG walkway or back returning system, thus reducing localized methane levels. In addition, gas drainage at the appropriate location and rate played a part in reducing methane concentration emitted onto the face area, particularly at the goaf fringe.

Previous studies by Mishra et al. (2016; 2018) focused on the methane dispersion and distribution characteristics in the TG area under the different velocities of air flowing through the face, and it was concluded that an airflow velocity of 3 m/s was sufficient to disperse and reduce methane concentration to an allowable level and prevent methane from layering. Although the results from simulations and experiments showed a reasonable agreement, the model was too simplified without consideration of the impact of equipment.

A complicated numerical model embodying LW supports, shearer, AFC, beam stage loader (BSL), crusher and conveyor was built by Wang et al. (2017d; 2017e; 2018e) to thoroughly investigate the methane dispersion and distribution patterns on the LW face. Scenario-based CFD modelling was conducted to study the impact of cutting direction and shearer location on methane distribution on the LW face, and extensive parametric studies were carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of various measures on the mitigation of methane on the LW face, mainly including the quantity of air flowing through the face, seam gas content, adjacent gas-bearing strata, cut-through at the TG side, drum sprays as well as curtains installed on the MG side.

CFD modelling was employed by Ren et al. (2019; 2018a) to gain a better understanding of carbon dioxide behaviour at the goaf fringe and propose countermeasures to reduce high gas levels at the TG corner. A good agreement between simulation results and onsite measurement was reached, and the effectiveness of increasing airflow rate and gas drainage on fringe gas reduction was examined. It was noted that an increase in airflow rate could lower the gas level at the TG fringe to a certain extent, and both the back-return system and gas drainage via the TG borehole could be conducive to reducing the localized gas level.

Taking account of methane emitted from goaf caving and coal cutting on the face, Tutak and
Brodny (2018) mainly investigated the methane distribution at the corner where the face intersected with the return airway and the usage of auxiliary ventilation equipment for methane mitigation. It was proved that auxiliary ventilation equipment with reasonable flow quantity could reduce methane concentration at the TG corner, but the insufficiency of this study was the absence of the actual equipment configuration in the model.

Considering the actual condition where both the LW shearer and AFC moved along the face, Krawczyk (2020) conducted preliminary numerical work using moving and deforming meshes to advance the knowledge of methane propagation on the LW face. It was revealed that both local mesh variability and overset meshes were considered promising tools for solving fluid problems associated with movement, and further study was required to verify and calibrate the numerical model results with experimental data.

In view of the applicability of Darcy’s law to the highly porous area, Juganda et al. (2020) set the perimeter of the goaf area as a discrete medium simulated with rock rubbles and set the centre of goaf as a porous medium, thus investigating the airflow dynamics at the headgate and TG corner. It was proved that using the discrete method on the edge of the goaf area was necessary for problems related to flame and explosion propagation.

Song et al. (2021a; 2021b) built a complicated LW model highly identical to the actual geometry and investigated the dust and gas distribution on the LW face. Two hazardous areas where dust and gas concentrations were high were identified at the mining area and TG fringe. Also, it was observed that increasing airflow quantity could reduce dust and gas concentrations to a certain degree, and an optimal airflow rate of 2500 m³/min was determined by considering that the gas-dust reduction performance was weakened when air quantity exceeded this critical value.

To summarise, the majority of numerical simulations study the ventilation dynamics and gas distribution in the active goaf and on the LW face, while no research focuses on the impacts of various controls and practices on a range of gas events and gas migration characteristics during the LW sealing-off process, during which period spontaneous combustion and gas explosion is highly likely to occur without effective control measures. In addition, the impact of configurations of curtains and brattices on the LW face and in the TG end on methane mitigation at the goaf fringe are under-researched.

**2.4 CFD Modelling of Dust and Airflow Patterns in the Heading Development**

With the increase in coal demand, there is a growing need for quick heading drivage and high production capacity, which is achieved by significant scientific and technological advancement. The airborne fugitive dust generated during mining operations rises correspondingly, posing great
threats to underground miners who are exposed to a high-concentration dust environment during the long period of a working shift. If not managed and controlled effectively, airborne dust particles, especially respirable coal dust and silica dust, can penetrate deeply into the pulmonary alveoli, resulting in irreversible harm to lung function and physical health. Compared with traditional laboratory experiments which are normally characterized as time-consuming and cost-consuming, CFD has been widely used in solving dust-related problems arising in dust-rich underground spaces (e.g., LW face and heading development) due to its great advantages of dust visualization and easy design and evaluation of dust control measures. The CFD numerical models are established based on the specific conditions of underground spaces and calibrated with onsite dust monitoring data to guarantee the accuracy of models, after which extensive parametric studies can be carried out to improve the knowledge of airflow and dust migration patterns and to evaluate the performance of various dust control techniques available. As the thesis focuses on dust issues existing in the heading development, only the application of CFD modelling for solving dust problems in the heading face is reviewed.

It was not until 1993 that many scholars began applying CFD simulations to investigate the airflow and dust migration patterns in underground coal mines. In order to study the airflow and dust migration characteristics within a heading development driven by a CM, Heerden and Sullivan (1993) carried out CFD modelling, but a major drawback of their study was that the simulation results were not verified. Another study by Srinivasa et al. (1993) emphasized the prediction of airflow patterns using CFD modelling, and it was considered that CFD was a promising tool for solving dust-related problems.

Funded by National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Wala et al. (2003) constructed a 3D model identical to the self-designed scaled benchmark model to simulate the airflow patterns. The validation of the simulation results with experimental data boosted the confidence in the application of CFD modelling to predict, evaluate and design appropriate ventilation systems in a short period.

Based on an actual dead-end coal-mine gallery, Parra et al. (2006) established a simple model and conducted CFD simulations with results verified by experiment results, after which extensive simulations were undertaken to investigate the influence of three typical ventilation systems (forcing, exhausting, and mixed ventilation system) on the spatial distribution of velocity and localized mean age of air.

A simplified model only incorporating fan duct and heading development was built by Wang et al. (2006), and the DPM model was used to improve the understanding of dust migration regularities in a heading ventilated by an exhaust duct. It was concluded that the exhaust ventilation system
performed better in dust removal than the forcing counterpart.

Hargreaves and Lowndes (2007) conducted extensive steady-state CFD modelling to study the impact of various operational parameters on the airflow patterns within a development heading, including two different cutting stages of the CM, cutting height, the distance between the blowing duct and heading face, and the working conditions of scrubber fan. The onsite velocity was measured by a multisensor unit and anemometer to map the airflow patterns for validation purposes, and it was proved that simulation results from validated CFD modelling could be beneficial for designing auxiliary ventilation systems and mitigating the amount of dust produced amid the cutting operations of the CM.

A 2D CFD model was built by Aminossadati and Hooman (2008) to probe into the impact of brattice serving the function of deflecting airflow toward the cross-out blind heading on ventilation efficiency. It was reported that the brattice with a higher length was beneficial for removing contaminants from this area.

Taking time factors into account, Toraño et al. (2011) mapped out the dust distribution characteristics within a roadheader-tunneled mine roadway ventilated by a forcing and exhaust duct, with CFD simulation results verified by both dust concentration and air velocity measured on-site. It was pointed out that calibrated CFD models were capable of predicting dust behaviour and optimizing auxiliary ventilation parameters, mainly including airflow supplied by ducts and the location of the duct, thus enabling improvement in working conditions and coal production.

Niu et al. (2011) employed a simplified heading model to enquire into the impact of various ventilation parameters (e.g., exhaust duct diameter, the distance between the duct and heading face, and the height of the duct) on dust migration characteristics and the optimum ventilation parameters were determined in accordance with the simulation results.

Utilising the CFD-DSMC (Direct Simulation Monte Carlo) coupling method, Hu et al. (2016; 2015) studied the spatiotemporal distribution of dust particles ranging from 0.1 μm to 100 μm within a roadway after blasting, which provided theoretical guidance for designing a dust removal system and evaluating the ventilation efficiency. Later, Hu et al. (2021; 2019; 2020) focused on CFD-DPM simulation of dust dispersion in roadways driven by the roadheader and revealed how different airflow velocities of the forcing duct impacted the dust migration patterns, after which decent roadheader driver location and airflow velocity supplied by forcing fan were determined.

A hybrid brattice system consisting of a physical brattice and flexible curtains was proposed by Kurnia et al. (2015) to direct more airflow toward the heading face and disperse dust particles with concentration dropping below a safe level. Several key parameters influencing system
performances were evaluated, and it was observed that a better dust dispersion result was obtained with full blockage of brattice, U-shaped air curtains, and shorter setback distance.

Unlike many CFD simulation studies in which the Euler-Lagrange model was employed to track dust trajectory, Wang et al. (2015) applied the Euler-Euler model to simulate the dust migration and distribution characteristics in a laneway where ventilation was sourced from a forcing and exhausting duct. After simulation results from the simple geometry model were compared with experimental data, they studied the influence of many parameters on dust movement, such as dust releasing rate, forcing air velocity, and ventilation patterns.

Using the CFD-DEM coupling method, Cheng et al. (2016b) investigated the dust diffusion characteristics within a heading driven by a fully mechanized heading machine at a mesoscopic level and analyzed the relationships between dust particle size and diffusion distance and velocity. It was recommended that the diffusion distance of dust particles of various sizes was required to be considered when specific dust prevention measures were taken.

Li et al. (2016) carried out extensive numerical simulations aimed at studying whether normal ventilation parameters could meet the minimum requirements for providing sufficient oxygen, removing contaminants (dust and carbon monoxide), and maintaining comfortable air temperature in a super-large underground development heading. The existing ventilation system could fulfil the requirements for dust and temperature control, but particular attention should be given to the control of carbon monoxide concentration amid blasting.

In order to advance the knowledge of dust dispersion characteristics in a roadway under the condition of a hybrid ventilation pattern, Geng et al. (2018; 2017) treated the dust particle collision with the hard-sphere model and numerically simulated the distribution of dust with different particle sizes over time. The influence of different ventilation patterns and supplied air velocity from the fan duct on dust movement and sediment were in-depth analyzed, and the mechanism of intense circumfluence of dust was also discussed. Later, Geng et al. (2020) studied the dust migration patterns in a roadway driven by a roadheader under a forcing ventilation system, and the effect of dust particle sizes and the flow rate of the ventilation duct on dust dispersion characteristics were analyzed.

In an investigation into the spatial and temporal characteristics of coal dust produced during the roadway drivage with a roadheader, Liu et al. (2017) conducted a series of parametric studies pertaining to the impact of the variation of supply air velocity on energy save and dust removal efficiency using CFD-DPM method. Among the seven scenarios proposed, better performance in dust mitigation and energy saving could be yielded when intermittent flow where a high velocity of 15.6 m/s lasting for 110 s and a low velocity of 12 m/s lasting for 50 s were applied.
An attempt was made by Shi et al. (2017) to explore the optimum arrangement of the dedusting air duct in a heading face driven by a roadheader. Three significant factors influencing dust control efficiency were examined, including the presence of a dedusting fan, the specific location of the fan (in the middle of the heading or close to the return side), and the distance between the fan absorbing inlet to the heading face. It was reported that the total dedusting efficiency could be as high as 75.88% with the best arrangement of the dedusting fan.

Figure 2.4 CFD model of the heading driven by a roadheader (Wang et al. 2017a)

For the purpose of confining dust within a certain area, considerable effort was made by Wang et al. (2017a; 2018b) to optimize the operating parameters of the air-curtain generator in a roadheader-driven heading face under the hybrid ventilation system, including the radial airflow rate from the generator, the distance between the heading face and air-curtain generator, the axial-to-radial flow ratio of the wall-attached air cylinder, the forced-to-exhaust airflow ratio of the hybrid ventilation system as well as the duct distance from the heading face, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Later, Wang et al. (2018c; 2021b) modified their CFD models by connecting the exhausting fan duct with a dust-removal fan, and analyzed the effect of ventilation arrangements on dust mitigation performances, such as axial-to-radial flow ratios of air duct, the forced-to-exhaust ratio of the ventilation system, forced-air quantity, as well as the location of the suction duct.

To evaluate the performance of water spray for dust control, Wang et al. (2017b) built a CFD model with a simplified roadheader geometry and thoroughly analyzed the influence of spray pressure on dust suppression results. The airflow was simulated as a continuous phase, while the water spray was simulated as a discrete phase. The simulation results indicated that the optimal spray pressure was 2.4 MPa.

With the aid of the CFD-DEM coupling method, Yu et al. (2017a; 2017b) numerically studied the impact of the air-curtain generator and its operating parameters on dust dispersion characteristics
in a heading driven by a roadheader under a forced-exhaust ventilation system. Then, using the same coupling method, Yu et al. (2018b) investigated the dust diffusion characteristic in a heading excavated by blasting under a single forcing or exhausting ventilation condition. It was obvious that single-exhausting ventilation was superior to the single-forcing counterpart in terms of dust suppression. Later, Yu et al. (2018a; 2020) focused on research on dust suppression in the heading face by means of water spray and optimized the water spray parameters for the best dust mitigation performance under a single forcing or hybrid ventilation system.

In a study investigating the spatiotemporal evolution characteristics of dust particles in the tunnels driven by a heading machine, a full-scale physical model highly identical to the actual dimension was built by Hua et al. (2018a; 2020a). The airflow-dust coupled fields under blowing and hybrid ventilation (far-pressing-near-adsorption) were analyzed, and a conclusion was drawn that hybrid ventilation performed better in dust suppression than blower ventilation. In addition, a multi-radial swirling flow generator was fitted on the compressed air duct at a certain distance from the duct outlet for the purpose of containing the harmful dust, and key parameters were examined, including the distance between the newly fitted flow generator and tunnelling face, the pressurized air volume and inflow-to-outflow ratio (Hua et al. 2020b; Hua et al. 2018b).

A complicated numerical model incorporating a boom-type roadheader was constructed by Cao et al. (2018a; 2018b) to evaluate the dust mitigation efficiency in large-cross tunnels under the combined forcing-and-exhausting ventilation pattern. The influences of many operational conditions (e.g., cutting position, the distance from the exhausting pipe outlet to the tunnelling face, the ratio of forcing to exhaust airflow rate, the location of forcing and exhausting pipe) on dust concentration distribution at different elevations were investigated, and optimal parameters for significant improvements in dust removal were determined.

Liu et al. (2019b; 2018) established a 3D numerical model incorporating major equipment (including a roadheader, pressure duct, exhaust duct, wet dust removal fan, belt conveyor, and multi-radial air-curtain generator), and simulated the airflow migration and dust diffusion characteristics under different influencing factors, such as the distance of air-curtain generator from tunnelling face, the ratio of axial to radial airflow (generator), and the ratio of exhaust to pressurized airflow (the dust removal fan). The recommended parameters were provided to protect the roadheader driver from excessive exposure to dust.

Zhou et al. (2018) built a simple arched heading model and numerically studied the impact of different ventilation parameters on dust concentration distribution under the far-pressing-near-adsorption ventilation arrangement, such as the distance between heading face and pressurized duct outlet or exhaust duct inlet, the volume ratio of pressurized duct to exhaust duct as well as the
location of ducts.

Chang et al. (2019), Gong et al. (2019), Liu et al. (2019c), and Mishra et al. (2019) all carried out CFD modelling of dust distribution and migration patterns within a heading face, but the models they built were too simplified. They either built simplified geometry of the mining machine (CM or roadheader) in the numerical model or constructed a heading panel without the mining machine.

In combination with laboratory experiments, Liu et al. (2019e) numerically investigated the influence of the spray pressure and nozzle orifice diameter on dust control efficiency within a roadheader-driven heading where a hybrid ventilation pattern was employed, and simulation results were verified by field measurements. A similar study was conducted by Guo et al. (2020a), who investigated the influence of spray pressure and nozzle offset degrees on dust mitigation performance within a 12-CM-15-10D CM-driven tunnel under single forcing ventilation.

To improve the understanding of airflow movement and respirable dust migration in a heading driven by a CM (JOY12CM27) under two different cutting scenarios, Wang et al. (2019) performed a series of CFD works and put forward a solution to alleviating high dust concentration confronting the mine site, as shown in Figure 2.5. It was reported that a high dust reduction rate of 90% could be achieved when these proposed measures were taken properly, including the installation of a dust scrubber and venturi spray system, re-arrangement of the cutting sequence and intake ventilation location.

Yin et al. (2020; 2019) numerically evaluated the usage of a multi-radial air curtain generator for dust suppression within a tunnel face excavated by a roadheader under the hybrid ventilation system and examined the impact of locations of the generator and forced air cylinder.

To improve the knowledge of temporospatial characteristics of airflow patterns and dust diffusion in a tunnel driven by a Cantilever-typed tunnelling machine and ventilated by a single compressed air duct, Guo et al. (2020b) undertook extensive CFD simulations and verified base-model results.
with onsite dust monitoring data, after which the influence of airflow quantity on diffusion distance of both high and low concentration dust was further evaluated.

Based on site-specific conditions of a heading face excavated by EBZ-160 roadheader, Cai et al. (2021) built complicated models to investigate the dust migration under the far-pressure-near-absorption ventilation scheme, and the optimal airflow rate from the exhaust fan and the location of forcing duct were obtained.

Focusing on dust problems sourced from different locations of a heading face driven by a tunnelling machine, Jiang et al. (2021) performed simulations to better understand the migration patterns of dust from different sources, and the simulation results could shed insight on countermeasures for dust controls.

Lu et al. (2022a; 2022b) built a heading model that incorporated a roadheader, bridge transfer machine, belt conveyor and forcing duct, and investigated the impact of various mining parameters on dust dispersion characteristics, mainly including rotation speed of the cutter head and cutting sequences.

An attempt was made by Xu et al. (2022) to enhance the knowledge of how roadway inclination impacted dust migration within a heading face driven by roadheader and ventilated by a forcing fan, and it was concluded that a reduction in airflow rate in elevation roadway and a rise in the airflow rate in depression roadway assisted in dust control.

Nie et al. (2022a; 2022b; 2022d) studied airflow and dust migration patterns within a roadheader-driven heading under the exhaust-and-forcing ventilation system, and a series of operational parameters were optimized to achieve the best dust mitigation performance.

A novel modularized airflow diverging system was proposed by Yang et al. (2022a; 2022b), and extensive CFD simulations were conducted to study the airflow, dust and gas migration characteristics in a heading face excavated by a roadheader. The working parameters of the ventilation system were optimized to control both dust and gas issues in the heading.

![Figure 2.6 CFD model of two connected tunnels (Zhou et al. 2022)](image-url)
Zhou et al. (2022) studied the spatiotemporal distribution of dust in two connected tunnels with a forcing ventilation system, and dust levels at the different driver locations (e.g., CM, SC and bolt machine) were evaluated, with the CFD model illustrated in Figure 2.6.

From the above literature review, it is noted that the machine for heading or tunnel drivage is either roadheader or tunnelling machine, and the ventilation patterns employed are either single forcing ventilation or hybrid ventilation in the vast majority of studies, while limited research investigates the dust migration patterns in the CM-driven heading with single exhaust ventilation, which is much more common in the mining industry in Australia. In addition, the impact of various cutting operations on dust migration patterns in the development panel has received limited studies, such as the coal cutting and dumping process, different cutting positions of the drums and the distance of the exhausting duct from the heading face. What is more, there are limited studies with regard to the dispersion regularity of respirable coal and silica dust (particle sizes below 10 μm), which is more harmful to miners’ bodies due to the fact that it is hard to exhale these kinds of dust out of mouth and dust can penetrate deeply into lung and cause irreversible harm.

2.5 Summary

A comprehensive review of the spontaneous combustion and heating in the goaf areas, ventilation dynamics and gas distribution characteristics in the active goaf and the LW face, as well as dust dispersion and diffusion characteristics in the heading development, has been undertaken in this chapter, with a particular emphasis on the utilization of CFD modelling to prevent, manage and control those PMHs arising during the coal extraction process.

Reviews on CFD modelling of spontaneous combustion in the active goaf show that the impacts of fundamental geological parameters (coal seam orientations and seam gas composition) and mining factors (e.g., different ventilation patterns of LW panels and the tightness of seals built in the cut-throughs) on ventilation dynamics and gas distribution patterns and the determination of fit-for-purpose proactive goaf inertisation strategies have received limited attention. In addition, an improved post-processing method is required to analyze the CFD simulation results both qualitatively and quantitatively to enhance confidence in comparing different scenarios and optimizing goaf inertisation strategies. What is more, there is limited research on the ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change (methane and oxygen) in the LW panel at different stages of the panel sealing-off process, during which period the LW face is stopped for face recovery and spontaneous combustion is likely to occur and develop due to strong air leakage and heat built up.

In addition, CFD modelling studies of ventilation dynamics and gas distribution characteristics in the active goaf and LW face have been reviewed. There is an immediate need to evaluate various
ventilation and gas management practices that can be implemented to effectively manage and control high gas emissions, particularly at the localized TG ends of the LW face. In addition, gas migration characteristics during the LW sealing-off process require further investigation to prevent gas explosions and spontaneous combustion.

Furthermore, reviews on solving the dust-related problems in the heading development by means of CFD modelling indicate that limited research studies dust migration and dispersion patterns in the heading face driven by a CM, particularly under a single exhaust ventilation system, which is much more common in the mining industry in Australia. In addition, the impact of various cutting operations and handling processes on dust dispersion characteristics in the development panel has received limited attention, such as the process of coal cutting, conveying and dumping, different drum cutting positions and the distance of the exhausting duct from the heading face. What is more, there are limited studies with regard to the dispersion regularity of respirable coal dust (particle sizes below 10 μm), which are more harmful to miners’ health.

To conclude, this comprehensive literature review illustrates the insufficiencies in research on spontaneous combustion in the active LW goaf, elevated gas levels at the TG end and dust diffusion and migration in the heading development. With the aid of CFD modelling, the management and control measures of these PMHs can be identified and evaluated, which will shed new insight on improving current control practices and mining safety.
CHAPTER 3 NEW INSIGHT INTO PROACTIVE GOAF INERTISATION FOR SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

Summary

This chapter provides new insight into proactive goaf inertisation for spontaneous combustion management and control. The spontaneous heating management system typically employed in Australian underground coal mines is introduced, including early detection and prediction of spontaneous combustion, detection and monitoring of spontaneous combustion, principal hazard management plans, as well as proactive spontaneous combustion control technology. The method to numerically determine the parameters for proactive control measures is presented. Based on the site-specific conditions of an underground coal mine in NSW, a 3D CFD model was constructed and validated with on-site gas monitoring data, which allowed for goaf gas flow dynamics and flow patterns to be determined and analyzed. Goaf inertisation strategies were qualitatively and quantitatively investigated from three aspects, including inert gas injection locations, injection rates, and inert gas type. The study provides guidance to underground coal mines for the control and prevention of spontaneous combustion and heating of coal in the goaf areas during the normal mining process and to improve the health and safety of miners.
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Abstract

Spontaneous heating in the active goaf area during normal mining processes poses increased threats to mine productivity and safety, as evidenced in events induced by the spontaneous combustion of coal. To control and mitigate this engineering problem, there is a need to gain critical knowledge of spontaneous combustion in the longwall (LW) goaf area, which can be achieved through a combination of field tests and numerical modelling. This paper introduces the spontaneous combustion management system widely used in Australia and presents Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models for the simulation of gas flow dynamics in the goaf area, based on the site conditions of an underground coal mine where coal seam gas is predominantly comprised of carbon dioxide. The models were validated with gas monitoring data and used to conduct parametric studies for proactive goaf inertisation optimization. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of simulation results indicated that better goaf inertisation could be achieved when nitrogen was injected via cut-through at 250 m on the maingate (MG) side and surface boreholes at 100 m and 700 m on the tailgate (TG) side, with a total injection rate greater than 1750 l/s. The oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side dropped below 5% at distances of 120 m and 75 m behind the LW face, with an oxidation zone area of 35375 m², which was approximately one-third of the oxidation zone area of the scenario without inert gas injection. Simulation results help shed light on improving current goaf inertisation practices to effectively reduce the risk of heating in goaf areas and improve mining process safety based on Australian conditions and practices.
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3.1 Introduction

Despite the significant advances in mining technology and safety management, coal mining worldwide is still facing severe challenges of effectively preventing and controlling hazards induced in the process of normal mining, and Australia is no exception. As hard-to-eradicate longstanding thermal dynamic events, spontaneous combustion and heating have been a significant hazard plagued by many underground coal mines, especially those in Queensland and New South Wales where most coal resources are located. If not managed and controlled effectively, heating-related events could result in the loss of coal resources, environmental pollution from toxic and suffocating gas emissions (e.g., carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane), and production delay and stoppage (Bai et al. 2020; Deng et al. 2016; Liu & Qin 2017b; Xia et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2020; Zhuo et al. 2019). When a mixture of air with methane concentration lying in the explosive
range (5%~15%) presents in the vicinity of the heating location, a gas explosion is likely to be initiated by the energy generated by combustion and heating, culminating in disastrous consequences, such as coal miner injury and death, mine closure, and significant economic losses (Brune et al. 2016; Li et al. 2021b; Lolon et al. 2020; Ren & Balusu 2010; Tutak et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2021). Massive explosions occurring in Box Flat Colliery on 31 July 1972 and Kianga No.1 coal mine on 20 September 1975, claimed the lives of 17 and 13 coal miners, respectively, and the following inquiry launched by the official government revealed that both explosions were triggered by sufficient heating sourced from spontaneous combustion (Loane et al. 1975; Queensland Government 1972). A thorough review of incidents related to spontaneous combustion was conducted by Ham (2005) amid a 32-year period from 1972 to 2004, and it was reported that 51 hazardous events involving spontaneous combustion happened in Queensland, causing coal mines to close either temporarily or permanently. Cliff (2015) predicted that at least one incident associated with spontaneous combustion could occur on average each year, causing coal miners to be withdrawn and evacuated from the mine and even mine closure in some cases.

With significant advances in computer technology, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling has been increasingly used in solving problems arising in the process of coal mining, and spontaneous heating related problems are no exception. In combination with CFD modelling and field studies in two underground coal mines in Australia, Balusu et al. (2005b) proved that proactive inertisation could successfully reduce oxygen ingress into the goaf area and develop an inert goaf atmosphere, thus effectively containing the spontaneous combustion and heating in the goaf areas while the longwall (LW) face was retreated slowly or even stopped. It was indicated from simulation results that effective goaf inertisation could be achieved when inert gas was injected into the goaf area at 200 to 400 m behind the LW face with an injection flow rate of approximately 0.5 m$^3$/s (Ren & Balusu 2009). Yuan and Smith (2008) conducted CFD simulations to study the evolution of temperature and oxygen concentration in two adjacent goaf areas and revealed the impact of coal surface area and heat of reaction on spontaneous heating. Taraba and Michalec (2011) built 3D models of LW with a U-type ventilation system to investigate the impact of face advancing rate on spontaneous combustion, and a critical advancing rate was determined to reduce the likelihood of spontaneous heating. Xia et al. (2015) numerically studied the self-heating process of coal in an underground coal seam that is rich in methane, and parametric studies were conducted on the impact of coal properties on self-heating. After validating the base model with filed measured data, Liu et al. (2016a) numerically researched the efficiency of carbon dioxide or nitrogen on spontaneous combustion control, and ideal injection was determined. Targeting at problems of co-occurrence of spontaneous combustion and methane explosion in the goaf areas, many scholars carried out extensive numerical simulations and investigated the
influence of different parameters on controlling these co-existing hazards (Li et al. 2021b; Qin et al. 2016a; Wang et al. 2018a; Xia et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2021). Huang et al. (2018) focused on probing into the effect of periodic weighting on “three-zone” and temperature distribution in the goaf area, which was helpful in the management and control of spontaneous combustion. Considering the high risk of spontaneous combustion during mining stoppage, Liu et al. (2019d) optimized the mining parameters to mitigate this dynamic problem. Numerical simulations were conducted by Shi et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2020b) to study the impact of nitrogen injection on spontaneous combustion control in the goaf area. With the aid of orthogonal tests and numerical simulations, Si et al. (2019) optimized the carbon dioxide injection parameters, and the results indicated that multisource injection of carbon dioxide could suppress spontaneous combustion in the goaf area. Numerical simulations were performed by Zhang et al. (2020) to improve the knowledge of oxygen and temperature distribution in the goaf area with obvious air leakage induced by mining activities, and goaf inertisation by means of nitrogen injection was optimized. Zhou et al. (2021) numerically investigated oxygen distribution in the goaf area and proposed integrated fire prevention measures, including injecting nitrogen and inhibitor and plugging leakage. Based on specific conditions of a fully mechanized top coal caving face, Qi et al. (2021) divided the goaf area into three different zones and numerically optimized the nitrogen injection locations for spontaneous combustion control.

In addition, various goaf inertisation techniques have been developed to prevent and control heating, including goaf inertisation with three-phase foam (Zhou et al. 2006), two-phase nitrogen foam (Ray & Singh 2007), fly-ash foam (Qin et al. 2014), inorganic solidified foam (Lu et al. 2020b), gel-stabilized foam (Shi et al. 2022), injection of methane sourced from inseam gas drainage (Claassen 2011), inertisation with water and ash mixture and carbon dioxide (Szurgacz et al. 2020), fire extinguishing gel (Li et al. 2019). Compared with these goaf inerting techniques, proactive goaf inertisation with inert gas (e.g., nitrogen, carbon dioxide, or boiler gas) injected into the goaf area during normal mining cycles has the advantages of easy transport, deployment and management, which has been widely applied in Australia to suppress the onset of spontaneous combustion and heating (Salisbury et al. 2022; Terry Martin SC & Clough 2021).

In the light of frequent spontaneous combustion and heating events in the active goaf area during the normal mining process, a robust and integrated system has been established in Australia, which includes early prediction and detection of spontaneous heating, onsite gas sampling and monitoring, principal hazard management plan, and proactive control measures. However, many Australian underground coal mines, working seams prone to spontaneous combustion, face severe challenges of obvious oxygen ingress into the goaf area as a result of fast advance rates, high
ventilation rates and increased production outputs. This results in less time for compaction of the caved roof, and more air leakage pathways can therefore exist in the goaf area, resulting in more air penetrating into the goaf area. High ventilation rates can cause a significant pressure difference between the maingate (MG) side and the goaf area, and more fresh air is likely to flow into the goaf area, thus increasing the likelihood of spontaneous combustion. In comparison to high ventilation rates and serious air leakage, the current goaf inertisation practices with low inert gas injection rates cannot fully meet the requirement of suppressing the onset of spontaneous combustion and heating. Therefore, there is a need to investigate the optimum goaf inertisation strategies for spontaneous combustion management and control, including injection location, type of inert gas and injection rate.

Based on the specific site conditions of an underground coal mine in NSW, this paper introduces the spontaneous heating management system typically employed in Australian underground coal mines and presents how to numerically determine the parameters for proactive control measures. The numerical simulations are validated based on on-site gas monitoring data allowing for goaf gas flow dynamics and flow patterns to be determined and analyzed. The verified CFD model can then be used to qualitatively and quantitatively investigate goaf inertisation strategies. The study will provide guidance to underground coal mines for the control and prevention of spontaneous combustion and heating of coal in the goaf areas during the normal mining process and improve the health and safety of miners.

3.2 Early Detection and Prediction of Spontaneous Combustion

An early indication of the onset of spontaneous combustion and heating prior to mining operation can provide valuable time for effective action to be immediately taken to prevent the heating from spreading and escalating into an open fire. This relatively small window of opportunity to detect a heating event often relies on the propensity of mined coals to spontaneous combustion and the timely detection and interpretation of gaseous products released from this heating process. In Australia, the R70 index is widely used to evaluate the spontaneous combustion propensity, while a combination of various single indicator gases and gas ratios is applied for the early detection of spontaneous heating.

3.2.1 R70 index

The adiabatic self-heating method was first used by Davis and Byrne (1924) and further developed into the adiabatic R70 test in Australia and New Zealand with a view to evaluating the susceptibility of coal to spontaneous combustion (Beamish et al. 2001; Beamish et al. 2000; Ren et al. 1999). The 150 g coal samples with particles size smaller than 212 µm are placed in an adiabatic oven where the temperature rises from 40 °C to 70 °C as a result of coal self-heating, and the temperature
change as the function of time is referred to as the R\textsubscript{70} value, in the unit of °C/h (Beamish 2005; Beamish & Arisoy 2008; Beamish & Blazak 2005). Typically, the higher the R\textsubscript{70} index value, the higher the coal propensity for spontaneous combustion and self-heating (Arisoy 2010; Wang et al. 2018d).

Depending on the different geological conditions and coal properties, the spontaneous combustion propensity is classified differently by NSW and Queensland based on the R\textsubscript{70} index (NSW Department of Industry and Investment 2011b), as listed in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Propensity level</th>
<th>Queensland</th>
<th>NSW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>R\textsubscript{70}&lt;0.5</td>
<td>R\textsubscript{70}&lt;1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low-to-medium</td>
<td>0.5≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;1.0</td>
<td>1.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;2.0</td>
<td>2.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;4.0</td>
<td>4.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very-high</td>
<td>4.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;8.0</td>
<td>8.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ultra-high</td>
<td>8.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;16.0</td>
<td>16.0≤R\textsubscript{70}&lt;32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Extremely-high</td>
<td>R\textsubscript{70}&gt;16.0</td>
<td>R\textsubscript{70}&gt;32.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The R\textsubscript{70} test is carried out on a dry basis and eliminates inherent moisture and the associated delay in thermal runaway due to evaporating water, which does not indicate the moderating impact of moisture within the coal on self-heating behaviour at low temperatures. To address this problem, the incubation test method was developed by Beamish and Beamish (2010), and it has been routinely employed in the coal mining industry in Australia (Beamish et al. 2018; Beamish & Theiler 2019). The significant modifications to the normal R\textsubscript{70} test include testing the coal samples with their as-received moisture content, starting the test at ambient mine temperature, using coal samples with an approximate weight of 200 g, and applying a low oxygen flow rate (Beamish & Beamish 2011).

3.2.2 Interpretation of indicator gases and gas ratios

3.2.2.1 Interpretation of indicator gases

Combustion is likely to occur and sustain in the goaf area when sufficient oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}), fuels (residual coal left in the goaf), and heat in support of the reaction are present. It has also been shown that spontaneous combustion and heating could occur even at low ambient temperature (Zhang et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2017). During the process of coal oxidation, particular gases will be progressively produced at certain temperatures, including but not limited to carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}), hydrogen (H\textsubscript{2}), methane (CH\textsubscript{4}), acetylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}).
ethylene (C₂H₄), ethane (C₂H₆), and other higher hydrocarbons, with concentrations varying significantly due to the differences in intrinsic properties of coal. Gas evolution tests have been widely used to investigate the gas production trends with increasing temperature and provide a reference for formulating Trigger Action Response Plans (TARP) specific to the coal mine. Although the gas evolution occurring with increasing temperature varies from coal to coal, the characteristics of gas appearing at the specific temperature can be utilized to predict the onset of spontaneous combustion and determine the different oxidation stages, thus guiding the early detection and prevention of spontaneous heating during its incubation period. As a result, many gases released in coal oxidation with rising temperature are selected as indicator gases of spontaneous combustion and self-heating.

Among all gases potentially produced as a result of spontaneous combustion, CO is the most common indicator of coal heating. CO could generally appear at a low temperature of 20~30 °C and was detectable throughout the whole period of combustion (Liu et al. 2020a). The production of CO emitted rose rapidly when the temperature exceeded 110 °C (Ma et al. 2020b). Although CO has been considered a reliable indicator of spontaneous heating, concerns must be given with the other likely sources of CO from underground vehicles powered by diesel and the appearance of CO at ambient temperature, and it is a kind of toxic gas (Tutak & Brodny 2017b). Therefore, different stages of spontaneous combustion should be judged by the increasing trend of CO levels continuously monitored rather than the absolute CO concentration of a single reading.

Another typical gas produced during low-temperature coal oxidation is CO₂. Currently, there is limited use of CO₂ as a good indicator of early prediction of spontaneous combustion because CO₂ can emanate from various sources besides combustion and heating. Firstly, CO₂ can originate from the virgin coal seam, and the CO₂ is likely to emit when the original adsorption-desorption equilibrium is broken as a result of mining activities and flow to the working face via fissures and fractures existing in the goaf areas and coal pillars. Secondly, it can be produced by long-term microbial oxidation or acid mine water containing calcium carbonate (Timko & Derick 2006).

H₂, as a characteristic gas liberated during coal combustion and heating, has gained tremendous popularity in Australia to forecast whether a heating event has already progressively developed into an escalated stage (Cliff et al. 2014). In the course of low-temperature coal oxidation, a minute trace of H₂ can be released, and its quantity increases when the temperature exceeds 100 °C (Wang et al. 2017c). Two significant concerns with H₂ as an indicator gas are that H₂ is likely to be produced when galvanized steels contained in the sampling pipes react with acid water (Liu et al. 2021), and it is not easy to discriminate between helium and H₂ in the gas analysis using gas chromatography as they have similar retention times. As a result, it is much better to use sampling
tubes of non-reactive materials rather than galvanized steel.

C₂H₄ is a significant characteristic gas used by many countries, such as China and Australia. Studies conducted by Chen et al. (2020b), Levi et al. (2015), and Liu et al. (2021) revealed that C₂H₄ first appeared when the temperature reached 110 °C, 140 °C, and 190 °C, respectively. The lower the temperature required for the coals to produce C₂H₄, the more prone to spontaneous combustion (Cai et al. 2019). C₂H₄ can be regarded as a good indicator of advanced heating and is widely used as the upper trigger level for the TARPs.

In practice, there are many problems associated with the use of characteristic gases to predict the onset of spontaneous heating and assess the heating stages, as summarised by Cliff (2015):

- The absolute gas concentration may be diluted by ventilation to a lower level and even beyond the detection limit when gas intermingles with the incoming air, resulting in underestimating the severity of heating;
- Gases selected as indicator gas could originate from other sources besides spontaneous combustion and heating, such as coal seam and diesel-powered vehicles.
- It is difficult to distinguish between small-scale and large-scale heating, as they may demonstrate almost the same gas concentration.

3.2.2.2 Interpretation of gas ratios

To compensate for the drawbacks of sole use of characteristic gas concentration for spontaneous heating prediction, a variety of gas ratios have been considered, including CO make, Graham’s ratio, CO/CO₂ ratio, Tricket’s Ratio, Young’s Ratio, H₂/CO ratio, and air-free analysis (NSW Department of Industry and Investment 2011b). Among these gas ratios, CO make, Graham’s ratio and CO/CO₂ ratio are the most useful indicators for TARPs.

(1) CO make

It is defined as the volume of CO that flows past a specific monitoring point per unit of time, in the unit of litre/minute.

\[
CO \text{ make} = 0.06 \times CO \times \text{airflow volume}
\]

Where: the unit of CO and airflow volume are ppm and m³/s, respectively.

CO make is always used in panel return gateroads and back bleeder roads in Australia to indicate the CO conditions, eliminating the influence of ventilation dilution by air leakage. CO make trigger values should be set based on site-specific mine conditions.

(2) Graham’s ratio

It is defined as the ratio of CO in the air to oxygen deficiency (Graham 1920), which is widely
used to evaluate the intensity of coal oxidation. The ratio is calculated using the following equations:

\[
O_2 \text{ deficiency} = \frac{20.93}{79.04} \times N_2 - O_2
\]

\[
\text{Graham’s ratio} = \frac{\text{CO in the air}}{O_2 \text{ deficiency}} \times 100\% = \frac{CO_{\text{out}} - CO_{\text{in}}}{O_{2\text{out}} - O_{2\text{in}}} \times 100\%
\]

Where: CO is the carbon monoxide concentration, %; O₂ is the oxygen concentration, %; the unit of CO in the air is %; the subscript “in” represents the intake condition, while the subscript “out” represents the return condition.

Considering the circumstances where O₂ probably alters due to dilution with other gases or the return airflow is likely to contain more than one airstream, Graham’s ratio was modified based on the assumption that N₂ remained unchanged throughout the whole process. The modified Graham’s ratio can be obtained by the following equation:

\[
Graham’s \ ratio = \frac{CO_{\text{out}} - CO_{\text{in}} \times N_{2\text{out}}}{N_{2\text{in}} \times O_{2\text{in}} - O_{2\text{out}}} \times 100\%
\]

Where: N₂ is the nitrogen concentration, %.

In underground areas where gas sensors or monitors are placed, a change in CO concentration could be caused by ventilation fluctuation, such as goaf breathing attributed to a change in barometric pressure. However, the revised Graham’s ratio is almost independent of ventilation dilution and has become one of the significant indexes commonly used in both sealed areas and well-ventilated roadways to be indicative of early heating. A rise in Graham’s ratio typically shows an accelerated coal oxidation process. It can give a warning of abnormal conditions and provide a small window of opportunity to take countermeasures several weeks before any distinct odour could be detected and a fire event occurs.

There are some non-negligible drawbacks in the use of Graham’s ratio to interpret the atmospheric conditions, listed as follows (Cliff 2015):

(a) Its accuracy is not reliable in circumstances where less oxygen is consumed and oxygen deficiency is lower than 0.35, which is a shared disadvantage for other gas ratios involving oxygen deficiency;

(b) It could be potentially influenced by other sources of CO besides heating, such as underground equipment fueled by diesel and the supplied air containing a blackdamp.
(c) It will become invalid when nitrogen is used for LW goaf inertisation, as it is assumed that nitrogen should be kept constant to reflect the original oxygen condition.

(3) CO/CO₂ ratio

The oxide of carbon ratio is only correlated with CO and CO₂, so it has the advantage of being free from the impact of oxygen deficiency compared to the many other ratios that are obtained by that deficiency (Şensöğüt 2011). The CO/CO₂ ratio can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
Oxide \ of \ carbon \ ratio = \frac{CO_{out} - CO_{in}}{CO_{2 out} - CO_{2 in}}
\]

Each mine should set trigger levels for CO/CO₂ ratio based on site-specific conditions. The advantage of the oxide ratio of carbon over Graham’s ratio is that it is free from the influence caused by excess nitrogen. However, the oxide ratio of carbon could become inaccurate if CO or CO₂ emanates from other sources, such as coal seam and diesel equipment.

3.3 Detection and Monitoring of Spontaneous Combustion

An understanding of potential heating locations plays a vital role in heating prevention and control during the mining process. In general, with the continuous advance of the LW face, the area of the unsupported roof suspended above the mined-out seam increases correspondingly and then collapses in a large area. The caved roof in the centre of the goaf area will be consolidated by the overburden strata, which is characterized by low permeability and an oxygen-lean environment. Thus, heating or fire is unlikely to occur in this area on account of insufficient oxygen to sustain the self-oxidation of coal. On the contrary, many air leakage pathways exist at the periphery of the goaf area where the roof incompletely collapses and ribs spall, which could provide channels for oxygen to penetrate into the goaf area. Due to the ventilation pressure difference between the inbye and outbye of the active goaf, more oxygen can leak into the goaf area via various pathways and react with residual coal. When the heat produced by coal oxidation overtakes the heat removed by the air, a heating event is highly likely to occur. As a result, monitoring points should be arranged at the perimeter of the active goaf and sealed areas to monitor the change of airflow rate, temperature, and typical gas concentration. Gas samples should be taken periodically at adjacent sealed goaf areas and analyzed in detail using the Gas Chromatograph (GC) in an attempt to identify the likelihood of a potential heating event based on the deviation of sampled gas from the normal gas background. In addition, continuous monitoring and routine sampling are required at the intake of a district, in the panel return outbye of the starting-up line, the main return, across the LW face, inbye of development heading, and other suspected locations, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Depending on the site-specific conditions of an underground coal mine, sampling locations and
frequency should be determined and changed as required.

![Figure 3.1. Gas sampling and monitoring locations in a typical Australian underground mine](image)

As an integral part of gas management, gas monitoring plays an indispensable role in potential heating indications. An integrated gas monitoring system has been widely applied in Australia, including real-time sensors, the tube bundle system, personal portable sensors, and periodic bag samples, to assist in establishing the normal gas background and immediate alert of any variations from the normal value, which could be conducive to early prediction and prevention of spontaneous heating.

There are different types of real-time sensors capable of continuously monitoring different gases. Dependent on specific requirements, some real-time sensors are able to detect four typical gases: CO, CO₂, O₂ and CH₄, while other sensors serve the detection of a single particular gas, such as CO or CH₄. In several coal mines, real-time sensors can detect CO and CH₄ simultaneously. Although real-time telemetric sensors enable different typical gas at strategic locations to be monitored in a real-time and continued manner, it still suffers some disadvantages, such as limited gas detection range and service life, cumbersome sensor maintenance and adjustment, and unsuitable for oxygen-lean environment.

The tube bundle (TB) system can continuously draw samples from multiple underground locations
of interest to the surface through plastic tubes and analyze them sequentially in a dedicated surface TB hub. Typical gases that the system is capable of analyzing are CO, CO₂, O₂ and CH₄. Gas samples from the underground TB locations can be collected in the surface TB hub using special gas bags for further analysis of characteristic gases with the GC. TB system has great advantages of long-term trending of characteristic gases, wide gas detection range, easy-to-maintain with long service life, being able to work in sealed areas and may still function after an explosion. However, it still faces several drawbacks, such as the time delay mainly depending on the distance from underground TB locations to the surface TB hub, regular TB inspection and maintenance to avoid tube blockage or leakage, and cycling of result analysis between each TB location.

In Australian underground coal mines, both the real-time telemetric system and the TB system are ordinarily incorporated into a software system named “Safegas” (Terry Martin SC & Clough 2021), which can display the gas concentration and ratios at specific monitoring locations and issue warnings if the trigger gas levels are reached. The monitoring data and warnings are also synchronized in the central control room far away from the TB hub so that abnormal conditions can be timely noticed by officers and action can be taken.

Hand-held portable gas monitors are also widely used in underground coal mines. When performing underground works, coal workers are equipped with one hand-held gas monitor that enables detailed monitoring of gas levels at areas of concern. Also, this portable gas monitor helps to protect underground miners from the potential high gas levels in risky areas, such as areas close to seals or stoppings.

Gas samples are routinely taken at areas of concern to further analyze gas composition using GC. GC is capable of accurately detecting a wide variety of gases other than the four-typical gas, such as C₂H₄, C₂H₆, C₂H₂, and H₂. Thus, operators are required to have a good grip on GC control and data analysis.

In addition to the above gas sampling and monitoring techniques, air velocity monitoring sensors are installed in critical underground locations to register airflow rates at a particular place. Depending on the specific site, the airflow rate should be regulated and controlled accordingly.

3.4 Principal Hazard Management Plan

In order to effectively manage and control problems associated with spontaneous combustion and heating, different regulations and acts have been promulgated and strictly enforced in different states in Australia. Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation 2017 enacted by the Queensland Government (2017) states that an integrated safety and health management system is required to be well established prior to mining activities commencing. The safety management system mainly
consists of three different parts: principal control plans, principal mining hazard management plan and management of other hazards. For underground coal mines, Principal Hazard Management Plan (PHMP) is compulsorily required. In terms of fire-related problems, the safety and health management system must contain essential information about fire prevention and control, an effective fire fighting capability, the safety of persons fighting fires, and a risk assessment to identify all potential fire hazards at the mine.

Coal Mine Safety and Health Act 2002, amended and enacted in 2002 by New South Wales (2002), states that coal mining operation is allowed to be carried out with the prerequisite that a health and safety management system complying with this Act and regulations is well established. The health and safety management system should be reviewed on a regular basis and amended as required to ensure the safe and effective assessment and control of potential hazards arising from mining activities. Similar to PHMP enacted by Queensland, Major Hazard Management Plan (MHMP) is required prior to the operator commencing coal extraction. It is required by MHMP that the coal operation arrangement necessary for preventing, detecting, and combating fire or spontaneous combustion and heating should be established and maintained, the training of personnel involved in the arrangement should be performed in a timely manner, as well as the apparatus aimed at preventing, detecting and combating fires or spontaneous heating should be provided in sufficient quantity and maintained in good conditions.

In recent years, it is not uncommon that a newly authorized mine or mine extension is required to formulate spontaneous combustion management plans (SCMP) to prevent the occurrence of combustion and heating and minimize the potential risk and impacts imposed on workers or normal production (NSW Department of Industry and Investment 2011a). Although SCMP may vary from mine to mine, it primarily includes the essential elements illustrated in Figure 3.2. The SCMP is required to be reviewed regularly and revised where necessary.

![Figure 3.2 Essential elements required in the SCMP](NSW Department of Industry and Investment 2011a)
As an integral part of SCMP, trigger action response plans (TARP) provide clear guidance for workers involved in mining-related activities on reacting correctly and safely when an abnormal condition is encountered. As a result, detailed knowledge of the normal condition and background gas level plays a significant role in determining the trigger alarm values and appropriate actions. Due to different atmospheric conditions in various locations in underground coal mines, the TARP should be defined separately by taking the site-specific conditions into account. According to the severity of the situation and corresponding response, the TARP typically includes at least three levels. Not only should historical data and guidance from experienced experts and industry be considered, but also the latest onsite monitoring data should not be ignored concerning determining trigger values. The gas indicators or ratios commonly used in TARP include, but are not limited to, CO make, Graham’s ratio, H₂, O₂, CO concentration, and C₂H₄. An example of a TARP widely used in Australia (Ren 2019) is shown in Figure 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Longwall return</th>
<th>Longwall return seals</th>
<th>Longwall intake seals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Systematic sampling as per schedule from ventilation officer</td>
<td>CO make ≤ 15 limit; Graham’s ratio &lt; 0.4; H₂ ≥ 1 ppm; O₂ ≥ 19%;</td>
<td>CO &lt; 100 ppm; Graham’s ratio &lt; 0.5; H₂ &lt; 10 ppm; O₂ &gt; 19%;</td>
<td>CO &lt; 100 ppm; Graham’s ratio &lt; 0.5; H₂ &lt; 5 ppm;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Precautionary investigation and bag samples taken from underground</td>
<td>CO make ≤ 35 limit; Graham’s ratio &lt; 0.4; 1 ppm &lt; H₂ &lt; 4 ppm; O₂ ≥ 19%;</td>
<td>CO &lt; 100 ppm; Graham’s ratio &lt; 0.5;</td>
<td>100 ppm &lt; CO &lt; 250 ppm and 10 ppm &lt; H₂ &lt; 30 ppm; Graham’s ratio &gt; 0.5;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Thorough investigations and samples taken from neighboring seals</td>
<td>CO make ≤ 50 limit and H₂ ≥ 5 ppm; Graham’s ratio &gt; 0.55; O₂ &gt; 19%;</td>
<td>CO &lt; 250 ppm and 30 ppm &lt; H₂ &lt; 50 ppm; Graham’s ratio &gt; 0.75; Oxygen at K100 seals at cut-through &gt; 4%;</td>
<td>CO &lt; 250 ppm and 20 ppm &lt; H₂ &lt; 50 ppm; Graham’s ratio &gt; 0.75;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Confirm results and evacuate personnel</td>
<td>CO make ≤ 10 limit and H₂ &gt; 5 ppm; C₂H₄ indicated in bag sample;</td>
<td>CO &gt; 250 ppm and H₂ &gt; 50 ppm; C₂H₄ indicated in bag sample and flammability trending toward explosive limits; Oxygen at K100 seals at cut-through &gt; 8%;</td>
<td>CO &gt; 250 ppm and H₂ &gt; 50 ppm; C₂H₄ indicated in bag sample and flammability trending toward explosive limits;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.3 An example of a typical TARP in Australia (Ren 2019)

### 3.5 Proactive Spontaneous Combustion Control Technology

In recent years, many underground coal mines in Australia have been increasingly plagued with spontaneous combustion and heating issues, and air leakage is considered the main culprit. There are many potential leakage pathways providing channels for air to ingress into the goaf areas, mainly including leakage at the rear of hydraulic supports, leakage through seals or cracked pillars on the maingate (MG) and tailgate (TG) side, leakage conduits arising from boreholes drilling on the surface, leakage from adjacent goaf areas, ineffective ventilation control devices as well as pre-existing or mining-induced cracks and fractures in the overlying strata, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. If not managed and controlled effectively, those leakage pathways enable oxygen-bearing air to ingress into the goaf area where residual coal are left and increase the likelihood of potential heating. If the rate of heat produced by coal oxidation is higher than the rate of heat dissipated, the accumulated heat is highly likely to lead to spontaneous combustion and even an open fire.
The application of inertisation technology has become overwhelmingly popular in preventing and controlling spontaneous combustion issues commonly arising in LW active goaf by means of injecting inert gas into the goaf area to deplete or reduce oxygen concentration to a safe level. Many types of inertisation gases have been practically used in underground coal mines, such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide as well as boiler gas (usually consisting of 85% nitrogen, 1% oxygen, and 14% carbon dioxide) (Ren et al. 2005).

Although carbon dioxide is more suitable for spontaneous combustion control and fire extinguishment in some circumstances where a favourable gradient presents for dense carbon dioxide to flow and blanket areas of concern or hot atmospheric conditions are found, the usages of carbon dioxide are pretty limited due to its minor constituents of air, the characteristic of becoming noxious in higher concentrations and irritant to people’s skin. On the contrary, nitrogen has excellent advantages of being able to be commercially made and transported in large quantities and non-toxic characteristics over other inert gas, thus it has been increasingly employed for the extinction of heating and fire in underground coal mines. With the significant advance in technology, several inert gas generators have been developed and widely used in underground coal mines in Australia, as illustrated in Figure 3.5 (NSW Department of Industry and Investment 2011b). However, many Australian underground coal mines are facing increasing threats from the hazards of spontaneous combustion and heating due to increased production outputs and extraction depth of cover. LW panels are characterized by large panel size (200~400 m), fast advance rate and high ventilation rate (60~100 m³/s), and less compaction of the caved roof and big pressure difference causes air to easily ingress into the goaf area, thus increasing the risk of spontaneous combustion and heating. In most cases, inert gas is injected into the goaf area via cut-throughs on
the MG side or surface boreholes at an injection rate of approximately 0.5 m$^3$/s to contain spontaneous combustion. Compared to high ventilation rates, goaf gas emission rates and serious air leakage, the existing practices of goaf inertisation cannot meet the requirement for effectively suppressing spontaneous heating. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct further case studies to optimize goaf inertisation strategies for those underground coal mines with high ventilation rates and goaf gas emission rates.

![Image](image1.png)

(a) Mineshield Unit (Liquid N$_2$ ~2 to 3 m$^3$/s)  
(b) Tomlinson Boiler Unit (85% N$_2$ and 14% CO$_2$ ~ 0.5 m$^3$/s)
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(c) Floxal Unit (N$_2$>99% ~0.15 to 0.5 m$^3$/s)  
(d) GAG Jet Engine Inertisation device (Inert gas ~10 to 20 m$^3$/s)

Figure 3.5 Inert gas generators used in Australia (NSW Department of Industry and Investment 2011b)

3.6 Case Study of Spontaneous Combustion Prevention and Control

3.6.1 General mine site conditions

In this paper, a typical underground coal mine (Mine A) in New South Wales (NSW) was selected for the simulation study. This mine is located 28 km south of NSW, producing high-quality pulverized coal injection (PCI) coal and low-ash thermal coal. The Hoskissons seam is the primary coal seam mined with a full thickness of 9 m and a depth of cover from 150 m to 380 m. According to the information provided by the mine site, the coal seam is classified as spontaneous combustion prone.

The LW face is ventilated with U-type ventilation with an average airflow rate of 65.2 m$^3$/s. The seam gas is predominantly composed of CO$_2$, accounting for approximately 80% of total goaf
gases, with the rest being CH$_4$, taking up about 20%. The total goaf gas emission rate is approximately 2000 l/s. Both in-seam gas boreholes and surface goaf holes are used for gas drainage. The depth of cover of the LW ranges from 240 m to 320 m, with an average mining height of 4.3 m. The width of the LW panel is 400 m, and the length of the panel is 3600 m. The face has already advanced 2800 m, with an advance rate of 32 m per week. The elevation of the TG side is 8 m higher than that of the MG side, while the elevation of the starting-off line is 18 m higher than that of the LW face. The dimension of the gateroad is 5.4 m in width and 3.7 m in height. The spacing of cut-throughs (CTs) on the MG and TG side is 150 m and 100 m, respectively, while the interval between surface boreholes is 100 m. The layout of the LW panel (part of the goaf area) is shown in Figure 3.6.

![Figure 3.6 Layout of the LW panel](image)

According to the datasets collected from the mine site, the mixed gas (85% CO$_2$ and 15% CH$_4$) and pure N$_2$ were injected into the active goaf area via CT16 and CT15 on the MG side at an injection flowrate of 72 l/s and 150 l/s, respectively, to contain the heating. The goaf gas emission rate, goaf gas composition, gas injection rate and type of gas injected were written in User Defined Function (UDF) and imported into Fluent for calculation. A tube bundle system was used to monitor the gas concentration at areas of concern, and one tube bundle was positioned at each CT on the MG side, with the average gas concentration in each specific tube bundle point. Figure 3.7 shows a partial layout of the LW panel with a length of 1000 m for the CFD model and onsite gas monitoring data from each TB point.
3.6.2 Model development and boundary conditions

Based on site-specific conditions, a 3D model was constructed. In order to reduce the computational time and increase the simulation accuracy, the goaf area 1000 m behind the face was considered in the model. The length of the LW face was 400 m, including the width of MG and TG gateroad. The model was 80 m in height to cover the immediate caving regions with high porosity in the goaf, which included 10 m of the floor strata, 4.3 m of average cutting height and 65.7 m of the roof above the mined seam.

The model was meshed using the hexahedron meshing method for gateroads, LW face, coal seam and floor, and the tetrahedron meshing method for the drainage boreholes to accommodate the complex geometry. The mesh size for the gateroad and drainage borehole was 1 m and 0.25 m, respectively. A mesh independence study was conducted. The mesh sizes for coal seam were 2.5 m, 2.0 m and 1.6 m for coarse, medium, and fine mesh, and the total element for the three scenarios were 782376, 926367 and 1082392, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.8, there were no significant differences in velocity on the MG side along the goaf area and along the working face (behind the face). Therefore, the model with medium mesh was selected for this study. The minimum orthogonal quality and the maximum skewness value were 0.85 and 0.45, respectively, both of which indicated that the meshed model was of very good quality according to ANSYS Meshing Users’ Guide (ANSYS 2018b). Then the medium-mesh model was imported into ANSYS Fluent 18.2 and refined with higher density mesh in the areas of interest, such as in the vicinity of the face and gateroads using region adaption, as shown in Figure 3.9. Boundary conditions based on site data were defined for the CFD simulations (Ren et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2019b), as detailed in Table 3.2. In addition, an iteration independence study was conducted, and it was found that there was a negligible difference in goaf gas distribution in the goaf area when the
iteration exceeded 4000. Therefore, all simulations were conducted in 4000 iterations.

(a) Velocity comparison on the MG side  
(b) Velocity comparison along the working face (behind the face)

Figure 3.8 Mesh independence study results

Figure 3.9 Meshed model

Table 3.2 Boundary conditions for the simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Boundary type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Boundary type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solver</td>
<td>Pressure-Based</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Viscous model</td>
<td>Standard k-ε</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-wall treatment</td>
<td>Standard wall functions</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Species model</td>
<td>Species transport</td>
<td>Methane-air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B heading (MG)</td>
<td>Velocity inlet</td>
<td>2.713 m/s</td>
<td>C heading (MG)</td>
<td>Velocity inlet</td>
<td>1.441 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A heading (TG)</td>
<td>outflow</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>B heading (TG)</td>
<td>Outflow</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B heading out (MG)</td>
<td>Velocity inlet</td>
<td>0.891 m/s</td>
<td>Other faces</td>
<td>Standard wall</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme</td>
<td>SIMPLE</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3 lists the permeability value defined by other scholars in their work, which indicates that a big difference existed in the permeability value, which could be ascribed to the different geologic and mining conditions. As reported by Guo et al. (2012) and Qin et al. (2015), the permeability distribution was in the shape of an O-ring, with a higher value on the periphery of the goaf area and a lower value in the centre of the goaf area.

Based on the information provided by the mine site and the equations (3-6)-(3-9) (Liu 2019), the permeability distribution ranges from $10^{-3}$ m$^2$ to $10^{-10}$ m$^2$, as shown in Figure 3.10. In particular, the permeability in the centre of the goaf was the lowest, while it was highest in the periphery of the goaf area. The index in the figure caption is the exponent of the permeability in m$^2$. A function is defined in the UDF to describe the spatial changes of permeability in the CFD model for computational elements.

\[
\alpha = 10^{-(a_1+a_2+\tanh(Z_i-Z_0))+(X_i-Y_0)}+0.5+(0.5-Y_0)\tanh(X_i-Y_0), Z_i \leq \frac{z_0 + z_1}{2}, X_i \leq \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3-6)

\[
\alpha = 10^{-(a_1+a_2+\tanh(Z_i-Z_0))+(X_i-Y_0)}+0.5+(0.5-Y_0)\tanh(X_i-Y_0), Z_i \geq \frac{z_0 + z_1}{2}, X_i \leq \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3-7)

\[
\alpha = 10^{-(a_1+a_2+\tanh(Z_i-Z_0))+(X_i-Y_0)}+0.5+(0.5-Y_0)\tanh(X_i-Y_0), Z_i \leq \frac{z_0 + z_1}{2}, X_i > \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3-8)

\[
\alpha = 10^{-(a_1+a_2+\tanh(Z_i-Z_0))+(X_i-Y_0)}+0.5+(0.5-Y_0)\tanh(X_i-Y_0), Z_i > \frac{z_0 + z_1}{2}, X_i > \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3-9)

Where: $\alpha$ stands for the permeability in the goaf area; $a_1$ and $a_2$ are the constants; $X_i$, $Y_i$ and $Z_i$ represent the coordinates of any position in the goaf area in the direction of the face length, face height and face retreat, respectively; $X_0$, $Y_0$ and $Z_0$ stand for the coordinates at the start of the goaf.
far away from the LW face; $X_1$ is the x coordinate at the goaf immediately behind the LW face; $Z_1$ stands for the z coordinate at the other side of the goaf; $a_{x1}$, $a_{x2}$, $a_y$, $a_{z1}$ and $a_{z2}$ represent the coefficients determining the permeability change in x, y and z direction, respectively.

Figure 3.10 Permeability index distribution at 2m above the seam floor

3.6.3 Model validation and simulation results

To validate the numerical model, oxygen concentration at each cut-through on the MG side was compared between the base model simulation results and onsite monitoring data, as depicted in Figure 3.11. A good agreement was reached with variation between simulation results and monitoring data lying within 6%, which meant that the CFD model was capable of predicting gas flow dynamics and distribution patterns in the goaf area.

The oxygen distribution in the goaf area is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The results demonstrated that oxygen ingress into the goaf was higher on the MG side and TG side, with oxygen concentration well over 8% at 1000 m behind the face. The gas buoyancy effect could also be noted in gas distribution patterns in the goaf area, resulting in oxygen layering at the higher elevation parts of the goaf and carbon dioxide close to the floor level of the coal seam. This is because that the goaf
gas is predominantly composed of carbon dioxide, whose density is much heavier than oxygen, nitrogen and methane. The apparent oxygen penetration into the goaf area indicated that the existing goaf inertisation strategy did not produce a satisfactory result in dropping oxygen levels that will hinder the development of spontaneous combustion. Obviously, there is a need to optimize goaf inertisation strategies.

Figure 3.11 Model validation by comparison of oxygen concentration on the MG side

Figure 3.12 Oxygen distribution in the LW goaf (2m from the seam floor)

3.6.4 Optimization of goaf inertisation strategies

Based on the validated model, extensive parametric studies were conducted to understand the influence of different goaf inertisation plans on goaf gas behaviour and spontaneous combustion containment. Three key parameters, including inert gas injection locations, inert gas injection rate and inert gas type, were investigated qualitatively and quantitatively with a view to improving current goaf inertisation practices.
3.6.4.1 Nitrogen injection locations

(A) Nitrogen injection via one location

A base model without nitrogen injection is useful to show the oxygen ingress pattern in the goaf area and identify the potential areas for spontaneous combustion. Goaf inertisation with nitrogen should be targeted in these areas at potential spontaneous combustion risk. As illustrated in Figure 3.13(a) without nitrogen injection, oxygen levels were well over 10% on the MG and TG side at 1000 m behind the face.

Nitrogen can be injected into the goaf area via an underground cut-through on the MG or TG side or through a surface borehole. There are six and ten cut-throughs, respectively, behind the face on the MG and TG side and nine drilling boreholes on the surface. Therefore, twenty-five scenarios were numerically investigated, and several typical results of oxygen distribution in the goaf area are presented in Figure 3.13. Nitrogen injection flowrate was 500 l/s in the simulation based on the recommendations of Ren and Balusu (2009; 2005) for effective goaf inertisation.
The simulation results indicated that nitrogen injection locations played a significant role in oxygen distribution in the LW goaf. As shown in Figure 3.13(b)-(d), when nitrogen was injected via one cut-through (except CT13) on the MG side, oxygen concentration on the MG side dropped below 5% at a distance of 180 m behind the face. However, nitrogen injection via one cut-through had a marginal impact on preventing oxygen penetration into the goaf area on the TG side with the current injection rate.

Goaf inertisation performance could be improved when nitrogen was injected into the goaf area via a surface borehole or a cut-through on the TG side, as depicted in Figure 3.13(e)-(h). Oxygen levels on the MG side could be reduced to 5% at a distance of 380 m behind the face. When the distance between the injection location and the LW face was shorter than 460 m, a high oxygen concentration on the TG side could be observed in the deep goaf. However, with the nitrogen injection location moving further inbye of the LW panel toward deep goaf, oxygen concentration could be dropped below 5% at approximately 120 m behind the face.

(B) Nitrogen injection via two locations

Extensive simulations were conducted to evaluate the goaf inertisation performance achieved by nitrogen injection via two different locations, such as two cut-throughs on the MG side, two cut-throughs on the TG side, two drilling boreholes on the surface, one cut-through on the MG side and one cut-through on the TG side, one cut-through on the MG side and one drilling borehole on the surface. The nitrogen injection at each location was 250 l/s. The representative simulation results of oxygen distribution in the goaf area are shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, respectively.
Figure 3.14 Oxygen distribution in the goaf area with nitrogen injected via two locations on the same side

It was noted from Figure 3.14(a)-(b) that nitrogen injection via two cut-throughs on the MG side could reduce oxygen ingress into the goaf area on the MG side, but oxygen levels on the TG side were over 10% even at 1000 m behind the face, producing an unsatisfactory goaf inertisation performance. However, oxygen ingress on both sides could be reduced when nitrogen was properly injected into the goaf via two cut-throughs on the TG side, as shown in Figure 3.14(c)-(d). In particular, to avoid the occurrence of a high-oxygen area (over 5%) on the TG side in the deep goaf, one nitrogen injection location should be set at approximately 750 m (CT20-TG) behind the face. Compared with nitrogen injection via two cut-throughs on the TG side, there were slight differences in oxygen distribution with nitrogen injected via two surface drilling boreholes, as illustrated in Figure 3.14(e)-(f). When nitrogen was injected via BH01 and BH07, oxygen concentration on the TG side could be reduced below 5% at a distance of 75 m behind the face. In order to mitigate air leakage into the goaf area via deep cut-through on the TG side, one of the
nitrogen injection boreholes was required to be located at least 700 m behind the face (BH07).

With regard to scenarios where nitrogen was injected appropriately from both sides, oxygen distribution was quite similar to the scenarios in which nitrogen was injected via two deep cut-throughs on the TG side or two surface boreholes. For the purpose of achieving a better goaf inertisation performance in the deep goaf, it is recommended that the nitrogen injection location on MG and TG side should be set at a distance of approximately 400 m and 700 m behind the face, respectively.

In order to determine the best nitrogen injection locations for goaf inertisation, the area of the oxidation zone where oxygen concentration was in the range of 5% and 18% was calculated and quantitatively compared, with the main results shown in Table 3.4. To evaluate the severity of spontaneous combustion, the oxidation ratio was introduced and defined as the ratio of the oxidation zone area to the goaf area.
Table 3.4 Impact of nitrogen injection locations on the oxidation zone area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injection scenarios</th>
<th>CT18-MG</th>
<th>CT18-TG</th>
<th>BH05</th>
<th>CT16-CT18-MG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>66333</td>
<td>49640</td>
<td>47544</td>
<td>67487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goaf area (m²)</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>400000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation ratio (%)</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injection scenarios</th>
<th>CT16-CT20-TG</th>
<th>BH01-BH07</th>
<th>CT14-MG-CT20-TG</th>
<th>CT16-MG-BH08</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>50711</td>
<td>44014</td>
<td>51235</td>
<td>50221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goaf area (m²)</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>400000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation ratio (%)</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of the oxidation ratio revealed that simultaneous nitrogen injection via BH01 and BH07 yielded the best goaf inertisation performance, followed by nitrogen injection via BH05. From the above studies, it was noted that seam orientation and goaf gas composition played a significant role in goaf gas flow dynamic patterns and oxygen distribution in the goaf area, which further influenced the oxidation zone area under the condition of different nitrogen injection locations. Considering specific geological conditions that the elevation of the TG side is higher than that of the MG side and the elevation of the starting-off line is higher than that of the LW face, nitrogen injection via one cut-through or two cut-throughs on the MG side demonstrated undesirable strategies for spontaneous combustion, as the oxygen concentration was high on the TG side of the deep goaf. On the contrary, nitrogen injection should be injected into the goaf area from the TG side or both MG and TG sides at the appropriate distance from the LW face. To avoid high oxygen levels on the TG side of the deep goaf, injection locations on the TG side should be set at approximately 550 m and 750 m behind the LW face when nitrogen was injected via one and two locations, respectively. In addition, nitrogen injection via surface boreholes previously used from gas drainage performed better than cut-throughs on the TG side. Although the oxidation zone area was significantly narrowed when nitrogen was injected into the goaf area, oxygen concentration higher than 5% could still extend 370 m into the goaf area even under the best inertisation scenarios where nitrogen was injected via BH01 and BH07. As a result, the current nitrogen injection rate is insufficient to effectively hinder the onset of spontaneous combustion, particularly on the MG side, and there is a need to optimize nitrogen injection rates.

3.6.4.2 Nitrogen injection rates

From the above studies, nitrogen injection via BH01 and BH07 performed better in reducing oxygen levels in the goaf area. Considering high oxygen ingress on the MG side, the different nitrogen injection rates ranging from 500 l/s to 2500 l/s were numerically studied, with an
increment of 250 l/s, as shown in Figure 3.16.

![Figure 3.16 Oxygen distribution under different injection rates of nitrogen via BH01 and BH07](image)

It was observed that with the increase in nitrogen injection rates, the area of the oxidation zone decreased. A problem arising with these scenarios was that oxygen concentration would be lower than 19.5% at the tailgate end of the LW face once the nitrogen injection rate was higher than a critical value (750 l/s), which did not comply with the statutory limit regulated by the NSW government. Another problem with nitrogen only being injected from the TG side was that oxygen concentration on the MG side remained above 5% at approximately 350 m behind the face even if the total injection rate hit 2500 l/s.

Considering oxygen concentration on the MG side was higher than 5% at approximately 350 m behind the face and low oxygen levels on the TG end of the LW face, one scenario was proposed and investigated: nitrogen injection via CT14 on the MG side and BH01-BH07. When nitrogen was injected via BH01 and BH07 at an injection rate of 250 l/s and 250 l/s, oxygen concentration dropped below 5% on the TG side at approximately 75 m behind the face, which reduced the spontaneous combustion potential on the TG side. As a result, the injection rate in BH01 and BH07 was constant at 250 l/s, while it increased at CT14 on the MG side with an increment of 250 l/s.

It was observed from Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 that with the increase in nitrogen injection rate at CT14 on the MG side, oxygen penetration into the goaf on the MG side was reduced, and the oxidation zone area narrowed. When nitrogen injection at CT14 on the MG side reached 1250 l/s,
the reduction in the oxidation zone area slowed down despite the continued increase in nitrogen injection. Therefore, it was regarded that nitrogen injection via CT14 (MG), BH01 and BH07 with an injection rate of 1250 l/s, 250 l/s, and 250 l/s, respectively, produced the most desirable goaf inertisation results.

To summarise, the desired injection rate was 1750 l/s, and oxygen concentration dropped below 5% on the MG and TG side at 120 m and 75 m behind the face. Many factors are needed to be
considered in determining the optimal injection rates, such as oxygen ingress distance on the MG and TG side, oxygen levels at the tailgate end (higher than 19.5%), and the reduction rate of oxidation zone area and oxidation ratio. In addition, under the condition of a high goaf gas emission rate (approximately 2000 l/s), the existing goaf inertisation practices of 500 l/s could not meet the requirement for containing the onset of spontaneous combustion. The desired nitrogen injection rate should match with the goaf gas emission rate.

3.6.4.3 Inert gas type

Due to the significant impact of gas buoyancy effect on gas distribution in the goaf area, there was a need to investigate the optimal inert gas for containing spontaneous heating in the goaf area. Currently, three different types of inert gas are used in Australia, including nitrogen, carbon dioxide and boiler gas. Figure 3.19 shows oxygen distribution in the goaf area under different inert gases injected via CT14 on the MG side, BH01 and BH07 with an injection rate of 1250, 250 and 250 l/s, respectively. It was evident that an area with a high-oxygen concentration could be found on the TG side of the deep goaf when boiler gas or carbon dioxide was injected, increasing the likelihood of spontaneous heating in this area. Quantitative analysis of the oxidation zone area revealed that it was the largest for carbon dioxide injection (68005 m²), followed by boiler gas (45606 m²), while it was the smallest for nitrogen (35375 m²).

By quantitatively and qualitatively analyzing oxygen distribution patterns in the goaf area, it was concluded that a satisfactory goaf inertisation result could be obtained when nitrogen was injected into the goaf area via CT14 (MG)-BH01-BH07 with an injection rate of 1250, 250 and 250 l/s. Both goaf gas composition and seam orientation had an impact on the choice of inert gas type. Particularly in deep goaf, the buoyancy effect significantly impacted the goaf gas distribution, thus influencing the selection of inert gas for goaf inertisation. These factors are required to take into account when selecting the inertisation gas. Due to the limitation of the simulation, the cooling effect of nitrogen and carbon dioxide was not considered.

(a) nitrogen injection                                                                 (b) Boiler gas injection
Figure 3.19 Oxygen distribution under different inert gas injected into goaf via CT14(MG)-BH01-BH07

3.7. Conclusions

This paper introduced the integrated spontaneous combustion management system that is widely employed in Australian underground coal mines and presented CFD modelling for the simulation of goaf gas flow dynamics and proactive inertisation optimization. The major conclusions are as follows:

(1) The spontaneous combustion propensity is measured and evaluated by the \( R_{70} \) method prior to the mining operation. The goaf gas flow dynamics and ventilation migration patterns are systematically monitored during coal extraction. Site-specific Trigger Action Response Plan (TARP) for spontaneous combustion must be established and implemented with gas monitoring and sampling for different locations.

(2) Based on the site-specific conditions of an underground coal mine in New South Wales, a 3D CFD model was built and validated using onsite real-time gas monitoring data. A good agreement between base-model simulation results and onsite monitoring data was reached, which increased the confidence in investigating scenarios outside of the base case and optimizing goaf inertisation strategies.

(3) Due to the fact that the elevation of TG is higher than that of the MG side and the elevation of the starting-off line is higher than the working face, inert gas injection on the TG side performed better in goaf inertisation than the MG side, and nitrogen was superior to boiler gas and carbon dioxide.

(4) The qualitative and quantitative analysis of simulation results showed that the desirable goaf inertisation strategy is to inject nitrogen into the goaf area via cut-through at 250 m on the MG side and surface borehole at 100 m and 700 m on the TG side with a total injection rate higher than 1750 l/s. Oxygen ingress into the goaf area on both sides was reduced significantly with an oxidation zone area of 35375 m\(^2\), which was approximately one-third of the oxidation zone area.
of the scenario without any inert gas injection (106666 m²).

(5) Both geological conditions (e.g., seam orientation, goaf gas composition and emission) and mining parameters (e.g., face layout and ventilation rate, advance rate) have impacts on goaf gas flow dynamics and distribution patterns, which needs to be taken into consideration in determining goaf inertisation strategies.

The following limitations of the study are noted. The coal reaction with oxygen and the cooling effect of nitrogen and carbon dioxide were not considered. In addition, in order to save computational time and cost, only a 1000-m long goaf area was stimulated rather than the entire goaf area (2800 m).

Despite the above limitations, this study will improve current goaf inertisation practices in Australia to effectively contain spontaneous heating in large LW goaf areas with high production rates, high ventilation rates, as well as high gas emission rates, and improve coal mining safety. Due to the fact that the goaf gas is composed of 80% carbon dioxide and 20% methane, the goaf gas distribution was different to those primarily comprised of methane. Therefore, this study can provide guidance for underground coal mines experiencing similar geological conditions to determine proactive goaf inertisation parameters and effectively contain the onset and development of spontaneous heating in the goaf area.

In the future, more work will be performed to investigate the impact of goaf gas composition and seam orientations on goaf gas distribution characteristics and flow patterns in the goaf area and optimize the proactive goaf inertisation parameters to effectively and efficiently suppress spontaneous combustion and heating.
CHAPTER 4 INSIGHT INTO PROACTIVE INERTISATION STRATEGIES FOR SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION MANAGEMENT DURING LONGWALL MINING OF COAL SEAMS WITH VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS

Summary

This chapter focuses on the impact of coal seam orientations on spatial gas distribution and proactive goaf inertisation strategies for spontaneous combustion management and prevention. The onset and development of spontaneous combustion in the goaf area are dictated by various seam conditions and operational parameters. Field observation and previous studies show that coal seam orientations could impact goaf gas flow dynamics and distribution characteristics, hence the occurrence of spontaneous heating in the goaf area. To fill this knowledge gap, extensive CFD modelling was conducted based on the three-dimensional model established in Chapter three, and nine different scenarios were studied. The coal seam orientations in this modelling study were dictated by the elevation of maingate (MG) and tailgate (TG) and the height of the longwall (LW) face and the start-up line. The impacts of coal seam orientations on spatial distribution characteristics of oxygen in the active LW goaf and the determination of proactive goaf inertisation strategies were investigated qualitatively and quantitatively. The modelling results provide new insight into the gas flow dynamics and spatial gas distribution in the active LW goaf with different coal seam orientations and develop better proactive goaf inertisation strategies, thus reducing the likelihood of spontaneous heating in the active LW goaf and improving health and safety in mining industry.
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Abstract

Spontaneous combustion of coal occurs in the longwall (LW) goaf during mining cycles due to coal oxidation at low temperature and air ingress. Coal seam orientations, dictated by the elevation of the maingate (MG) and tailgate (TG) and the height of the working face and starting-up line, significantly impact gas distribution in the goaf. Despite this, there has been limited study on the effects of coal seam orientations on spontaneous heating management. To fill this knowledge gap, extensive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling was conducted based on the actual conditions of an Australian underground coal mine and verified with onsite gas monitoring data, after which extensive parametric studies of how coal seam orientations influenced gas distribution were conducted. Simulation results indicate that coal seam orientations significantly impact spatial gas distribution in the LW goaf and development of proactive goaf inertisation strategies. Regardless of coal seam orientations, nitrogen performs better than carbon dioxide in reducing the oxidation zone area. In addition, at least 1.5 m$^3$/s of nitrogen is required to effectively prevent spontaneous heating, and the area ratio of oxidation zone to active goaf is approximately 10%, reducing by about 15% compared to scenarios without inertisation. The modelling results shed insight into goaf gas distribution characteristics under various coal seam orientations and provide guidance on developing corresponding proactive inertisation strategies for managing spontaneous heating in the goaf, thus improving mining safety.
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4.1. Introduction

As one of the principal hazards specified by the NSW Resources Regulator (2016), spontaneous combustion of coal is plaguing a large number of Australian underground coal mines, particularly those located in New South Wales and Queensland in which the abundant coal resources are located. Many incidents involving spontaneous combustion were reported in several underground mines in Australia during mining cycles, which posed a severe threat to mining safety. Spontaneous combustion of coal is able to provide sufficient heat to initiate methane explosion where both oxygen and methane levels are in the explosive range and cause devastating consequences, such as production delay and stoppage (Liu et al. 2021), personnel injury and death (Xue et al. 2022), environmental pollution (Tutak & Brodny 2017b) or permanent mine closure (Wang et al. 2018e). In many cases, it is not easy to detect spontaneous combustion and exactly locate the heating locations at the early onset and development of heating (Liu et al. 2022). Therefore, more emphasis should be placed on effectively preventing spontaneous heating from
taking place in the active longwall (LW) goaf area. In Australia, proactive goaf inertisation has been widely applied in underground coal mines during normal mining cycles to deplete or lower oxygen concentration to a safe level, thus preventing the occurrence of spontaneous heating in the active goaf (Qiao et al. 2022a). To develop effective proactive goaf inertisation strategies, there is a need to enhance the knowledge of how different gases are distributed in the LW goaf.

Due to the fact that the LW goaf area is inaccessible, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been widely used to solve problems arising in this area, particularly spontaneous heating in the active goaf. Compared to traditional laboratory experiments and field testing, CFD simulations allow users to visualize the distribution of different gases in the hard-to-access goaf area and evaluate different engineering measures, thus providing fundamental knowledge that enables robust control and mitigation strategies for spontaneous-combustion-related problems to be developed (Xue et al. 2023). To shed light on addressing spontaneous combustion issues faced by underground collieries, Yuan et al. (2006) conducted numerical studies pertaining to the impact of ventilation schemes on airflow migration characteristics behind the working face and identified the potential critical velocity areas in which spontaneous heating can occur with a high probability. A three-dimensional model was constructed by Taraba and Michalec (2011) to better understand how the face advance rate impacted the occurrence of spontaneous combustion in the active LW goaf, and a critical advance rate at which spontaneous heating would progress into flaming was verified. More emphasis was placed by Morla et al. (2013) on spontaneous heating in the LW panel with thick mining seams, and the performance of different ventilation systems and the number of gas injection locations in containing spontaneous combustion were evaluated. Xia et al. (2014) carried out numerical simulations to understand the heating evolution in the active LW goaf and evaluated the impact of various operational parameters, including ventilation flow rate and resistance, face advance rate, and coal deformation caused by methane desorption, on the progress of spontaneous combustion. Tanguturi and Balusu (2015) analyzed the displacement characteristics of goaf gases under the condition of different panel orientations, while no discussions about goaf inertisation strategies were provided. Huang et al. (2018) investigated the influence of periodic weighting on spontaneous heating in the active LW goaf. Focusing on goaf inertisation in a 3-km-long panel, Balusu et al. (2019) found that a minimum of 1500 l/s was required to render the goaf atmosphere inert with multi-point injection preferred. Three-dimensional CFD models were constructed by Zhang et al. (2019a) to investigate the proactive and reactive inertisation strategies for the management of spontaneous heating, and an inertisation strategy exchange from the proactive case to the reactive case was identified. Based on specific geological conditions of shallowly buried coal seams, Zhuo et al. (2019) studied the distribution patterns of oxygen and carbon monoxide in the lower and upper parts of the goaf and identified
the major sources of carbon dioxide. In combination with laboratory experiments, field study and numerical simulations, Liu et al. (2020b) explored the gas distribution and spontaneous combustion development in triple goafs and proposed the optimal nitrogen injection location in the goaf area to effectively contain the spontaneous combustion. Li et al. (2020a) investigated the influence of air leakage on methane concentration in the LW goaf, and they found that stronger air leakage resulted in low methane concentration in the leakage locations. Efforts were made by Lu et al. (2020a) to numerically study the impact of gas drainage on spontaneous combustion, and the simulation results indicated that gas drainage could lower gas levels at the tailgate end but enlarge the area of spontaneous heating. Yang et al. (2021) conducted numerical simulations to study the impact of the air volume on gas distribution in the goaf using Y-type ventilation, and it was revealed that air quantity significantly impacted the area where the gas explosion and spontaneous combustion may occur. CFD modelling was applied by Li et al. (2021b) to research the impacts of ventilation flowsrates and face advancing rates on the distribution of oxygen and methane in the goaf, and the simulation results showed the potential area where gas explosion and spontaneous heating could take place simultaneously. An investigation into the impact of air leakage from surface cracks on oxygen distribution in the goaf area was conducted by Zhuo et al. (2021), and the results indicated that a rise in air leakage volume could cause the width of spontaneous combustion zone gradually rose. Hou et al. (2022) explored the influence of the porosity of the adjacent goafs and active goaf pillars on oxygen distribution in the goaf, and they found that a reduction in the porosity of adjacent goafs and active goaf pillars assisted in managing spontaneous heating. Cheng et al. (2022) numerically studied the evolution of oxygen in the goaf area and carbon monoxide at the return corner, and a prediction method of spontaneous combustion status was proposed by considering the evolution of carbon monoxide.

From the above literature review, it is evident that previous studies mainly focus on the influence of many geological and mining conditions on gas flow dynamics in the active goaf area, mainly including goaf gas composition, goaf gas emission rate, thick mining seams, shallowly buried coal seams, ventilation patterns, face advance rate, coal deformation induced by methane desorption, ventilation resistance, periodic weighting, the length of LW panel, adjacent goafs, air leakage, gas drainage, airflow rate provided to the LW face, and the porosity of active goaf pillars. However, the impact of coal seam orientations on spatial gas distribution in the LW goaf and proactive goaf inertisation strategies for spontaneous heating management has had limited investigation. The research findings from Balusu et al. (2005a) and Tanguturi and Balusu (2015) revealed that coal seam orientations, dictated by the elevation of maingate (MG) and tailgate (TG) and the height of the LW face and the start-up line in mining operation, significantly impacted the as distribution in the LW goaf. However, they only considered four simple scenarios of coal seam orientations in
the goaf where goaf gas was primarily composed of methane, and the optimization of proactive goaf inertisation strategies was insufficiently investigated. In addition, the gas distribution patterns in the active goaf, where goaf gas mainly comprises carbon dioxide, under various coal seam orientations have not been studied in detail. Therefore, there is a need to conduct extensive CFD modelling simulations to bridge this knowledge gap to effectively manage and control spontaneous heating in the active goaf. In this chapter, the three-dimensional CFD model used in Section 3.6.2 was used. Nine typical scenarios of coal seam orientations were simulated, and gas distribution characteristics, particularly oxygen, were analyzed, after which the proactive goaf inertisation strategy for each scenario was optimized to prevent spontaneous combustion. In mining practice, it is impossible to choose the seam orientations, but this study is carried out for cases of what would happen if the coal seam and active goaf are inclined differently. In addition, the purpose of modelling concerns the selection of the technique for proactive goaf inertisation of the goaf atmosphere depending on the type of coal seams planned to be mined. Results from CFD modelling will enhance the knowledge of spatial gas distribution characteristics in the active goaf under different coal seam orientations, and provide guidance on developing effective proactive goaf inertisation strategies for preventing and managing spontaneous combustion, thus improving mining safety.

4.2. Results and Discussion

In order to gain a better insight into the influence of coal seam orientations on the spatial distribution of goaf gas and proactive goaf inertisation strategies, nine scenarios listed in Table 4.1 were numerically studied. Considering the angle of the coal seam in the dip and strike direction was approximately 1°, the difference in MG and TG elevation was set to be 15 m for the proposed scenarios (The dip angle was approximately 2°) for the sake of investigating the impact of seam orientations on the spatial distribution of goaf gas. Except for the change in the coal seam orientations, other parameters were kept unchanged, such as the ventilation scheme, goaf permeability distribution, goaf gas composition, emission rate, and other boundary conditions. Simulation results by Ren and Balusu (2009) indicated that an injection rate of 0.5 m³/s was required to achieve a desirable goaf inertisation performance, and thus the inert gas injection rate was kept constant at 0.5 m³/s. In addition, steady-state simulations were conducted, considering the easy comparison of the final state of O₂ distribution in the LW goaf for each scenario and saving computational time.

According to the difference in oxygen concentration, the goaf area could be classified into three different zones, including the consolidation zone (0%~5%), oxidation zone (5%~18%) and dissipation zone (18%~21%) (Qiao et al. 2022a). In the oxidation zone, spontaneous heating can
potentially occur due to sufficient oxygen and heat build-up. To quantitatively analyze the influence of coal seam orientations on oxygen distribution and proactive goaf inertisation strategies, the area ratio of oxidation zone to active goaf (ratio of OZA to GA) is calculated for further comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>The elevation of working face and starting-up line</th>
<th>The elevation of MG and TG side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Same elevation</td>
<td>Same elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The working face was 18m lower</td>
<td>Same elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The working face was 18m higher</td>
<td>Same elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Same elevation</td>
<td>MG side was 15m higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Same elevation</td>
<td>MG side was 15 m lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The working face was 18m lower</td>
<td>MG side was 15 m lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The working face was 18m higher</td>
<td>MG side was 15 m lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The working face was 18m lower</td>
<td>MG side was 15 m higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The working face was 18m higher</td>
<td>MG side was 15 m higher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results of models without inert gas injection for the proposed scenarios are illustrated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. It could be observed that air ingress occurred at both sides of the active LW goaf, with oxygen levels higher than 5% at approximately 850 m behind the LW face for all cases. Oxygen levels at the MG of the active goaf were generally lower when the MG elevation was lower than the TG counterpart, compared to the case 1 where the coal seam was flat. Conversely, oxygen concentration at the TG of the active goaf was generally lower when the MG elevation exceeded the TG elevation in comparison to the case 1. In the vertical direction, it was noted that oxygen was mainly distributed above the coal seam and the air ingress distance at the MG of the active goaf (y=35 m) was longer than at the TG of the goaf (y=365 m) regardless of the coal seam orientations. The area ratios of the oxidation zone and active goaf for proposed cases are detailed in Table 4.2. It was evident that the area ratio of the oxidation zone to active goaf was always larger when the MG elevation was higher than the TG counterpart. It was indicated from the base-case simulations that the oxidation zone area was still large in the active LW goaf, thus inert gas injection was required for the purpose of effectively lowering the oxygen levels at which spontaneous combustion could be prevented.
Figure 4.1 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for different scenarios

(a) MG

(b) TG

Figure 4.2 Oxygen concentration at the MG and TG of the active goaf for different scenarios

Table 4.2 The area ratio of oxidation zone and active goaf for proposed scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Case1</th>
<th>Case2</th>
<th>Case3</th>
<th>Case4</th>
<th>Case5</th>
<th>Case6</th>
<th>Case7</th>
<th>Case8</th>
<th>Case9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>101759</td>
<td>104468</td>
<td>103103</td>
<td>110627</td>
<td>100665</td>
<td>100860</td>
<td>100651</td>
<td>114957</td>
<td>111436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of OZA to GA (%)</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 Different inert gas injection locations

The inert gas injection locations exert a strong influence upon spatial gas distribution patterns in the active LW goaf, thus indicating the goaf inertisation performance. Typical injection locations include cut-throughs at the MG or TG of the active LW goaf or vertical surface drainage boreholes previously used for pre-drainage. It is recommended from the simulation results (Ren & Balusu 2009) that a flow rate of 0.5 m³/s be required for inert gas injection to substantially limit air ingress.
into the active LW goaf and effectively contain spontaneous heating. Therefore, a total nitrogen flow rate of 0.5 $m^3/s$ was applied in this section. Only the oxygen distribution at 2 m from the seam floor ($Z=12$ m) in the active goaf was presented for comparison.

![Figure 4.3 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 1 with different nitrogen injection locations](image)

Figure 4.3 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 1 with different nitrogen injection locations

Figure 4.3 shows oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 1 where the coal seam was flat. As shown in Figure 4.3(a), air ingress at the MG of the active goaf was considerably reduced with nitrogen being injected via CT14, whereas oxygen at the return side could still flow deep into the active goaf with a distance of approximately 250 m. In contrast, nitrogen injection at the TG of the active LW goaf at a close distance behind the LW face (e.g., CT14-TG in Figure 4.3(b) or BH01 in Figure 4.3(c)) could evidently limit air ingress at the same side, but low oxygen levels could be observed at the goaf stream, which could not meet the requirements for mining safety. Since oxygen ingress was noticeable on one side when nitrogen injection was operated on the other side, nitrogen injection on both sides of the active LW was numerically simulated and evaluated for the reduction in oxidation zone area and goaf inertisation performance. Simulation results indicated that optimal goaf inertisation was gained by pumping nitrogen into the active LW goaf via CT14-MG and BH01 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 $m^3/s$, as demonstrated in Figure 4.3(d). The oxidation zone area was approximately 42816 m$^2$, which was reduced by approximately 57.9% in comparison to the non-injection base case.
Figure 4.4 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 2 with different nitrogen injection locations

Figure 4.4 illustrates oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 2. It was observed in Figure 4.4(a) that air ingress at the MG of the active goaf was limited inbye of CT14-MG where nitrogen was injected, whilst oxygen flowed about 450 m deep into the TG side of active goaf. As for the scenarios where nitrogen was pumped at the return side of the active goaf at a close distance behind the LW face (e.g., CT14-TG in Figure 4.4(b) or BH01 in Figure 4.4(c)), although oxygen penetration at the same side was effectively limited, oxygen levels at the goaf stream were lower than the safety limit of 19.5% and oxygen migration at the MG of the active goaf was evident with oxygen volume fraction exceeding 5% at 350 m behind the LW face. With the injection point moving deep inside the TG of the active goaf, goaf inertisation performance became worse. Nitrogen injection at both sides of the LW goaf was simulated and analyzed, with typical results demonstrated in Figure 4.4(d) in which oxygen ingress on both sides of the LW goaf was limited. A desired spontaneous heating management performance was yielded by injecting nitrogen through CT15-MG and BH01 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m$^3$/s, respectively. Its oxidation zone ($43109 \text{ m}^2$) narrowed down by approximately 58.7% compared to the base scenario without injection.

Figure 4.5 depicts oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 3. As illustrated in Figure 4.5(a), air ingress at the MG of the LW goaf was reduced with nitrogen being pumping through CT14-MG, but oxygen at the return side was observed to flow into the deep goaf, with an oxygen volume fraction higher than 12% in the deep goaf. As the intake
injection point was relocated at a cut-through far away from the LW face, high-concentration oxygen could still be found at the TG of the active LW goaf, where spontaneous heating could occur with a higher probability. To prevent the occurrence of high oxygen zone at the TG of the deeper goaf, nitrogen should be pumped at the TG of the LW goaf at an appropriate location. The simulation results indicated that the injection point should be located at least 600 m behind the LW face, as shown in Figure 4.5(b) and (c). For scenarios with nitrogen injected at both sides of the LW goaf or through two locations at the return side, the nitrogen injection point at the TG of the LW goaf should be placed at least 800 m behind the LW face with a view to avoiding high-concentration oxygen at the TG of the deeper goaf, as illustrated in Figure 4.5(d). Modelling results indicated that nitrogen injection through BH06 (oxidation zone area: 50243 m²) performed slightly better than CT16-MG-BH08 (oxidation zone area: 51534 m²), which enabled the oxidation zone area to be reduced by approximately 51.3% in comparison to the scenario without inert gas injection.

Figure 4.5 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 3 with different nitrogen injection locations

Figure 4.6 presents oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 4. As shown in Figure 4.6(a), a high-oxygen zone with a concentration higher than 5% could be found in the vicinity of CT15 and CT16 at the intake side of the LW goaf with nitrogen injection being performed through CT14-MG. This high-oxygen zone disappeared as the injection location moved from CT14-MG to CT15-MG, as shown in Figure 4.6(b). Although air ingress distance at the MG of the active LW goaf could be dramatically decreased with nitrogen being
pumped through BH01 shown in Figure 4.6(c), some nitrogen could flush onto the LW face, resulting in oxygen levels lower than 19.5% at the localized TG end. The modelling results showed that nitrogen injection at both sides of the LW goaf could mitigate air ingress on both sides. A decent goaf inertisation results could be produced when nitrogen was pumped through CT16-MG and BH01 at a flow rate of 0.333 and 0.167 m$^3$/s, respectively, and its oxidation zone area (44981 m$^2$) was reduced by approximately 59.3% when compared to the non-injection base case (110627 m$^2$).

![Image](image1.png)

(a) N$_2$ injection through CT14-MG @ 0.5 m$^3$/s  
(b) N$_2$ injection through CT15-MG @ 0.5 m$^3$/s  
(c) N$_2$ injection through BH01 @ 0.5 m$^3$/s  
(d) N$_2$ injection through CT16-MG-BH01 @ 0.333-0.167 m$^3$/s

Figure 4.6 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 4 with different nitrogen injection locations

Figure 4.7 demonstrates oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 5. As depicted in Figure 4.7(a) and (b), sole nitrogen injection at one side of the active LW goaf could limit air ingress at the same side, but oxygen at the other side still penetrated a longer distance into the LW goaf. Nitrogen pumping at both sides of the LW goaf was further simulated and analyzed, with typical results shown in Figure 4.7(c) and (d). Compared to case (c) where a stream of oxygen with a volume fraction exceeding 5% could leak about 550 m into the LW goaf (return side), air ingress at the TG of the active LW goaf was limited in case (d), with oxygen levels lowering to 5% at about 100 m behind the LW face. The optimal inertisation plan was to pump nitrogen through CT16-MG and BH01 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m$^3$/s, which could reduce the oxidation zone area by approximately 58.7% compared to the base-case scenario without nitrogen injection.
Figure 4.7 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 5 with different nitrogen injection locations

(a) N₂ injection through CT14-MG @ 0.5 m³/s  
(b) N₂ injection through BH01 @ 0.5 m³/s  
(c) N₂ injection through CT14-MG-BH01 @ 0.25~0.25 m³/s  
(d) N₂ injection through CT16-MG-BH01 @ 0.25-0.25 m³/s

Figure 4.8 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 6 with different nitrogen injection locations

(a) N₂ injection through CT14-MG @ 0.5 m³/s  
(b) N₂ injection through BH04 @ 0.5 m³/s  
(c) N₂ injection through BH05 @ 0.5 m³/s  
(d) N₂ injection through CT16-MG-BH08 @ 0.25-0.25 m³/s

Figure 4.8 shows oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 6. It is noted from Figure 4.8(a) that although nitrogen injection through CT14-MG could limit air ingress at the MG of the active LW goaf, oxygen levels at the TG of the deeper LW goaf
were quite high, which was similar to case 3. However, nitrogen injection performed at appropriate locations at the TG of the LW goaf could mitigate air ingress at both sides of the LW goaf. Regarding the scenarios where nitrogen was solely pumped through one location at the TG of the active goaf, the injection point was best located at least 500 m behind the LW face to avoid the occurrence of potential heating at the TG of the deeper LW goaf, as illustrated in Figure 4.8(b) and (c). As for the cases where nitrogen injection was operated at both sides of the LW goaf or through two different sites at the TG of the LW goaf, the injection point at the return side should be located at least 800 m behind the LW face for the purpose of preventing oxygen from accumulating at the TG of the deeper LW goaf. The analysis of modelling results indicated that nitrogen injection through BH05 (oxidation zone area: 46875 m$^2$) performed better than injection through CT16-MG and BH08 (oxidation zone area: 51123 m$^2$), which caused the oxidation zone area to reduce by approximately 53.5%.

![Figure 4.9 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 7 with different nitrogen injection locations](image)

Figure 4.9 illustrates oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 7, which was similar to case 5. Nitrogen injection on one side of the goaf could reduce air ingress on the same side, while high-concentration oxygen could still flow deeply into the active LW goaf on the other side, as illustrated in Figure 4.9(a) and (b). When nitrogen was pumped at both sides of the LW goaf through proper locations, air leakage on both sides could be reduced. When nitrogen injection was performed through CT14-MG-BH01, it was noticeable that oxygen at the return side could migrate deeply into the active LW goaf, which increased the
potential of spontaneous heating. To prevent oxygen from flowing deep into the TG goaf, the nitrogen injection point at the TG of the active LW goaf was required to be set at least 200 m behind the LW face. The optimal inertisation strategy was to pump nitrogen through CT14-MG and BH02 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m$^3$/s, resulting in the oxidation zone area decreasing by 56.4% in comparison to the scenario without nitrogen injection.

Figure 4.10 depicts oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 8, which was similar to case 2 and case 5. As demonstrated in Figure 4.10(a), nitrogen injection solely performed at the MG of the active LW goaf could stop air from flowing deep into the LW goaf at the intake side, but air ingress at the return side was still evident at the TG of the deeper LW goaf, resulting in spontaneous heating potentially occurring at this area. In order to effectively limit air leakage at the TG of the deep LW goaf and decrease the oxidation zone area, it would be better to locate nitrogen injection at the TG of the LW goaf at least 500 m and 800 m behind the LW face for the case of sole nitrogen injection at one TG location and two nitrogen injection locations (either at both sides of the LW goaf or only at the TG of LW goaf), respectively. The analysis of modelling results indicated that nitrogen injection through CT16-MG and BH08 (oxidation zone area: 52740 m$^2$) performed slightly better than injection through BH05 (oxidation zone area: 52997 m$^2$), and reduced the oxidation zone area by approximately 54.1% in comparison to the scenario without nitrogen injection.

![Figure 4.10 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 8 with different nitrogen injection locations](image-url)
Figure 4.11 demonstrates oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen injection locations for case 9, which was similar to case 4. As depicted in Figure 4.11(a), when nitrogen was pumped through CT14-MG, a stream of oxygen with a volume fraction exceeding 5% occurred in the vicinity of CT15 and CT16 at the MG of the active goaf. To prevent high-level oxygen from accumulating in this specific area, the nitrogen injection point at the MG of the active LW goaf was required to locate at least 400 m behind the LW face, as illustrated in Figure 4.11(b). As for the scenario of nitrogen injection at the TG of the LW goaf, the results showed that air migration at the MG of the LW goaf was evident, with oxygen levels exceeding 5% even at 500 m behind the LW face. Conversely, air leakage was mitigated at both sides of the LW goaf when nitrogen was pumped on both sides. A better goaf inertisation performance was obtained by pumping nitrogen through CT15-MG and BH01 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m$^3$/s. and the oxidation zone area was 45063 m$^2$, which dropped by 59.6% compared to the base-case scenario without nitrogen injection.

(a) N$_2$ injection through CT14-MG @ 0.5 m$^3$/s  
(b) N$_2$ injection through CT15-MG @ 0.5 m$^3$/s  
(c) N$_2$ injection through BH01 @ 0.5 m$^3$/s  
(d) N$_2$ injection through CT15-MG-BH01 @ 0.25-0.25 m$^3$/s

Figure 4.11 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel for case 9 with different nitrogen injection locations

Considering the chainage of CT15-MG was almost the same as that of BH04 in the strike direction, and the distance between CT16-MG and the LW face was the same as that between CT18-TG and the LW face, the oxidation zone area under these four nitrogen strategies is listed in Table 4.3. It was evident that nitrogen injection at the MG of the active LW goaf yielded a better result in goaf inertisation for case 4 and case 9, whereas nitrogen injection at the TG of the LW goaf performed better for all other scenarios except for case 1.
When the elevation of MG was the same as that of the TG (case 1, case 2 and case 3), better goaf inertisation performance was generated with nitrogen injected at the TG of the active LW goaf, particularly via the surface borehole. If the starting-up line was 18 m higher than the working face in terms of elevation, nitrogen injection locations should be set at a distance of 500–600 m behind the LW face for the purpose of avoiding high-level oxygen at the TG of the deeper LW goaf. However, if the starting-up line was 18 m lower than or at the same height as the working face, the nitrogen injection location at the TG of the LW goaf could be at about 100 m behind the LW face with an appropriate injection rate to avoid a low oxygen level at the goaf stream. This goaf inertisation strategy was also applicable to the condition where the MG was 15 m lower than the TG in elevation (case 5, case 6, and case 7). However, when the MG was 15 m higher than the TG, it would be better to pump nitrogen at the MG of the active LW goaf if the working face was 18 m higher than or at the same elevation as the starting-up line (case 4 and case 9). If the starting-up line was 18 m higher than the LW face, nitrogen should be injected at the TG of the LW goaf even though the MG side was 15 m higher than the TG side (case 8).

To summarise, when the working face was at the same elevation as (case 1, case 4 and case 5) or 18 m higher than (case 3, case 7 and case 9) the starting-up line, it would be better to inject nitrogen at the MG of the active LW goaf if the MG was 15 m higher than the TG, otherwise nitrogen should be injected on the TG side. However, for scenarios where the working face was 18 m lower than the starting-up line (case 2, case 6 and case 8), nitrogen should be injected at the TG of the LW goaf regardless of the difference in the elevation of the MG and TG.
4.2.2 Different types of inert gas

Three kinds of inert gas have been widely applied in Australian underground coal mines with a view to reducing oxygen volume fraction to a safer level at which spontaneous heating could be effectively contained, including nitrogen, boiler gas (85% N₂, 14% CO₂, and 1% O₂), and carbon dioxide (Balusu et al. 2005b; Ren & Balusu 2009). Considering the majority of component of boiler gas is nitrogen, only pure nitrogen and carbon dioxide injection was compared. To study the influence of different inert gas on oxygen distribution and goaf inertisation performance under different coal seam orientations, numerical simulations were conducted for the nine proposed scenarios. Only representative simulation results are shown below.

Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of the oxidation zone in the active LW goaf for case 2, in which different inert gas was pumped through CT15-MG and BH01 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m³/s, respectively. The oxidation zone area was smaller with nitrogen injection (43109 m²) in comparison to carbon dioxide injection (77255 m²). When carbon dioxide was pumped into the LW goaf, high-concentration oxygen could flow deep into the active LW goaf at the return side, which would increase the likelihood of spontaneous heating.

(a) N₂ injection via CT15-MG-BH01 @ 0.25-0.25 m³/s (b) CO₂ injection through CT15-MG-BH01 @ 0.25-0.25 m³/s

**Figure 4.12 Oxidation zone distribution of case 2 with inert gas injected via CT15-MG and BH01 at a rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m³/s**

Figure 4.13 presents the distribution of the oxidation zone in the active LW goaf for case 6, in which different inert gas was pumped into the active LW goaf through BH05 at a flow rate of 0.5 m³/s. It was also evident that nitrogen performed better in reducing the oxidation zone area in the active LW goaf than carbon dioxide. Oxygen accumulation was found at the TG of the deeper LW goaf when Carbon dioxide was pumped into the active LW goaf through BH05, which could increase the propensity for spontaneous heating in this area.
Table 4.4 lists the oxidation zone area based on the optimal inert gas injection locations for different proposed scenarios. Regardless of the coal seam orientations, proactive goaf inertisation with nitrogen could produce better results than carbon dioxide in limiting air ingress at both sides of the active LW goaf and minimizing the oxidation zone area. Therefore, it is recommended that nitrogen should be used for goaf inertisation when the seam gas is predominantly comprised of carbon dioxide and less methane.

### 4.2.3 Injection flow rates

When nitrogen was pumped into the active LW goaf through optimal locations, the decrease in the oxidation zone area for the nine proposed scenarios ranged from 51.3% to 60.4%. However, there was still a big oxidation zone in the goaf area. Therefore, there is a need to optimize nitrogen injection flow rates to suppress spontaneous combustion and heating. With regard to case 3 and case 6, oxygen concentration at the goaf stream would be lower than the statutory limit as nitrogen
flow rates at the surface borehole continued to increase. As a result, to study the influence of nitrogen flow rate on spontaneous heating control for case 3 and case 6, the nitrogen injection rate at the surface borehole was kept constant at 0.5 m$^3$/s, and nitrogen was simultaneously pumped into the active LW goaf through CT14-MG with gradually increasing flow rate. As for the other cases where nitrogen was pumped at both sides of the LW goaf, the continued rise in nitrogen flow rate at the TG injection locations could cause nitrogen to flow onto the LW face and decrease the oxygen volume fraction at the goaf stream. Therefore, the nitrogen flow rate at the TG injection location was kept constant, but the rate at the MG injection location gradually increased for these scenarios. The increment of the nitrogen flow rate was set as 0.25 m$^3$/s. Numerical simulations were conducted for nine scenarios, but only representative simulation results are presented below.

Figure 4.14 Oxidation zone distribution with different nitrogen flow rates for case 3

With regard to case 3, it was evident from Figure 4.14 that the oxidation zone area reduced with an increase in the nitrogen injection rate. The reduction rate of the oxidation zone area decreased
gradually with increasing injection rate, and it is suggested that 1.5 m$^3$/s could be an optimum value based on these results, as depicted in Figure 4.15.

![Figure 4.15 Oxidation zone area with different nitrogen flow rates for case 3](image)

Figure 4.15 illustrates oxidation zone distribution in the active LW goaf with different nitrogen injection rates for case 7. It was noted from Figure 4.16 that the oxidation zone area narrowed down as total nitrogen flow rates rose. When the total nitrogen injection rate hit 1.5 m$^3$/s, the reduction rate of the ratio of OZA to GA decreased as the nitrogen flow rate continued to rise, as depicted in Figure 4.17. The oxygen volume fraction at about 200 m behind the LW face dropped below 5% with a nitrogen flow rate of 1.5 m$^3$/s.

![Figure 4.16 Oxidation zone distribution in the active LW goaf with different nitrogen injection rates for case 7](image)

(a) N$_2$ injection through CT14-MG-BH02 @ 0.5-0.25 m$^3$/s  
(b) N$_2$ injection via CT14-MG-BH02 @ 0.75-0.25 m$^3$/s  
(c) N$_2$ injection through CT14-MG-BH02 @ 1.0-0.25 m$^3$/s  
(d) N$_2$ injection via CT14-MG-BH02 @ 1.25-0.25 m$^3$/s
(e) N\textsubscript{2} injection through CT14-MG-BH02 @ 1.5-0.25 m\textsuperscript{3}/s (f) N\textsubscript{2} injection via CT14-MG-BH02 @ 1.75-0.25 m\textsuperscript{3}/s

![Inert gas injection](image1)
![Oxidation zone](image2)

**Figure 4.16 Oxidation zone distribution with different nitrogen flow rates for case 7**

For other cases proposed, the variation of the oxidation zone area in the active LW goaf area with different nitrogen injection rates presented a similar trend. When the total nitrogen injection rate increased to 1.5 m\textsuperscript{3}/s, the reduction rate of the oxidation zone area slowed down. Considering goaf inertisation performance and operational cost, a minimum injection rate of 1.5 m\textsuperscript{3}/s is recommended.

![Oxidation zone area with different nitrogen flow rates for case 7](image3)

**Figure 4.17 Oxidation zone area with different nitrogen flow rates for case 7**

### 4.3 Conclusions

Considering the variation of coal seam orientations dictated by the elevation of the MG and the TG and the height of the LW face and the starting-up line, extensive numerical simulations were conducted.
(1) Nine scenarios of different coal seam orientations were studied. For the base model without inert gas injection, air ingress at both sides of the active LW goaf was evident, and the area ratio of oxidation zone to active LW goaf ranged between 25.2% and 28.7%.

(2) For cases where the MG was higher than the TG and at the same time the starting-up line was lower than or at the same elevation as the LW face, it would be better to inject nitrogen at the MG of the active LW goaf, otherwise nitrogen injection was the best option at the TG of the LW goaf.

(3) If the LW face was lower than the start-up line, the nitrogen injection point at the TG of the active LW goaf should be located at least 500~600 m behind the LW face to prevent oxygen accumulation at the TG of the deeper LW goaf. Conversely, if the LW face was higher than or at the same elevation as the starting-up line, the nitrogen injection point at the TG of the LW goaf could be set about 100~200 m behind the LW face with an appropriate injection rate to avoid low oxygen volume fraction at the goaf stream.

(4) Regardless of the coal seam orientations, nitrogen was superior to carbon dioxide in reducing the oxidation zone area and containing spontaneous heating under the condition that seam gas was primarily comprised of 80% carbon dioxide with a total gas emission rate of 2 m$^3$/s.

(5) A total nitrogen flow rate of 1.5 m$^3$/s was required to contain spontaneous heating, and the ratio of OZA to GA is about 10%, lowering by about 15% compared to non-injection scenarios.

The following limitations of this research are noted. The reaction of residual coal in the active goaf and the impact of temperature evolution on goaf gas distribution patterns were not considered in the simulation. In addition, only the goaf area at 1000 m behind the LW face was considered in the simulation rather than the whole LW panel. Future research on these limitations should be pursued. Despite the above limitations, this research provides new insight into the influence of coal seam orientations on spatial gas distribution in the LW panel and inertisation strategies for preventing spontaneous heating in LW goaf with higher ventilation flow rates and seam gas emission rates, thus reducing the likelihood of spontaneous heating and improving safety in mining industry.
CHAPTER 5 VENTILATION FLOW DYNAMICS AND PROACTIVE INERTISATION STRATEGIES FOR SPONTANEOUS HEATING MANAGEMENT IN ACTIVE GOAF WITH VARIOUS SEAM GAS COMPOSITION

Summary

This chapter focuses on the impact of seam gas composition on ventilation dynamics in the active goaf area and proactive inertisation strategies for spontaneous combustion prevention and control. In Australia, seam gas composition varies in different coalfield locations. In Bowen Basin in Queensland, methane is the predominant coal seam gas, while carbon dioxide is the dominant coal seam gas in the Gunnedah Basin in New South Wales. In particular, the gas components in the Bulli coal seam of Illawarra coalfield in New South Wales can vary from 95% methane (CH$_4$) and 90% carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) across the coal seam. However, there is a lack of detailed understanding of ventilation dynamics and gas distribution patterns in the active goaf area with different seam gas composition and the determination of fit-for-purpose goaf inertisation strategies. To fill this knowledge gap, extensive CFD modelling has been carried out using the three-dimensional model established in Chapter three, and the oxidation zone area (where oxygen concentration lies in the range of 5%~18%) and oxidation ratio (the ratio of the oxidation zone area to the goaf area) have been introduced and calculated to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the status of spontaneous heating and the effectiveness of goaf inertisation strategies. The modelling results provide new knowledge of the gas flow dynamics in the goaf area with different goaf gas composition and aid the development of better proactive goaf inertisation strategies, thus effectively containing spontaneous combustion in the active goaf area and improving coal mining safety.
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Abstract

Spontaneous heating of coal continues to present a health and safety hazard in underground coal mines. The influence of seam gas composition on ventilation behaviour and gas flow dynamics in the active longwall goaf has not been studied in-depth, and corresponding effective proactive goaf inertisation strategies for preventing potential spontaneous heating from occurring have limited investigation. To advance this knowledge, extensive computational modelling was developed and conducted based on specific conditions of an Australian underground coal mine, and onsite gas monitoring data was collated to verify simulation results, which allowed for various scenarios of seam gas composition to be simulated with confidence. Simulation results showed that oxygen (O2) was primarily distributed at the middle and upper sections of the CO2-dominant goaf, whilst it was mainly layered at the floor level of the CH4-dominant goaf. N2 was preferred over CO2 in goaf inertisation for CO2-dominant goaf, whereas CO2 performed better than N2 for the CH4-dominant goaf. The optimal inert gas injection rates for the scenario of 100% CO2, 80% CO2 and 20% CH4, 50% CO2 and 50% CH4, 20% CO2 and 80% CH4 and 100% CH4 were 1.5, 1.75, 0.75, 0.5 and 1.0 m3/s, and the oxidation zone area reduced by 55.8%, 67.2%, 58.0%, 78.2% and 81.8%, respectively. The simulation results allow for increased insight and understanding of the gas and ventilation behaviour in the active longwall goaf with different goaf gas composition and the development of corresponding proactive goaf practices, thus minimising potential spontaneous-heating-related hazards and improving mining safety.
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5.1 Introduction

As production outputs and the depth of cover increase, spontaneous combustion and self-heating of coal are increasingly presenting significant threats to safety in the mining industry in Australia, as evidenced in recent heating incidents. If not managed timely and controlled effectively, spontaneous heating can cause serious consequences, such as production stagnation, toxic-gas-induced environmental pollution, miner injury and death, and temporary or permanent mine closure. Early in September 2018, a heating event occurred behind one longwall (LW) face of the North Goonyella mine with elevated carbon monoxide levels, and all miners were withdrawn from the underground workings as a result of carbon monoxide readings exceeding trigger values stipulated in the Trigger Action Response Plan (TARP) (Queensland Mines Inspectorate 2019), culminating in an LW production stoppage for several months. A serious accident involving two forceful pressure waves took place at the Grosvenor mine on 6 May 2020, which caused 5 miners
to be seriously injured (NEWS 2020). The subsequent report (Terry Martin SC & Clough 2021) revealed that one of the pressure waves was highly likely triggered by spontaneous heating. To address this dynamic hazard arising from spontaneous heating in the active LW goaf, many measures have been applied in Australia, including proactive goaf inertisation, firefighting foam injection, flyash or carbofill plugs, and water injection (Salisbury et al. 2022), among which proactive goaf inertisation is widely used as prevention is better than cure. The purpose of proactive goaf inertisation is to prevent and manage the onset of spontaneous heating in the LW goaf by injecting inert gas into the active goaf during normal mining production to effectively lower oxygen concentration to a safe level at which coal oxidation progresses very slowly and even is smothered.

Active LW goaf is commonly characterized by a restricted area, making it considerably difficult to understand the distribution characteristics of goaf gas and take corrective actions to prevent and control potential spontaneous heating in the active goaf by traditional field measurements and laboratory experiments. To overcome the above difficulties, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling has been increasingly used due to its considerable advantages of saving time, saving cost and visualizing gas distribution. Ren et al. (2005) performed CFD simulations to study the effect of inert gas injection locations, types and flow rates of inert gas on the gas distribution characteristics in the LW goaf. Yuan et al. (2006) investigated the impact of ventilation systems on spontaneous heating in the goaf, and the injection locations and rates of nitrogen for suppressing spontaneous combustion in an active and sealed LW goaf were also studied (Yuan & Smith 2014). Taraba and Michalec (2011) researched the impact of face advancing rates on spontaneous heating in the active goaf, and figured out the critical advancing rate based on simulation results.

Considering the thermo-mechanical effects of coal, Xia et al. (2014) investigated the effect of ventilation flux, ventilation resistance and LW face advancing rate on coal self-heating, and it was revealed that ventilation flux and resistance were positively correlated to self-heating zone, whereas face advancing rate showed a negative relationship with the self-heating zone. Three-dimensional (3D) models were constructed by Liu et al. (2016a) to understand the oxygen distribution in the active LW goaf with nitrogen or carbon dioxide injection, and the optimal injection location was identified. Qin et al. (2016b) numerically conducted research on oxygen and temperature distribution in the active goaf with nitrogen injection, and simulation results were proved to be reliable by field tests with liquid nitrogen injected into the goaf. Huang et al. (2018) performed numerical simulations to improve the understanding of the impact of periodic weighting on spontaneous combustion in the active LW goaf, and revealed that the width of the spontaneous combustion zone reduced with an increase in weighting interval. Focusing on appropriate strategies for managing and controlling gas and spontaneous heating in long panels with a length
of 1000 m and 3000 m, Balusu et al. (2019) carried out extensive CFD modelling, and the results suggested that nitrogen should be injected into the 3000-m-long goaf through multi points with a minimum injection rate of 1.5 m³/s to effectively manage and control spontaneous combustion. Liu et al. (2019d) investigated the evolution of oxygen and temperature in the active goaf amid mining stoppage, and mining countermeasures for spontaneous combustion control were proposed during this period. Shi et al. (2019) investigated temperature distribution in the active goaf area and the impact of liquid nitrogen injection locations and rates on cooling hot zones, which guided the usage of liquid nitrogen for coal oxidation prevention. In combination with an orthogonal test and CFD modelling, Si et al. (2019) investigated the effect of face advancing rate, carbon dioxide injection location and flowrate, injection pipeline position on oxygen distribution in the active goaf area, and optimal parameters for spontaneous combustion control were also determined. A 3D CFD model was built by Zhang et al. (2020) to study the time factor for proactive and reactive inertisation for spontaneous heating management in the LW goaf, and optimal inertisation strategies for suppressing goaf heating were developed. Focusing on coals seam with a shallow buried depth, Zhuo et al. (2019) numerically researched goaf gas distribution characteristics in two adjacent gob areas, and the primary source of carbon monoxide was identified. With the aid of numerical simulation and laboratory experiments, Liu et al. (2020b) studied oxygen distribution characteristics in three adjacent goafs, and an optimal nitrogen injection location for spontaneous heating management was established. The influence of air leakage on spontaneous combustion zone in the active LW goaf with a shallow buried depth was evaluated by Zhuo et al. (2021) and it was found that the spontaneous heating zone moved towards the intake side and deep goaf as the air leakage rose. Qiao et al. (2022b) conducted extensive CFD simulations on gas distribution characteristics in the active LW goaf area where seam gas was mainly composed of carbon dioxide (80%), and influencing factors of goaf inertisation parameters were discussed.

From the above literature reviews, it was found that the influence of many geologic and mining factors (e.g., ventilation systems, face advancing rate, ventilation flux, ventilation resistance, periodic weighting, super-long panel, air leakage, the porosity of adjacent goafs and coal pillars) on spontaneous combustion management and control has been thoroughly discussed and evaluated, and gas atmosphere in the goaf area was mainly comprised of CH₄ in the vast majority of studies. However, the impact of seam gas composition on ventilation behaviour and corresponding proactive goaf inertisation for spontaneous heating prevention are under-researched. In addition, it was reported that the gas components in the Bulli coal seam of Illawarra coalfield in Australia can vary from 95% CH₄ to 90% CO₂ (Ren et al. 2018a), which would bring challenges to proactively managing and controlling spontaneous combustion by proactively injecting inert gas into the LW goaf. Therefore, it is necessary to advance the knowledge of ventilation behaviour
and gas flow dynamics in the active goaf with different goaf gas composition during the normal mining process, and correspondingly develop proactive goaf inertisation to manage the onset and development of spontaneous heating. The simulation results allow for increased insight and understanding of ventilation behaviour and gas flow dynamics in the active LW goaf with different seam gas composition, and guide the development of corresponding proactive goaf inertisation for preventing and managing spontaneous heating.

5.2 Parametric Studies

The CFD model in Section 3.6.2 was used in this study.

To investigate the effect of seam gas composition on oxygen distribution characteristics in the LW active goaf and proactive goaf inertisation strategies, five different scenarios were proposed, as listed below. The other parameters were kept constant, such as ventilation schemes, coal seam orientation and dip angle, total goaf gas emission rates, permeability distribution and boundary conditions. Five scenarios of seam gas composition are listed:

(a) 100% CO₂;
(b) 80% CO₂ and 20% CH₄;
(c) 50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄;
(d) 20% CO₂ and 80% CH₄;
(e) 100% CH₄.

Ren and Balusu (2009) suggested that a desired goaf inertisation result could be yielded by pumping inert gas at a flow rate of 0.5 m³/s for most cases. As a result, the inert gas injection rate of 0.5 m³/s was applied to study the optimal goaf inertisation strategies under different goaf gas composition. For the sake of quantitative analysis of the effectiveness of different goaf inertisation strategies, the upper and lower limits of oxygen level in the oxidation zone were 18% and 5%, and the area ratio of the oxidation zone (OZA) to the active goaf (GA) was calculated for comparison and termed as oxidation ratio in this study.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Oxygen distribution in the active LW goaf

For the proposed scenarios, oxygen distribution characteristics in the active LW goaf without injection are shown in Figure 5.1. Only the horizontal plan view of Z=12 m (2m from the coal seam floor) and the elevation view of Y= 365 m (crossing the surface boreholes) are presented. It is evident in Figure 5.1(a), (b), (d), and (e) that air ingress occurred at both sides of the LW goaf, with oxygen levels higher than 10% in the deep goaf, whereas air ingress at both sides of the LW
goaf was alleviated for scenario(c) where the goaf gas was composed of 50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄, with oxygen concentration dropping below 5% at about 550 m behind the LW face. At the elevation view of Y= 365 m, it was observed that oxygen was mainly distributed at the middle of the active goaf in Figure 5.1(a) and (b) in which the goaf gas was primarily composed of CO₂, whereas oxygen was mainly distributed at the bottom of the goaf area in Figure 5.1(d) and (e) where CH₄ accounted for the majority of the goaf gas. When the goaf gas was composed of 50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄, oxygen was mainly layered at the middle of the goaf, which was similar to scenarios where the goaf gas was primarily comprised of CO₂. As shown in Figure 5.2(a) and (b), it was noted that oxygen concentration at the TG and MG side of the LW goaf generally showed a downward trend as the composition of CH₄ reduced from 100% to 50%. However, with the composition of CH₄ reduced from 50% to 20%, oxygen levels at the TG and MG of the active goaf increased again. As the composition of CH₄ dropped from 20% to 0%, oxygen levels at the TG and MG of the active goaf reduced slightly in general.

(a) 100% CO₂  
(b) 80% CO₂ and 20% CH₄  
(c) 50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄  
(d) 20% CO₂ and 80% CH₄  
(e) 100% CH₄
The oxidation zone area and oxidation ratio of the five proposed scenarios are listed in Table 5.1. The goaf area kept constant at 400000 m$^2$. It is noted that the oxidation ratio showed a decreasing trend as the composition of CH$_4$ rose from 0% to 50%; however, with the increase in CH$_4$ composition from 50% to 100%, the oxidation ratio increased. Except for the scenario where the goaf gas was composed of 50% CO$_2$ and 50% CH$_4$, the oxidation ratio was higher than 20%. As a result, there is a need to numerically study the influence of seam gas composition on goaf inertisation strategies to proactively manage and control spontaneous heating in the active LW goaf.

### Table 5.1 Oxidation ratios for scenarios of different goaf gas composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>100% CO$_2$</th>
<th>80% CO$_2$ and 20% CH$_4$</th>
<th>50% CO$_2$ and 50% CH$_4$</th>
<th>20% CO$_2$ and 80% CH$_4$</th>
<th>100% CH$_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation zone</td>
<td>126027</td>
<td>106666</td>
<td>28624</td>
<td>132684</td>
<td>197312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area (m$^2$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation ratio</td>
<td>31.51</td>
<td>26.70</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>33.17</td>
<td>49.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3.2 Proactive goaf inertisation strategies

#### 5.3.2.1 Inert gas types

Three different types of inert gases have been widely used in Australia to proactively inert goaf atmosphere to suppress spontaneous combustion, such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide and boiler gas (85% N$_2$, 1% O$_2$ and 14% CO$_2$) (**Ren & Balusu 2005; Ren & Balusu 2009**). To study the effect of inert gas types on oxygen distribution characteristics and goaf inertisation performance under...
different seam gas composition, three different types of inert gas were pumped into the LW goaf through CT18 (MG) and BH09 with an injection flowrate of 0.25 and 0.25 m$^3$/s, respectively, with results depicted in Figure 5.3. Only oxygen distribution results at Z=12 m (2 m above the floor strata) under nitrogen and carbon dioxide injection were presented. Table 5.2 details the oxidation ratios under different types of inert gas injected through CT18 (MG) and surface BH09 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m$^3$/s, respectively, for the proposed scenarios.
Figure 5.3 Oxygen distribution in the LW goaf with nitrogen and carbon dioxide injection through CT18-MG-BH09

Table 5.2 Oxidation ratio under different types of inert gas injected at CT18-MG-BH09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N2</th>
<th>Boiler gas</th>
<th>CO2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100% CO2</td>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>70090</td>
<td>73370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxidation ratio (%)</td>
<td>17.52</td>
<td>18.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% CO₂ and 20% CH₄</td>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>51262</td>
<td>52475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxidation ratio (%)</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td>13.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄</td>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>17044</td>
<td>18543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxidation ratio (%)</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% CO₂ and 80% CH₄</td>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>39557</td>
<td>38504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxidation ratio (%)</td>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% CH₄</td>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>83839</td>
<td>80107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxidation ratio (%)</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>20.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As illustrated in Figure 5.3(a) and (b) where the goaf gas was composed of 100% CO₂ and 80% CO₂, nitrogen yielded better goaf inertisation results than carbon dioxide. Air ingress at the TG of the LW goaf was more severe for carbon dioxide injection than nitrogen injection, as oxygen concentration still exceeded 5% at about 750 m behind the working face. The oxidation ratio was 17.52% and 12.82% with nitrogen injected through CT18 (MG) and BH09 for the scenario (a) and (b), in comparison to 18.34% and 13.12% with boiler gas injection, and 22.26% and 14.70% with carbon dioxide injection, which meant that nitrogen was better than boiler gas and carbon dioxide in controlling spontaneous heating for the scenarios where the goaf gas was dominantly composed of CO₂.
When the seam gas was comprised of 50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄, although air ingress at the TG of the LW goaf was reduced with carbon dioxide being injected, air ingress at the MG of the LW goaf was evident, with oxygen concentration exceeding 5% at about 380 m behind the working face. On the contrary, air ingress on both sides of the LW goaf was reduced, with oxygen levels lower than 5% at about 250 m behind the working face. The oxidation ratio was 4.26%, 4.64% and 5.20% for nitrogen, boiler gas and carbon dioxide injection, respectively, meaning that nitrogen performed marginally better than boiler gas and carbon dioxide in goaf inertisation when the goaf gas was comprised of 50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄.

With regard to scenarios (d) and (e) depicted in Figure 5.3(d) and (e), it was noted that air ingress on both sides of the goaf was reduced with carbon dioxide being injected when compared to nitrogen injection. Oxygen levels at the MG and TG of the LW goaf were lower than 5% at about 200 m and 80 m behind the working face, respectively, for scenario (d) with carbon dioxide injection. Similarly, oxygen levels at the TG and MG of the LW goaf were reduced below 5% at about 250 m and 340 m behind the working face for scenario (e) with carbon dioxide injection. The results also indicated that carbon dioxide performed better in managing spontaneous heating than nitrogen and boiler gas, with oxidation ratios being 7.95% and 16.33% for scenarios (d) and (e), respectively, under the condition of carbon dioxide injection.

In addition, as the composition of CO₂ or CH₄ in the goaf gas increased from 50% to 100%, the oxidation ratio rose, regardless of the types of inert gas injected. For the goaf gas that is primarily constituent of CO₂, nitrogen is recommended for goaf inertisation; Conversely, carbon dioxide is suggested for spontaneous combustion management in the LW goaf where the goaf gas is dominantly composed of CH₄.

5.3.2.2 Injection locations

To reduce oxygen levels in the active LW goaf, the inert gas injection could be operated via cut-throughs at both sides of the LW goaf or via surface boreholes previously used for gas drainage. For scenarios (a), (b) and (c), nitrogen was selected as the inert gas for goaf inertisation, whereas carbon dioxide was chosen as the inert gas for scenarios (d) and (e). The total inert gas injection rate was kept constant at 0.5 m³/s. Extensive numerical simulations were conducted, and only representative oxygen distribution results at Z=12 m are shown in Figure 5.4-5.8.

Figure 5.4 shows oxygen concentration distribution patterns for nitrogen injection through different locations in the active goaf area in which the seam gas was composed of 100% CO₂. As shown in Figure 5.4(a), oxygen levels at the MG of the LW goaf could drop below 5% at about 350 m behind the working face when nitrogen was pumped through CT14 (MG), while they were still higher than 5% at the TG of the deep goaf, resulting in unsatisfactory goaf inertisation.
performance. With nitrogen injection locations moving forward to the cut-through at the MG of the deep goaf, oxygen concentration at the TG of the LW goaf was still high, demonstrating that nitrogen injection solely at the MG of the LW goaf was not a good option for spontaneous heating control. When nitrogen was injected on the TG side via CT20 or BH07, oxygen levels at the MG and TG of the LW goaf could reduce below 5% at about 400 m and 250 m behind the working face, which produced better goaf inertisation results than nitrogen injected on the MG side. In order to avoid high oxygen concentration at the TG of the deep goaf shown in Figure 5.4(b), the nitrogen injection location at the TG of the goaf should be placed at least 700 m behind the working face. For scenarios of nitrogen injection through two TG cut-throughs or two drainage boreholes, there was no significant difference in oxygen distribution patterns in the active LW goaf. For nitrogen injection via an MG cut-through and a TG location (a drainage borehole or a cut-through), there was no noticeable difference in air ingress distance at the MG of the LW goaf, but air ingress distance at the TG was longer than in scenarios where nitrogen was only injected on the TG side. In order to avoid high-concentration oxygen from occurring at the TG of the deep LW goaf, the nitrogen injection location at the TG of the active goaf should be placed at least 900 m behind the working face for the cases where nitrogen injection was performed at both sides of the LW goaf, as illustrated in Figure 5.4(f). The results showed that desired goaf inertisation results were yielded by nitrogen injection through BH03 and BH09 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m$^3$/s, and its oxidation ratio was 16.22\%, which is approximately half of the scenario without injection.
(e) $N_2$ injection via BH03-BH09 @ 0.25-0.25 m$^3$/s

(f) $N_2$ injection via CT18-MG-CT21-TG @ 0.25-0.25 m$^3$/s

Figure 5.4 Oxygen distribution at Z=12 m with different nitrogen injection locations for 100% CO$_2$ goaf

(a) $N_2$ injection via CT14-MG @ 0.5 m$^3$/s

(b) $N_2$ injection via CT17-TG @ 0.5 m$^3$/s

(c) $N_2$ injection via BH05 @ 0.5 m$^3$/s

(d) $N_2$ injection via CT16-CT20-TG @ 0.25-0.25 m$^3$/s

(e) $N_2$ injection via BH01-BH07 @ 0.25-0.25 m$^3$/s

(f) $N_2$ injection via CT15-MG-CT20-TG @ 0.25-0.25 m$^3$/s

Figure 5.5 Oxygen distribution at Z=12 m with different nitrogen injection locations for 80% CO$_2$ and 20% CH$_4$ goaf

Figure 5.5 depicts oxygen distribution at Z=12 m with nitrogen injected through different locations in the active goaf area in which the seam gas was comprised of 80% CO$_2$ and 20% CH$_4$. The oxygen distribution patterns under different nitrogen injection strategies were similar to the
scenario where the seam gas was comprised of 100% CO\(_2\). Specifically, Figure 5.5(a) shows that nitrogen injection at the MG of the LW goaf could only help reduce oxygen levels at the MG of the active goaf, while air ingress at the TG of the LW goaf was still evident, with oxygen concentration higher than 13% at the deep goaf. Conversely, nitrogen injection through an appropriate TG location (e.g., a drainage borehole or a TG cut-through) could reduce oxygen levels at both sides of the LW goaf to a certain extent, as shown in Figure 5.5(c). To avoid high-concentration oxygen at the TG of the deep goaf illustrated in Figure 5.5(b), the nitrogen injection at the TG of the active goaf should be performed at a minimum distance of 500 m behind the working face. Compared with nitrogen injection through a TG location (a drainage borehole or a TG cut-through), there was no significant difference in oxygen levels in the LW goaf with nitrogen injection through two TG sites. However, when nitrogen injection was performed at both sides of the active goaf illustrated in Figure 5.5(f), air ingress distance at the TG of the LW goaf was longer than the scenarios where nitrogen was solely injected on the TG side, suggesting it is not a good option for goaf inertisation under current nitrogen injection rates. The results indicated that nitrogen injection through BH01 and BH07 at a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m\(^3\)/s could produce the best goaf inertisation results, and the oxidation zone area is reduced by about 58.74% compared to the scenario without injection.

Figure 5.6 shows oxygen distribution at Z=12 m with nitrogen injection through different locations of the LW goaf where the seam gas was composed of 50% CO\(_2\) and 50% CH\(_4\). When nitrogen was injected through CT14 (MG), air ingress at the MG of the LW goaf could be limited, with oxygen levels at the MG of the LW goaf being lower than 5% at about 150 m behind the LW face. As demonstrated in Figure 5.6(b) and (c) in which nitrogen was injected at the TG of the LW goaf, although oxygen levels on the injection side were significantly reduced, oxygen levels at the goaf stream were also low, and air ingress at the MG of the LW goaf was evident. In comparison with the oxygen distribution in Figure 5.6(d) and (e), it was apparent that an improvement in reducing oxidation zone area could be observed with the TG injection location being closer to the LW face. However, oxygen levels at the TG end were below 19.5% when the nitrogen injection location was too close to the LW face with a relatively high flow rate, which would not meet the statutory limits of the NSW government. Therefore, the flow rate of nitrogen injected at the TG of the active goaf should be controlled within an appropriate value. The flow rate of nitrogen injected at the TG of the LW goaf could not exceed 0.1 m\(^3\)/s to avoid low oxygen concentration at the goaf stream. In addition, a better goaf inertisation performance was produced with nitrogen injection through CT14 (MG) and BH01 at a flow rate of 0.45 and 0.05 m\(^3\)/s, and the oxidation ratio was 3.39%, which is approximately 52% of the scenario without injection.
Figure 5.7 indicates that the injection locations of carbon dioxide significantly impacted oxygen distribution patterns in the active LW goaf composed of 20% CO₂ and 80% CH₄. When carbon dioxide was injected through CT17 (MG), air ingress at the TG of the LW goaf was noticeable, and high-concentration oxygen was observed at the MG of the deep LW goaf. In order to prevent high-level oxygen from occurring in this area, the carbon dioxide injection location at the MG of the LW goaf should be placed at around 850 m behind the working face (e.g., CT18-MG). As depicted in Figure 5.7 (b) and (c) where carbon dioxide was injected at the TG of the LW goaf, air ingress at the injection site was significantly reduced, but air ingress at the other side was high, with oxygen levels exceeding 5% at around 700 m behind the working face. Another problem associated with the sole injection of carbon dioxide on the TG side at a flow rate of 0.5 m³/s was low oxygen levels at the goaf stream. In order to effectively reduce air ingress at both sides of the goaf, carbon dioxide injection should be performed at both sides of the LW goaf, with results shown in Figure 5.7(d), (e) and (f). The results showed that a flow rate of 0.25 m³/s at the TG
injection location was excessive to limit air ingress at the injection site, as evidenced by low
oxygen levels at the goaf stream. Conversely, a flow rate of 0.167 m³/s was sufficient to limit
oxygen penetration on the TG side. The modelling results showed that desired goaf inertisation
performance was produced by injecting carbon dioxide through CT18 (MG) and BH05 with a flow
rate of 0.333 and 0.167 m³/s, respectively, and oxygen concentration was lower than 5% at about
170 m behind the face. The oxidation area was 28958 m², which is reduced by 78.18% compared
to the scenario without carbon dioxide injection (132684 m²).

Figure 5.7 Oxygen distribution at Z=12 m with different carbon dioxide injection locations for 20% CO₂ and
80% CH₄ goaf

Figure 5.8 demonstrates oxygen distribution at Z=12 m with carbon dioxide injected through
different locations of the goaf area where the goaf gas was comprised of 100% CH₄. As illustrated
in Figure 5.8(a), (b) and (c), carbon dioxide injection at one goaf side could only reduce air ingress
at the same side of the active goaf area, whereas oxygen penetration at the other side of the active
goaf area was apparent, which was similar to the scenario where the goaf gas was composed of
20% CO₂ and 80% CH₄. Therefore, carbon dioxide injection should be performed at both sides of the active goaf area at appropriate locations. In addition, to prevent high-concentration oxygen from occurring at the TG of the deep LW goaf, the TG injection location should be placed at least 500 m behind the working face. Better goaf inertisation results were yielded by injected carbon dioxide via CT18 (MG) and BH05 with a flow rate of 0.25 and 0.25 m³/s, respectively. The oxidation ratio was 14.29%, which dropped by 71.03% compared to the scenario without injection (49.33%).

![Image of oxygen distribution at Z=12 m with different carbon dioxide injection locations for 100% CH₄ goaf](image)

In summary, injection locations significantly influenced the oxygen distribution in the active goaf. For the scenario where the goaf gas was dominantly comprised of CO₂ (e.g., scenarios (a) and (b)), inert gas injection at the TG of the goaf produced better results in limiting air ingress than the MG injection; Conversely, for the scenario where the goaf gas was dominantly comprised of CH₄, the inert gas injection should be operated at both sides of the LW goaf with appropriate injection rates.
to effectively limit air ingress on both sides of the goaf. Regarding the scenario where the goaf gas was equally composed of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$, inert gas should be pumped at both sides of the LW goaf, but the injection rate on the TG side should be controlled strictly to avoid low oxygen levels at the goaf stream.

In comparison to oxygen distribution patterns in the active goaf in which the seam gas was comprised of 80% CO$_2$ and 20% CH$_4$, the optimal nitrogen injection location on the TG side was further away from the LW face for the goaf composed of 100% CO$_2$. However, compared to the scenario where the goaf gas was comprised of 100% CH$_4$, the injection rate of carbon dioxide on the TG side should be reduced to avoid low oxygen levels at the goaf stream when the goaf gas was composed of 20% CO$_2$ and 80% CH$_4$.

5.3.2.3 Injection flow rates

For scenarios (a) and (b) where the goaf gas was predominantly composed of CO$_2$, a continued rise in nitrogen flow rate at the TG of the active goaf could result in low oxygen levels at the goaf stream and had a minor impact on limiting air ingress at the MG of the active goaf. Therefore, to research the influence of inert gas flow rates on goaf inertisation performance, the flow rate of nitrogen through CT14 (MG) was increased at an increment of 0.25 m$^3$/s, while the flow rate on the other side was kept constant. However, for scenarios (c), (d) and (e) in which inert gas injection should be performed at both sides of the LW goaf, the injection rate at the MG of the goaf gradually increased by 0.25 m$^3$/s, but the injection rate on the other side was kept constant to avoid low oxygen concentration at the goaf stream.

**Figure 5.9 Oxidation zone area at different flow rates for 100% CO$_2$ goaf**
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show the oxidation zone area at different nitrogen flow rates for the goaf composed of 100% CO₂ (scenario (a)), and 80% CO₂ and 20% CH₄ (scenario (b)). As the flow rate increased, the oxidation zone area narrowed, and air ingress via MG goaf was reduced significantly. When the total nitrogen injection rate reached 1.5 and 1.75 m³/s, the reduction rate of the oxidation zone area slowed down for scenarios (a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 5.11 Oxidation ratios at different nitrogen flow rates for the scenario (a) and (b)
As demonstrated in Figure 5.11, simulation results indicated that the oxidation zone area was consistently higher for scenario (a) than scenario (b) at the same nitrogen injection rate. The oxidation ratio for scenario (a) was approximately 1.5 times that of scenario (b) under the same nitrogen flow rate.

As depicted in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13, the oxidation zone area reduced gradually as the nitrogen flow rate rose from 0.5 to 1.25 m$^3$/s. However, as the nitrogen flow rate increased from...
1.25 to 2.0 m$^3$/s, the oxidation zone area increased marginally. This is because the partial dissipation zone (oxygen concentration higher than 18%) at the MG corner was changed into the oxidation zone with the reduction in oxygen concentration in this zone. The results demonstrated that a flow rate of 0.75 m$^3$/s is better for goaf inertisation, with the oxygen levels lower than 5% at about 100 m behind the face.

Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show the oxidation zone area at different carbon dioxide flow rates for the goaf composed of 20% CO$_2$ and 80% CH$_4$ (scenario (d)) and 100% CH$_4$ (scenario (e)). As for the goaf gas composed of 20% CO$_2$ and 80% CH$_4$, it was observed that the oxidation ratio rose with the increase in the carbon dioxide injection rate. This was because that carbon dioxide mixed with oxygen and reduced oxygen concentration at the MG corner, resulting in the dissipation zone being converted to the oxidation zone. Therefore, the optimal carbon dioxide injection rate was 0.5 m$^3$/s for the goaf gas composition of 20% CO$_2$ and 80% CH$_4$. With regard to scenario(e) where the goaf gas was comprised of 100% CH$_4$, the oxidation ratio reduced as the carbon dioxide flow rate rose from 0.5 to 1.0 m$^3$/s. However, with the continued increase in carbon dioxide flow rate, the oxidation ratio rose, which was attributed to the fact that the carbon dioxide diluted the oxygen levels in the dissipation zone at the MG corner and converted the dissipation zone to the oxidation zone. As a result, the optimal carbon dioxide injection rate was 1.0 m$^3$/s for the goaf composed of 100% CH$_4$.
As shown in Figure 5.16, it was clear that both oxidation zone area and oxidation ratio were higher for 100% CH$_4$ than 20%CO$_2$ and 80% CH$_4$ under the same carbon dioxide injection rate. As the CH$_4$ composition in the goaf gas rose from 80% to 100%, the optimal carbon dioxide flow rate increased accordingly for effective goaf inertisation. Under the condition of optimal flow rate, the oxidation ratio was lower than 10% for scenarios (d) and (e).

In summary, the optimal inert gas injection rates for scenarios (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) were 1.5, 1.75, 0.75, 0.5 and 1.0 m$^3$/s, and the oxidation zone area reduced by 55.76%, 67.21%, 58.04%, 78.17% and 81.82% for the five scenarios, respectively. The nitrogen flow rate required for goaf
inertisation in 100% CO₂ and 80% CO₂ goaf was higher than the carbon dioxide flow rate for the goaf composed of 100% CH₄ and 80% CH₄. In addition, the reduction rate of the oxidation zone area for goaf composed of 100% CH₄ and 80% CH₄ was higher than the goaf comprised of 100% CO₂ and 80% CO₂.

5.4 Conclusions

To enhance the knowledge of ventilation behaviour and gas flow dynamics in the active goaf with different seam gas composition and develop the corresponding proactive goaf inertisation strategies, extensive CFD modelling was performed. Five typical scenarios of goaf gas composition were proposed, and the simulation results were analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. Scenarios (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) represent that the goaf gas is composed of 100% CO₂, 80% CO₂ and 20% CH₄, 50% CO₂ and 50% CH₄, 20% CO₂ and 80% CH₄, and 100% CH₄, respectively. The conclusions are summarised below:

(1) Seam gas composition significantly impacted gas flow dynamics in the LW goaf. The simulation results demonstrated that (i) air ingress on both sides of the goaf was evident for scenarios (a), (b), (d) and (e), with oxygen concentration higher than 10% in the deep goaf, while oxygen penetration on both sides of the goaf was limited at 550 m behind the face for scenario (c), with oxygen concentration dropping below 5%; (ii) oxygen was primarily distributed at the middle and upper of the goaf for the scenario (a), (b) and (c), whereas it was mainly layered at the bottom of the goaf area for scenario (d) and (e), which was attributed to buoyancy effect and density difference among goaf gases; (iii) the oxidation ratio showed a decreasing trend as the CH₄ composition rose from 0% to 50%, conversely, the oxidation ratio increased with the continued increase in CH₄ composition from 50% to 100%.

(2) Goaf inertisation strategies were studied to proactively prevent the occurrence of spontaneous combustion in the goaf under different seam gas composition. The results showed that (i) Nitrogen produced a better goaf inertisation result than carbon dioxide for scenarios (a), (b) and (c) where the CO₂ composition was higher than CH₄ composition, while carbon dioxide was superior to nitrogen in rendering goaf atmosphere inert for scenario (d) and (e) where CH₄ composition exceeded CO₂ composition; (ii) Under the condition of total injection rate of 0.5 m³/s, nitrogen injection at the TG of the goaf performed better in managing spontaneous heating than MG injection for scenarios (a) and (b) where the goaf gas was composed of 100% CO₂ and 80% CO₂, whereas an acceptable goaf inertisation result could be produced by pumping inert gas at both sides of the goaf area for scenario (c), (d) and (e); (iii) the optimal inert gas injection rates for scenarios (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) were 1.5, 1.75, 0.75, 0.5 and 1.0 m³/s, and the oxidation zone area reduced by 55.76%, 67.21%, 58.04%, 78.17% and 81.82% for five scenarios, respectively.
The study thoroughly investigated the ventilation behaviour and gas flow dynamics in the LW goaf under different seam gas composition and developed proactive goaf inertisation strategies for each goaf gas scenario. The simulation results shed light on improvements that can be made to current goaf inertisation practice in underground coal mines that experience different seam gas composition, thus containing spontaneous combustion in the active goaf and improving mining safety.
CHAPTER 6 IMPROVED COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODELLING OF COAL SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION CONTROL AND GAS MANAGEMENT

Summary

Underground coal mining is facing increased threats from the hazards of spontaneous combustion and abnormal high mine gas emissions, as a result of increased production outputs and depth of cover. However, most previous Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling studies have focused on qualitative rather than quantitative analysis, and the factors influencing spontaneous combustion control and gas management are numerically under-researched. In this chapter, extensive CFD simulations were conducted to investigate the impact of ventilation design and operational measures (e.g., goaf gas tightness, ventilation layouts, proactive goaf inertisation strategies) on spontaneous combustion control, and to study the installation location of brattice and curtains on the longwall (LW) face and tailgate for mitigating high gas levels at the localized tailgate end. Onsite monitoring data was collected for model validation, thus increasing the confidence in study scenarios outside of the base model. The ratio of oxidation zone area (where oxygen concentration lies in 5%~18%) and goaf area were numerically calculated and used for comparison of the potential risk of spontaneous combustion and heating. The modelling results will contribute to the improvement of current practices to effectively suppress spontaneous heating in the LW goaf areas and mitigate methane exceedance at the localized tailgate end.
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Abstract
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an effective methodology that has been widely used for decades to solve engineering problems involving spontaneous combustion and abnormal gas emissions. However, most of the previous CFD modelling focused on qualitative rather than quantitative analysis, and the factors influencing spontaneous combustion control and gas management are numerically under-researched. The onset of spontaneous heating in the goaf area is dictated by many operational and environmental parameters, including mining method, ventilation and geology. Based on field data from a real mine site, extensive CFD modelling was conducted and analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively to investigate the impact of ventilation design and operational measures on the management and control of spontaneous combustion and gas exceedance. Real-time gas monitoring data was utilized for model validation, and a good agreement between simulation results and monitoring data was reached. The tightness of goaf seals described by permeability was quantitatively investigated, revealing that the permeability should be smaller than 10^{-9} \text{m}^2 to prevent air leakage effectively. Goaf inertisation parameter optimization is crucial to minimize the risk of spontaneous combustion. The systematic study revealed that the oxidation zone area (OZA) was the largest for nitrogen injection (29706 m^2), followed by boiler gas (28396 m^2), while it was the smallest for carbon dioxide (11902 m^2), which produced the best goaf inertisation performance. Injection flow rate is another significant factor influencing the effectiveness of heating prevention. The simulation results indicated that a critical injection rate of 1750 \text{m}^3/\text{h} was determined, and the ratio of the OZA to the goaf area (GA) fluctuated around 7\% once the injection rate was beyond this critical value. The installation location of curtains and brattices both on the longwall (LW) face and tailgate end was also simulated and optimized. Noticeable methane reduction at the tailgate end was observed with optimal configurations of brattices and curtains. Results from the modelling will shed light on improving current practices to effectively contain goaf heating in the LW goaf areas and mitigate methane exceedance on the LW face.

Keywords
Spontaneous combustion; Abnormal gas emission; Improved CFD modelling; Tailgate end; Proactive goaf inertisation.

6.1 Introduction
As the fifth-largest coal producer, Australia can yield approximately 500 Mt coal annually, accounting for about 6\% of the global coal production (International Energy Agency 2020). Coal mining technology is driven by the need for high-yield and high-efficiency production in Australia, and this is achieved by enlarging longwall (LW) panel width and advancing distance which results
in new challenges for the industry. Two significant challenges faced by underground coal mining are spontaneous combustion and abnormal gas emissions that can threaten safe and high-efficient production (Shi et al. 2021; Tutak et al. 2020; Zhang & Zou 2022).

Spontaneous combustion and heating are deemed to be a longstanding thermal dynamic hazard plagued by many underground coal mines worldwide, particularly those extracting coal with high spontaneous combustion propensity or having left significant quantities of remnant coal in the goaf. The goaf area is characterized by a permeable zone, and air can migrate towards goaf areas via various air leakage pathways and react with residual coal (Szurgacz et al. 2020). When the rate of heat generated by coal oxidation is higher than that of heat dissipated, spontaneous combustion of coal can occur.

If not detected early and managed adequately, spontaneous combustion could cause loss of coal resources, production delay and stoppage, and environmental implications (Ma et al. 2019; Xia et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2021). In the worst scenario, heating is likely to be escalated into an open fire or initiate a methane explosion when the mixture of methane and oxygen in explosive concentrations is present in the vicinity of the heating site, posing great threats to the health and safety of coal workers. In the last 50 years in Australia, many severe accidents related to spontaneous combustion have already occurred, bringing about catastrophic consequences, and several examples are listed in Table 6.1 (Bob 2004; Gluyas 2019; Loane et al. 1975; Terry Martin SC & Clough 2021; Tim & Jennie 2012; Windridge et al. 1994). However, Cliff (2015) predicted that at least one incident associated with spontaneous combustion would occur on average each year, causing coal miners to be withdrawn and evacuated from the mine and even mine closure in some cases. It should also be noted that spontaneous combustion events have occurred in many major coal-producing countries, such as America, China, India, Indonesia, Poland, and South Africa, demonstrating that it is an issue wherever coal is being handled (Brodny & Tutak 2016; Onifade & Gene 2020; Said et al. 2021; Song & Kuenzer 2014).

In addition to spontaneous combustion and heating, concerningly high levels of methane (CH₄) in the return tailgate of the LW panel are becoming prevalent within underground coal mines with higher production rates and deeper mining depth (Tanguturi & Balusu 2014; Tanguturi et al. 2013). To achieve an acceptable level of risk associated with mining activities, both New South Wales and Queensland, as the two largest coal producers in Australia, enacted regulations and acts. Specifically, Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation 2017 (Queensland Government 2017) by Queensland Government stipulates that the power to the LW shearer, armoured face conveyor, and other machines equipped with automatic methane detectors on the LW face must be tripped off when the methane concentration by volume exceeds 2%. Similarly, Work Health and Safety
(Mines and Petroleum Sites) Regulation 2014 (NSW South Wales 2021) by New South Wales Government specifies that the methane levels by volume in the general body of air in areas where miners work or travel must be controlled below 2%. However, a recent report released by the Queensland Government (Inspectorate 2019) revealed numerous occasions when the methane concentration by volume in the general body of air reached and even exceeded 2.5%, causing power to LW equipment to be cut off and normal operations to be stopped. The gas monitoring data collected from eight underground coal mines operating with LW methods over the course of two years were analyzed, and it was found that the number of gas exceedance incidents was higher than 72 in four of the eight mines, with the most severe one occurrence lasting 600 minutes (Inspectorate 2019).

Table 6.1 Examples of spontaneous heating induced events in Australian coal mines (Bob 2004; Gluyas 2019; Loane et al. 1975; Terry Martin SC & Clough 2021; Tim & Jennie 2012; Windridge et al. 1994)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mines</th>
<th>Hazard characteristic</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 20 1975</td>
<td>Kianga No1. Coal Mine</td>
<td>Explosion initiated by spontaneous combustion</td>
<td>13 miners died, and the mine was sealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 7 1994</td>
<td>Moura No.2 Coal Mine</td>
<td>Methane explosion ignited by a heating</td>
<td>11 miners died, and the mine was sealed and closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2003</td>
<td>Southland Colliery</td>
<td>A heating event escalated to an open fire</td>
<td>The mine was closed, and the LW equipment was completely lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 January 2011</td>
<td>Blakefield South Mine</td>
<td>Methane explosion highly likely to be ignited by spontaneous combustion</td>
<td>The LW equipment was not recovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 September 2018</td>
<td>North Goonyella Mine</td>
<td>A spontaneous combustion event developed into a fire</td>
<td>The mining operation was suspended for 10 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 May 2020</td>
<td>Grosvenor Mine</td>
<td>Methane explosion highly likely to be initiated by spontaneous combustion</td>
<td>5 coal miner workers were seriously injured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recently, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been widely used in mining-related research on account of its significant advantages in three-dimensional visualization of results, quick assessment of engineering design, low computational costs as well as solving problems that are difficult or unavailable to be solved by means of traditional laboratory experiments or frequent labour-consuming fieldwork. After calibrating the base model with onsite gas monitoring data from available Tube-Bundle points, Ren et al. (2005; 2009; 2005) and Balusu et al.(2005b) conducted extensive parametric studies with the aim of better understanding the gas flow dynamics and patterns within the goaf and the impact of proactive goaf inertisation on spontaneous
combustion management. Yuan et al. (2008; 2009; 2014) numerically investigate the influence of different ventilation systems (one-entry and two-entry bleederless system and three-entry bleeder system) on airflow patterns and heating distribution in the goaf area and the inertisation performance of different nitrogen strategies. With the aid of CFD simulations, Taraba and Michalec (2011) focused on the influence of the LW advance rate on spontaneous heating within the goaf area and found that the slower the LW advance rate, the higher the peak temperature and shallower the depth of the favourable zone susceptible to spontaneous combustion in the goaf area. The hazardous zone of endogenous fires in the LW goaf was numerically determined by Tutak and Brodny (2017b; 2019) based on oxygen concentration and velocity distribution in the LW goaf where the Y-ventilation system was applied, which provided guidance for taking preventive actions to control the endogenous fires. Given the influence of drainage parameters on the management of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion within the goaf area, Qin et al. (2016a) carried out thorough numerical simulations and reached a conclusion that a reasonable balance between gas drainage efficiency and spontaneous combustion area should be reached in terms of optimizing gas drainage efficiency, particularly drainage pressure. Liu and Qin (2017a; 2017b) modelled both oxygen and carbon monoxide distribution within the goaf area and investigated the influence of advancing rate on spontaneous combustion control. Particular attention was paid by Wang et al. (2018a) and Chu et al. (2018) to studying the influence of various gas drainage parameters on gas control and spontaneous combustion management. Based on site-specific conditions of LW face with a U-type ventilation system, a 3D CFD model was constructed by Brodny and Tutak (2018) to determine the hazardous zone where endogenous fires were highly likely to occur with air velocity ranging from 0.02 to 0.0015 m/s and oxygen concentration higher than 8%. Zhang et al. (2019a; 2020; 2019b) thoroughly undertook scenario-based research on the goaf inertisation method for coal self-heating control, proactively or reactively. Based on specific mining conditions of three adjacent goafs, Liu et al. (2020b) built 3D models and studied the air leakage patterns and nitrogen injection performance for spontaneous combustion control. After calibrating and verifying numerical model results with onsite experiment data, Yang et al. (2021) analyzed the impact of air volume provided to the LW face on the hazardous zone where both spontaneous combustion and gas explosion may simultaneously occur under the condition of a Y-type ventilation system and a high-level roadway serving for gas drainage.

With regard to gas management on the LW face, Mishra et al. (2016; 2018) built 3D simulation models and studied how air velocity on the LW face impacted the methane concentration in the tailgate. The simulation results showed that an increase in air velocity could assist in dispersing methane in the tailgate end and methane concentration was below 1% when the air velocity reached 3 m/s. Brattice curtains or wings are employed in some coal mines in Australia to divert the airflow
and reduce the methane concentration in areas of concern. Ren et al. (2018a) conducted CFD simulations to shed light on the carbon dioxide (CO₂) fringe behaviour on an LW face, and it was observed that the use of brattice in the tailgate could enable CO₂ concentration at the goaf stream of the tailgate end to reduce by 0.5%. A similar study was conducted by Tanguturi et al. (2020) who numerically investigated the impact of various curtain configurations on methane mitigation on the LW face. It was revealed that a combination of curtain installation in the walkway and translational shield could divert face airflow towards the goaf and push methane far away from the motor area in the tailgate, thus resulting in effective methane mitigation performance in this localized area.

From the literature reviewed, it is found that limited numerical simulation work has been done in regards to the impact of hazard control factors (e.g., different ventilation patterns with progressively sealed goaf, the tightness of goaf seals built in the cut-throughs, proactive goaf inertisation, the configurations of ventilation control devices) on gas flow patterns and distribution characteristics in the goaf area and at the tailgate end. The majority of spontaneous combustion-related problems are investigated qualitatively rather than quantitatively. In addition, the impact of the configurations of curtains and brattices (the distance between curtains and goaf ribs, the distance between face brattices and goaf ribs, and the length of the curtains) on the LW face and in the tailgate end on methane mitigation at the goaf fringe are under-researched. Based on the specific geological condition of an Australian underground coal mine experiencing severe coal spontaneous heating problem, extensive CFD modelling simulations were conducted to provide improved insight into the impact of mining factors on gas flow dynamics and patterns in the goaf area and goaf fringe, and help mine operators to design the most effective control measures for both spontaneous combustion and heating in the goaf and methane exceedance in the tailgate end, thus improving coal mining safety and high-efficiency production.

6.2 Geological and Mining Conditions

In this paper, a typical coal mine (Mine B) in Queensland was selected for the simulation study. This mine is located 34 km north of Moranbah in the Central Queensland Coalfields in Australia. There are four coal seams in the mining area: Goonyella Upper Seam (GUS), P Seam, Goonyella Middle Seam (GMS), and Goonyella Lower Seam (GLS). The measured coal seam gas contents lie in the range of 0~10 m³/t. The gas content level increases as the depth of cover rises, or the seam dips to the east. The coal seam gas in the area of interest is primarily composed of methane (higher than 95%).

This mine utilizes a retreat LW mining method that extracts the Goonyella Middle Seam (GMS) using Longwall-Top-Coal-Caving (LTCC) equipment. The thickness of GMS ranges from 6.5 m
to 7.5 m, and the seam dips almost uniformly at 4° to the east. The LW face is typically 320 m wide, with extraction height varying from 3.9 m to 7.5 m. Continuous miners are developing gateroads with typical roadways at 5.6 m x 3.4 m and 120 m pillar spacing. With the advancement of LW panels, part of coal resources were left in the goaf area, which could provide fuels for heating and combustion. If the heat generated by spontaneous combustion could not be dissipated timely, a spontaneous combustion event was highly likely to occur, leading to production delay and stoppage, and environmental pollution from toxic or suffocating gas emissions.

A U-Type ventilation pattern is applied at this mine, which typically involves air flowing towards and across the LW face, then returning out the tailgate. For the Top Coal Caving Longwall Face, the target LW face quantity is 66 m$^3$/s.

As coal resources continued to be extracted from LW panel 13 (LW13), high gas emission incidents occurred multiple times, significantly plaguing everyday operations. In addition, massive oxygen ingress into the goaf area was measured, which increased the potential risk of spontaneous heating. The main complexity of spontaneous combustion and gas control optimization in the goaf is the lack of understanding of gas flow patterns in LW goaf and the influence of various hazard control factors (e.g., the tightness of goaf seals at the cut-throughs, ventilation patterns, goaf inertisation parameters, the configurations of brattices and curtains) on goaf gas flow behaviour.

Therefore, a basic understanding of the gas flow dynamics of LW goaf under various conditions is essential. This knowledge is helpful to identify the gas flow dynamics and patterns in the goaf and develop the optimal goaf inertisation strategy and gas control system for underground coal mines.

6.3 CFD Model

6.3.1 Mathematical model

The gases on the LW face and in the goaf area must comply with several governing equations, mainly including the mass conservation equation, momentum conservation equation, and species transport equation (ANSYS 2018a).

(1) Mass conservation equation

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla (\rho \vec{u}) = S_m$$

(6 - 1)

Where: $\rho$ is the fluid density; $t$ is the time; $\vec{u}$ is the velocity component in three different directions; $S_m$ stands for the mass added to the continuous phase from the dispersed second phase. If the dispersed second phase does not exist, then $S_m=0$.

In three dimensions using Cartesian coordinates:
\[ \mathbf{u} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} \]  

(2) Momentum conservation equation

\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{u} \right) = -\nabla p + \mu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} + F \]  

(6 - 3)

Where: \( \nabla p \) represents the pressure gradient; \( \mu \) denotes the fluid viscosity; \( F \) is the body force vector. In particular, \( \rho \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} \) and \( \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{u} \) denote the force component as a result of momentum change and convective acceleration, respectively. \( \mu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} \) stands for the viscous force.

(3) Species equation

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho Y_i) + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{u} \cdot Y_i) = -\nabla J_i + R_i + S_i \]  

(6 - 4)

Where: \( Y_i \) represents the local mass fraction of the specific species \( i \); \( J_i \) is the diffusion flux of the species \( i \); \( R_i \) stands for the net rate of production of species \( i \) by chemical reaction; \( S_i \) denotes the rate of creation by addition from the dispersed phase plus any user-defined sources. An equation of this form will be solved for \( N - 1 \) species where \( N \) is the total number of fluid phase chemical species present in the numerical modelling.

(4) Turbulence model

Besides the above governing equations, the selection of the turbulence model plays a determining role in simulation results. There are many built-in turbulence models in Fluent, among which the standard k-epsilon (k-\( \varepsilon \)) model has been widely used in gas-related simulations due to its simplicity and reliability for free-shear layer flows where only small pressure gradients occur (Mishra et al. 2016; Song et al. 2021a; Tutak & Brodny 2018; Wang et al. 2018e).

The standard \( k-\varepsilon \) model is a two-equation turbulence model, comprising two significant parameters: turbulent kinetic energy \( (k) \) and turbulent dissipation rate \( (\varepsilon) \).

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho ku_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right] + G_k + G_b - \rho \varepsilon - Y_M + S_k \]  

(6 - 5)

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \varepsilon) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho \varepsilon u_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_\varepsilon} \right) \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_j} \right] + C_{1\varepsilon} \frac{\varepsilon}{k} (G_k + C_{3\varepsilon} G_b) - C_{2\varepsilon} \rho \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k} + S_\varepsilon \]  

(6 - 6)

Where: \( G_k \) and \( G_b \) denote the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients and buoyancy, respectively; \( Y_M \) stands for the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate; \( \sigma_k \) and \( \sigma_\varepsilon \) are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \) with a default value of 1.0 and 1.3, respectively; \( S_k \) and \( S_\varepsilon \) are user-defined
source terms, $C_{1\varepsilon}$, $C_{2\varepsilon}$, and $C_{3\varepsilon}$ are constants. The default values for $C_{1\varepsilon}$ and $C_{2\varepsilon}$ are 1.44 and 1.92, respectively.

$$\mu_t = \rho \mu \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon} \quad (6-7)$$

Where: $\mu_t$ is a constant with a default value of 0.09.

### 6.3.2 Numerical model

#### 6.3.2.1 Model construction

Necessary information was collected, and a field dataset was built, mainly including the basic geometric information of the LW goaf, goaf gas composition and emission rate, ventilation systems, gas drainage system, and onsite monitoring gas data of LW operations.

Based on the field dataset, a full-scale 3D model representing the case of a 500-meter-deep goaf was developed using Design Modeller within ANSYS Workbench 18.2, which is referred to as the base model in the following sections. The plan view of the base model is illustrated in Figure 6.1, where the green arrows denote the direction of fresh air, and the red arrows represent the direction of dirty air. The LW face is 320 m long, including the width of maingate (MG) and tailgate (TG), and the width and height of the face are 9 m and 4 m, respectively. The intake and return gateroads are all in the shape of a rectangle, with the dimension of 5.6 m x 3.4 m (width x height). In Figure 6.1, TB stands for Tube Bundle that is employed to monitor the concentration of major goaf gases (methane, oxygen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide) in a long-term manner. CT represents the cut-throughs connecting the goaf area and gateroads. GD denotes the surface boreholes which serve as post-drainage to reduce methane levels below the statutory limits during mining operations, and the position of each surface borehole is listed in Table 6.2.

![Figure 6.1 Model geometry for LW retreating stages-plan view](Image)
The physical model was meshed using the hexahedron meshing method for gateroads, LW face, coal seam and floor, and the tetrahedron meshing method for the drainage borehole to accommodate the complex geometry. The mesh size for the gateroads and drainage boreholes was 1 m and 0.25 m, respectively. A mesh independence study was conducted. The mesh sizes for the coal seam were 2.5 m, 1.5 m and 1.0 m for coarse, medium and fine mesh, and the total element for the three scenarios were 789375, 881322 and 1235418, respectively. As shown in Figure 6.2, there were no significant differences in velocity on the MG and TG side along the goaf. As a result, the medium-mesh model was chosen for the following numerical study. The minimum orthogonal quality and the maximum skewness value were 0.85 and 0.47, respectively, both of which indicated that the meshed model was of very good quality according to ANSYS meshing users’ guide (ANSYS 2018b). The medium-mesh model was imported into Ansys Fluent for flow dynamics calculation. The model was refined with higher density mesh in the areas of interest, such as in the vicinity of the face and airways in ANSYS Fluent by using the region adaption function, as illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.2 Velocity comparison on the MG and TG side for different meshed models
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Based on the field dataset, boundary conditions and corresponding parameters have been established for the CFD simulations, as listed in Table 6.3.

### Table 6.3 Boundary conditions for the numerical model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Boundary type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Boundary type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viscous model</td>
<td>Standard k-ε</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Species model</td>
<td>Species transport</td>
<td>Methane-air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel road (MG)</td>
<td>Velocity inlet</td>
<td>2.4 m/s</td>
<td>Travel road back (MG)</td>
<td>Velocity inlet</td>
<td>2.4 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt road (MG)</td>
<td>Velocity inlet</td>
<td>-1.3 m/s</td>
<td>Travel road (TG)</td>
<td>Outflow</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD09</td>
<td>Velocity inlet</td>
<td>-0.7 m/s</td>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>X-direction</td>
<td>-0.6843 m/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>Y-direction</td>
<td>0 m/s²</td>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>Z-direction</td>
<td>-9.7864 m/s²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard k-epsilon (k-ε) turbulence model was applied to predict the turbulent transport through the flow region (Mishra et al. 2016; Ren & Balusu 2005; Tanguturi & Balusu 2014; Tanguturi & Balusu 2015; Tutak & Brodny 2017b). The velocity inlet was assigned to the belt road, travel road and travel road back on the MG side, while an outflow condition was assigned to the travel road on the TG side. Coal ribs, floors, and roofs were considered no-slip standard walls to estimate the flow near the boundaries. The model was set up to reflect the laminar flow in the
goaf area as a result of the small velocity within this region and the turbulent flow in the LW
gateroads (Ma et al. 2020a; Taraba & Michalec 2011; Yuan & Smith 2014; Zhu & Liu 2012).

The elevation of the LW face is higher than that of the start-off line with a dip angle of 4°, while
MG and TG sides are at the seam height. In Fluent, the gravity was activated and decomposed
accordingly due to the consideration of the buoyancy effect of goaf gases.

As reported by Guo et al. (2012) and Qin et al. (2015), the permeability distribution in the goaf
area was in the shape of an O-ring, with a higher value on the edge of the goaf area and a lower
value in the centre of the goaf area. Based on the information provided by the mine site and the
equations (6-8)-(6-11) (Liu 2019), the permeability distribution in the goaf ranged from 10⁻³ m² to
10⁻¹⁰ m², as shown in Figure 6.4. The model was set up to simulate both turbulent flow conditions
near the face and laminar flow inside the goaf region.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= 10^{-\left(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{Z_i - Z_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right) + \frac{Y_i - Y_0}{\delta_{y}} + 0.5 \cdot \frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x2}}\right) \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right)}, \quad Z_i \leq \frac{Z_0 + Z_1}{2}, \quad X_i \leq \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2} \\
\alpha &= 10^{-\left(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{Z_i - Z_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right) + \frac{Y_i - Y_0}{\delta_{y}} + 0.5 \cdot \frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x2}}\right) \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right)}, \quad Z_i > \frac{Z_0 + Z_1}{2}, \quad X_i \leq \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2} \\
\alpha &= 10^{-\left(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{Z_i - Z_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right) + \frac{Y_i - Y_0}{\delta_{y}} + 0.5 \cdot \frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x2}}\right) \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right)}, \quad Z_i \leq \frac{Z_0 + Z_1}{2}, \quad X_i > \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2} \\
\alpha &= 10^{-\left(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{Z_i - Z_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right) + \frac{Y_i - Y_0}{\delta_{y}} + 0.5 \cdot \frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x2}}\right) \cdot \text{tanh}\left(\frac{X_i - X_0}{\delta_{x1}}\right)}, \quad Z_i > \frac{Z_0 + Z_1}{2}, \quad X_i > \frac{X_0 + X_1}{2}
\end{align*}
\]

Where: \( \alpha \) stands for the permeability in the goaf area; \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are the constants; \( X_i, Y_i \) and \( Z_i \)
represent the coordinates of any position in the goaf area in the direction of the face length, face
height and face retreat, respectively; \( X_0, Y_0 \) and \( Z_0 \) stand for the coordinates at the start of the goaf
far away from the LW face; \( X_1 \) is the x coordinate at the goaf immediately behind the LW face;
\( Z_1 \) stands for the z coordinate at the other side of the goaf; \( \alpha_{x1}, \alpha_{x2}, \alpha_{y}, \alpha_{z1} \) and \( \alpha_{z2} \) represent the
coefficients determining the permeability change in x, y and z direction, respectively.

(a) 3D permeability distribution at Z=12m
The height of the LW model is 80 m, including 10 m of floor strata, 4 m average cutting height, and 66 m roof above the mined seam. The flow through the goaf area was handled using a User Defined Function (UDF) subroutines, in which flow through the porous goaf regions was simulated by adding a momentum sink to the momentum equations (Ren & Balusu 2005). Some subroutines were written to represent the goaf gas emissions and gas drainage scenarios, then combined with the main FLUENT program to carry out the simulations. The UDF is also used to define all the seals around the goaf areas.

The site data collected was used to define goaf gas emission and drainage. The drained gas from GD09 was 711 l/s, and the ventilated gas was 143 l/s, meaning that the total goaf gas emission rate is 854 l/s. Amid the monitoring period, inert gas containing 97% nitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}) and 3% oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}) was injected into the goaf area via CT34 with an injection rate of 2000 m\textsuperscript{3}/h.

6.3.3 Simulation results of the verified model

The tube bundle history data collected was used for model validation. There were minor differences in oxygen and nitrogen readings in TB11, TB19, and TB20. As a result, the average value of oxygen and nitrogen was calculated for model verification.

Convergence of the simulations was judged based on monitoring of the oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side of the goaf where convergence was acceptable when the results did not change by more than 0.1%.

The gas compositions at three locations were compared with the CFD simulation results listed in Table 6.4. It can be seen from Table 6.4 that the concentration of oxygen and nitrogen obtained by the CFD simulation was similar to the monitoring data at all three locations. Therefore, the model could predict gas distribution for the LW goaf and investigate the influence of different mining parameters on spontaneous combustion control and gas management in the goaf area.

The results of the calibrated-case simulations are presented in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, showing...
the distribution of oxygen and methane (CH₄) in the LW goaf. The 3D figures show two slices along with the LW panel. The horizontal slice was midway through the seam, and the vertical slice was 50 m from the tailgate rib along the surface goaf holes line. The 2D figures in the plan view show the gas distribution at the working seam elevation.

Table 6.4 Comparison of gas composition at three locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tube 11</th>
<th></th>
<th>Tube 19</th>
<th></th>
<th>Tube 20</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical (%)</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>79.07</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>20.77</td>
<td>79.07</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual (%)</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>79.24</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>20.72</td>
<td>79.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.5 Oxygen distribution in the LW goaf-calibrated model results

Results showed that oxygen ingress into the goaf was high on the intake side of the goaf. This may be because more oxygen could flow into the goaf via cut-throughs under the high pressure.
difference between the travel road on the MG side and the goaf area. Another reason for this may be attributed to a small portion of oxygen injected into the goaf via CT34. In contrast, the oxygen penetration into the goaf on the TG side was shorter as nitrogen injected could flow from the deep goaf towards the face under the pressure difference. The 3D figures showed the effect of gas buoyancy and the resultant air/gas layering in the goaf with higher oxygen concentration near the working seam level and methane gas displaced at the higher elevation parts of the caving.

![Image of methane distribution in the LW goaf-calibrated model results](image)

**Figure 6.6 Methane distribution in the LW goaf-calibrated model results**

The Reynolds number in the goaf area is as expected according to the literature (Ma et al. 2020a; Taraba & Michalec 2011; Yuan & Smith 2014; Zhu & Liu 2012) of laminar flow with a value of less than 200 in the centre of the goaf. On the periphery of the goaf area where the permeability was high, the cell Reynolds number was higher than 2300, which was considered a turbulent zone. In addition, the pressure at the travel road back (MG) and travel road (TG) was 57 Pa and -163 Pa, respectively. The pressure at the seam level slowly reduced from the deep goaf towards the LW
face, which was similar to the results obtained by Guo et al. (2015). The pressure at the bottom of the drainage hole was -559 Pa as a result of the significant suction effect of draining methane from the goaf area.

6.4 Results and Discussion

In order for better comparison and illustration in the parametric studies, a model without inert gas injection via CT34 and gas drainage via GD09 was developed as a secondary base model for comparison in the parametric studies, with oxygen distribution illustrated in Figure 6.7. In the secondary base model, the total methane emission rate in the goaf remained the same at 854 l/s, and the other parameter settings were kept unchanged to that of the verified model in section 6.3.3. It can be seen that the oxygen concentration was higher at the periphery of the goaf, with the lowest oxygen concentration in the centre of the goaf area without gas drainage and nitrogen injection.

![Image of oxygen concentration distribution](image_url)

**Figure 6.7 Oxygen concentration distribution in the goaf area**
The ratio of the oxidation zone area (OZA) to the goaf area (GA) was introduced for the purpose of quantitatively studying the influence of ventilation patterns. The oxygen concentration in the oxidation zone varied among different scholars, as listed in Table 6.5. From the view of safety, oxygen concentration ranges from 5% to 18% in the oxidation zone in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholars</th>
<th>Oxygen concentration in the oxidation zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2016a)</td>
<td>5% ~ 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deng et al. (2018)</td>
<td>5% ~ 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma et al. (2019)</td>
<td>5% ~ 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2020a)</td>
<td>5% ~ 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2020b)</td>
<td>7.4% ~ 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2021b)</td>
<td>8% ~ 18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.1 Goaf gas emission rates

The effect of goaf gas emission rates under the same ventilation condition without gas drainage and nitrogen injection is shown in Figure 6.8.
It is noted that the goaf gas emission rate has a major impact on the oxygen distribution in the LW goaf. More specifically, with the increase in gas emission rate, the oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side reduced, and the oxygen peak value at the rear cut-throughs also dropped. In addition, as the gas emission rate rose from 500 l/s to 2500 l/s, the oxygen concentration in the deep goaf close to the starting-off line decreased from around 19% to 14%, while the low oxygen concentration area (<2%) mainly located at the centre of the goaf area rose dramatically. Quantitative analysis of simulation results indicated that the ratio of OZA to GA dropped from 58.41% to 35.79%, as the goaf gas emission rate increased from 500 l/s to 2500 l/s. This was because that methane with a high emission rate could prevent oxygen-bearing air from penetrating into the centre goaf area through various leakage pathways.

6.4.2 The tightness of goaf seals at the cut-throughs

Practically, the quality of seals built in the cut-throughs could significantly influence oxygen ingress characteristics in the goaf area. The air leakage into the goaf area via cut-throughs was evident due to the pressure difference between the maingate gateroad and the goaf area. Permeability was introduced to quantitatively describe the tightness of goaf seals built in the cut-throughs on the MG side. In comparison to the permeability of seals (normal permeability: $10^{-7}$ m$^2$) assigned in the verified base model, three more scenarios were proposed with permeability differences of one order of magnitude among scenarios, namely higher permeability ($10^{-6}$ m$^2$), lower permeability ($10^{-8}$ m$^2$), and much lower permeability ($10^{-9}$ m$^2$). The simulation results were obtained under inert gas injection at CT34 and gas drainage via GD09, which corresponds to the calibrated model in section 6.3.3.

The oxygen concentration contours at the seam level are shown in Figure 6.9. It was apparent that the permeability of the seals played a significant role in oxygen distribution in the LW goaf. To be more specific, as the seals were constructed with higher standards and quality, the oxygen concentration in deep goaf reduced significantly. The air penetration into the goaf area via seals could be mitigated effectively, as shown in Figure 6.9 in which oxygen concentration in each cut-through on the MG side reduced considerably as the permeability of seals reduced. Mainly, oxygen spikes could be observed at the cut-throughs on the MG side. In addition, the oxygen concentration on the TG side could reduce to below 5% when the seals were sealed tightly, as shown in Figure 6.10. As a result, it was strongly recommended that the seals be constructed as tight and strong as possible to reduce the air leakage into the goaf area and improve goaf inertisation performance from the perspective of spontaneous combustion management.
Figure 6.9 Effect of tightness of seals at cut-throughs on oxygen distribution at the seam level

Figure 6.10 Oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side (2m from the rib)
6.4.3 Ventilation layouts

In practice, the ventilation layout is another significant factor influencing goaf gas flow patterns and is rarely considered in the previous CFD modelling research. In order to investigate the effect of different ventilation layouts on oxygen distribution in the goaf area, three more ventilation scenarios were put forward, as shown in Figure 6.11. The numerical simulations were performed with the inert gas (97% N₂ and 3% O₂) injected via CT34 at an injection flow rate of 2000 m³/h and gas drainage via GD09 at a drainage rate of 711 l/s. The parameters were kept unchanged except for the airflow quantity in each gateroad.

![Figure 6.11 Layout of different ventilation scenarios](image)

It was worth noting from Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 that different ventilation layouts had a major impact on the oxygen concentration distribution in the goaf area, especially on the MG and TG side. Oxygen concentration on the TG side was the smallest in the fourth ventilation layout with only 4% at around 100m behind the face, followed by the original (first) ventilation layout in which the oxygen concentration was below 5%. For the other two ventilation scenarios, the oxygen concentration on the TG side was all above 6%, showing a relatively poor goaf inertisation effect.
However, oxygen concentration on the MG side showed a different trend compared with that on the TG side. Oxygen concentration on the MG side was the smallest in the third ventilation layout, while it was the highest for the first ventilation layout.

![O2 concentration (%) for different ventilation layouts](image)

(a) Original ventilation layout  
(b) Second ventilation layout

![O2 concentration (%) for different ventilation layouts](image)

(c) Third ventilation layout  
(d) Fourth ventilation layout

**Figure 6.12 Effect of ventilation layouts on oxygen distribution**

**Table 6.6 Comparison of the ratio of OZA to GA among different ventilation layouts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First ventilation</th>
<th>Second ventilation</th>
<th>Third ventilation</th>
<th>Fourth ventilation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
<td>43729</td>
<td>65831</td>
<td>63247</td>
<td>40614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goaf area (m²)</td>
<td>1600000</td>
<td>1600000</td>
<td>1600000</td>
<td>1600000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio (%)</td>
<td>27.33</td>
<td>41.14</td>
<td>39.53</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further compare the effect of different ventilation layouts on oxygen distribution, particularly the area of the oxidation zone where oxygen concentration was in the range of 5%~18%, and the ratio of OZA to GA at the seam level was calculated, as listed in Table 6.6. This ratio analysis revealed that the fourth ventilation layout yielded the best performance in reducing oxygen content within the goaf area though it is only a minor improvement on the original layout.
6.4.4 Nitrogen injection locations

The effect of nitrogen injection locations on oxygen distribution under the original ventilation scenario was discussed. To inertise the goaf area, five kinds of injection strategies were proposed and studied: nitrogen injection via a single cut-through, injection via two cut-throughs, injection via a single surface borehole, injection via two surface boreholes, and injection via the combination of surface boreholes and cut-throughs. The total injection rate was kept constant for all scenarios for comparison purposes. The shallow borehole represents boreholes close to the LW face, while the deep borehole stands for those close to the starting-off line. Similarly, front cut-through refers to cut-through close to the LW face.

6.4.4.1 Nitrogen injection via single cut-through

![Diagram](image-url)
As can be seen from Figure 6.14(a) and (b), the oxygen concentration was higher in deep goaf when pure nitrogen was injected via a cut-through very close to the working face, reaching approximately 15% and 12%, respectively. When the injection point was moved from front cut-throughs to rear ones, a better inertisation effect can be obtained, with oxygen concentration in the deep goaf area reducing below 6% for scenarios (e) and (f). In addition, with injection moving from front cut-throughs to rear cut-throughs, the oxygen concentration on the TG side dropped significantly. On the contrary, when nitrogen was injected via the rear cut-through, the air leakage into goaf on the MG side was obvious, resulting in relatively higher oxygen concentration at each cut-through. Nitrogen injection via a single cut-through could not achieve a desirable goaf inertisation performance.

6.4.4.2 Nitrogen injection via double cut-throughs
It was noted from Figure 6.15 that the oxygen concentration on the TG side was the minimum (around 4%) when nitrogen was injected via CT33 and CT34, followed by the scenarios of nitrogen injection via CT32 and CT33, and CT32 and CT34 in which oxygen concentration was slightly dropped below 6%. However, for the other scenarios proposed, the oxygen concentration on the
TG side was higher than 7.5%, demonstrating an unsatisfactory inertisation effect.

Regarding oxygen concentration on the MG side, nitrogen injected via CT32 and CT33 and injection via CT33 and CT34 produced better results than other scenarios. When nitrogen injection was performed using two non-adjacent cut-throughs, a pronounced oxygen spike could be observed at the cut-throughs between the two injection locations. Thus it was strongly recommended that two neighbouring cut-throughs should be preferred rather than two non-adjacent ones.
6.4.4.3 Nitrogen injection via a single surface borehole

It can be seen from Figure 6.16 that pure nitrogen injection via a single surface borehole could reduce the oxygen concentration in the goaf area to a certain degree, demonstrating an inferior inertisation effect when compared with nitrogen injection via a single cut-through. Nitrogen injected via the surface borehole could only flow in a limited area due to the lower permeability within the goaf area.

In contrast to the four scenarios, it can be concluded that nitrogen injected via a deep borehole yielded a better effect in goaf inertisation than the shallow one, and nitrogen injected via a borehole close to the MG side produced better results than that close to the TG side. In consideration of oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side and in the deep goaf area, nitrogen injection via GD01 produced the best results among the four cases.
6.4.4.4 Nitrogen injection via double surface boreholes

Figure 6.16 Effect of nitrogen injection via a single surface borehole on oxygen distribution

(c) Injection via GD06 @ 2000 m³/h  (d) Injection via GD09 @ 2000 m³/h

Figure 6.17 Effect of nitrogen injection via double surface boreholes on oxygen distribution

(a) Injection via GD01-GD02 @ 2000 m³/h  (b) Injection via GD01-GD03 @ 2000 m³/h

(c) Injection via GD01-GD06 @ 2000 m³/h  (d) Injection via GD01-GD09 @ 2000 m³/h
It was obvious in Figure 6.17 that nitrogen injection via two deep surface boreholes performed better in goaf inertisation than that via a deep hole and a shallow hole or a deep hole and a medium hole. When nitrogen was injected via two deep holes (scenario c and scenario d), oxygen concentration could reach as high as 12% on the MG side and exceed 5% on the TG side. Considering both oxygen concentration in the goaf area and operational cost saving, nitrogen injection via a single surface borehole GD01 yielded better performance than nitrogen injection via two surface boreholes.

6.4.4.5 Nitrogen combination injection via a single cut-through and surface borehole

From the above analysis, nitrogen injection via a rear cut-through or a deep surface borehole could produce better goaf inertisation. In order to further investigate the effect of nitrogen injection via the combination of surface borehole and cut-through, six different scenarios were studied, with results illustrated in Figure 6.18.
Figure 6.18 Effect of nitrogen injection via both cut-through and surface borehole on oxygen distribution

The results showed a small higher-oxygen area in the vicinity of the starting-off line where oxygen concentration exceeded 6% when nitrogen was injected using CT32 or CT33. In terms of oxygen concentration on the MG side, it was generally higher with nitrogen injection via CT34 than that via CT32 or CT33, except in areas close to the starting-off line. To oxygen concentration on the TG side, it was lower than 5% when nitrogen was injected into the goaf via rear cut-through (CT34) and deep surface borehole (GD02 or GD03).

The analysis of oxygen distribution in the goaf area concludes that nitrogen injection via CT34 and GD03 performed the best among the six scenarios mentioned above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.7 Comparison of typical injection scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation zone area (m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goaf area (m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|          | GD03 | GD01-GD02 | GD01-GD03 | GD02-CT34 | GD03-CT34 |
| Oxidation zone area (m²)                       | 49100 | 70237     | 64622     | 49433     | 48905    |
| Goaf area (m²)                                 | 160000| 160000    | 160000    | 160000    | 160000   |
| Ratio (%)                                      | 30.69 | 43.90     | 40.39     | 30.90     | 30.57    |

To further compare the different injection scenarios and determine the optimal injection strategies, the ratio of OZA to GA was calculated and listed in Table 6.7. The analysis of this ratio revealed that the ratio was the smallest under the scenario of nitrogen injection via CT33, producing better performance in goaf inertisation.
In summary, the simulation results demonstrated that injection via deep cut-through performed better than shallow cut-through, especially in reducing oxygen concentration on the tailgate side and oxygen in the deep goaf, which was a little different from the results obtained from Zhang et al. (2021) whose CFD model used a simple U-type ventilation system without a travel road on the MG side. In our model, the pressure difference between the travel road on the MG side and the goaf area was large so that air could leak into the goaf area via cut-throughs close to the starting-off line where the permeability was high. When nitrogen was injected into the goaf area via cut-through close to the face, oxygen concentration on the TG side and close to the starting-off line was high, yielding a bad goaf inertisation performance in comparison to the scenario where nitrogen was injected via cut-through close to the starting-off line. When considering nitrogen injection via two cut-throughs, the use of two contiguous cut-throughs could produce a better performance in goaf inertisation than that of two spaced cut-throughs in which oxygen could penetrate into goaf via interval cut-through due to the existence of strong pressure difference between gateroad on the MG side and goaf area. Therefore, it was recommended that two contiguous cut-throughs should be used for goaf inertisation rather than two spaced cut-throughs.

In comparison to nitrogen injection via cut-throughs, nitrogen injection via surface boreholes has an inferior performance in goaf inertisation. This was different from the results obtained by Qiao et al. (2022b), which may be because of different permeability distributions in the goaf area. Compared to nitrogen injection via the combination of rear surface borehole and rear cut-through, nitrogen injection via two rear contiguous cut-throughs performed better in goaf inertisation, such as nitrogen injection via CT32 and CT33, and nitrogen injection via CT33 and CT34. Quantitative analysis of the oxidation zone area revealed that nitrogen injection via CT33 on the MG side performed better in minimizing oxygen ingress into the LW goaf and creating an inert atmosphere in the goaf area.

### 6.4.5 Inert gas type

Currently, three different inert gases are used in Australian coal mines: nitrogen (100% N₂), carbon dioxide (100% CO₂), and boiler gas (1% O₂, 14% CO₂, and 85% N₂) (Balusu et al. 2005b; Ren & Balusu 2009; Ren & Balusu 2010). To further investigate the optimal injection strategies, the influence of inert gas type on oxygen distribution within the goaf area was studied under the condition that different inert gas was injected into the goaf area via CT33 with a total injection rate of 2000 m³/h.

As shown in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20, the injection with 100% carbon dioxide performed better in goaf inertisation than the injection with 100% nitrogen and boiler gas. Oxygen concentration is lower than 5% on the MG side about 70m behind the face, and lower than 5% on the TG side about
40m behind the face when 100% carbon dioxide was injected into the goaf. This is mainly because the starting-off line is at an elevation lower than the working face and the density of carbon dioxide is heavier than nitrogen and oxygen. As such, plenty of carbon dioxide diffuses at a lower position and surrounds the residual coal, thus yielding a better goaf inertisation effect. However, when carbon dioxide was injected into goaf via CT33 with a total injection rate of 2000 m$^3$/h, the oxygen concentration at the corner of the tailgate road was lower than 18.1%, which is below the statutory limit in Australia (19.5%). Thus, carbon dioxide should be injected into the goaf with a reasonable flow rate to avoid lower oxygen concentration at the tailgate corner.

![Figure 6.19 Effect of different inert gas on oxygen distribution](image)

The simulation results showed that the area of the oxidation zone was the largest for nitrogen injection (29706 m$^2$), followed by boiler gas injection (28396 m$^2$), while it was the smallest for carbon dioxide injection (11902 m$^2$). Thus, carbon dioxide is a better option for goaf inertisation, which was the same as Liu et al. (2016a), who obtained that the suffocating zone area with carbon dioxide injection was approximately 1.25-2.4 times larger than nitrogen injection.
6.4.6 Injection rate

It has been found that the carbon dioxide injection rate had a significant influence on oxygen distribution in the goaf area. With the injection rate gradually increased, the oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side was reduced accordingly, as depicted in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22.

Figure 6.20 Oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side (2m from the rib)
Figure 6.21 Effect of carbon dioxide injection rate on oxygen distribution

Figure 6.22 Oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side (2m from the rib)

Figure 6.23 demonstrates this reduction in the oxidation zone overall and the ratio of OZA to GA as the carbon dioxide injection rate increases. However, when the injection rate increased above 1750 m³/h, the ratio of OZA to GA remained relatively constant regardless of the continual
increase in injection rate, while the oxygen concentration on the MG and TG side was below 5% at a distance of 100 m and 40 m behind the face respectively. Although a good goaf inertisation performance could be achieved with an injection rate higher than 1750 m$^3$/h, oxygen concentration at the goaf stream of the tailgate end was lower than 19.5%, which could not meet the requirements stipulated by the government. This may be attributed to the low pressure at the tailgate end, resulting in carbon dioxide easily flowing to this localized area under the influence of the pressure difference between the injection location and the tailgate end. Therefore, particular attention should be paid to observing the oxygen concentration in this area when a higher injection rate of carbon dioxide is employed.

![Figure 6.23 Spontaneous combustion area and ratio under different injection rates](image)

In summary, ventilation layout and flowrate, goaf gas composition and emission rate, and seam orientation influenced the desired carbon dioxide injection rate for goaf inertisation. In terms of injection rate, several factors need to be considered, including the oxygen ingress distance on the MG side and TG side, oxygen levels at areas where miners could access, reduction rate in the oxidation zone area, availability of inert gas, state-of-art equipment for delivering the desired amount of inert gas, as well as operational cost.

The simulation results indicated that a carbon dioxide injection rate of 1750 m$^3$/h could achieve a good goaf inertisation performance, which was similar to results from Ren et al. (2009) who found that inert gas injection in the deep goaf could produce an effective goaf inertisation performance even at a low inert gas injection rate of 1800 m$^3$/h.

### 6.4.7 Abnormal gas emission control on the LW face

Ventilation control devices, particularly curtains and brattices, are also significant factors that...
could influence the goaf gas flow dynamics in the goaf area and gas levels at the tailgate end.

Improved simulations were conducted to find the determining factors influencing methane exceedance mitigation performance at the tailgate end, and five scenarios were studied, as listed in Table 6.8. The layout of the brattices and curtains employed in the model is depicted in Figure 6.24. Curtain B and curtain C are kept in line with each other and parallel to the tailgate panel, while curtain A is perpendicular to the tailgate panel rib. Two brattices placed on the LW face mainly play a role in diverting the airflow toward the goaf fringe and are termed brattice A.

![Figure 6.24 Layout of brattices and curtains](image)

Table 6.8 Configuration scenarios of brattice and curtain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Length of curtain B (m)</th>
<th>Width of curtain A (m)</th>
<th>Distance from brattice A to goaf side rib (m)</th>
<th>Distance from curtain C (B) to goaf side rib (m)</th>
<th>Length of curtain C (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6/10/14/18/22/26/30</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.0/2.5/3.0/3.5/4.0/4.1/</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6/8/10/12/14/16/18/20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5/1.0/1.5/1.6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5/6/7/8/9/10/11/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The simulations were performed under the same condition as the verified base model (inert gas injection via CT34 with an injection rate of 2000 m³/h and gas drainage operated via GD09 with a rate of 711 l/s). As the focus was on the methane mitigation at the goaf stream in the tailgate end, only methane concentration along the LW face at the elevation of 2.0 m was plotted for comparison purposes.

6.4.7.1 The length of curtain B
It is apparent from Figure 6.25 that the use of brattices and curtains can significantly reduce methane concentration to a safe level at the goaf fringe, yielding desirable gas management performance. With the increase in the length of curtain B from 6 m to 14 m, peak methane concentration (PMC) at the goaf stream reduced from 0.59% to 0.56%. However, as the length extended from 14 m to 18 m, PMC increased to 0.64%. With the continued increase in the length to 30 m, PMC at the goaf fringe reduced marginally, lowering to 0.57%. PMC fluctuated between 0.55% and 0.65%, indicating the length of curtain B results in a minor effect on methane control at the tailgate end.

![Figure 6.25 Effect of curtain B length on methane concentration at the tailgate end](image)

6.4.7.2 The width of curtain A
A large difference in the PMC can be observed in Figure 6.26 with the change of the width of curtain A. As the width increased from 2.0 m to 4.0 m, generally, PMC showed a decreasing trend, reducing from around 1.22% to 0.56%. There was a marginal difference in methane concentration when the curtain width increased to 4.1 m. The simulation result revealed that a width of 4.0 m for
curtain A is optimal in mitigating high-level methane at the tailgate end.

Figure 6.26 Effect of width of curtain A on methane concentration at the tailgate end

6.4.7.3 The distance from brattice A to the goaf side rib

Figure 6.27 Effect of distance between brattice A and goaf side rib on methane concentration at tailgate end

Figure 6.27 shows that the distance between brattice A and goaf side rib played a trivial role in influencing methane levels at the tailgate end. With the increase in the distance, PMC varied between 0.56% and 0.67%. A distance of 10 m yielded the minimum peak methane level, thus it
is considered the optimal option.

6.4.7.4 The distance from the curtain C (B) to goaf side rib
The results showed that the distance from curtain C (B) to the goaf side rib dramatically influenced methane levels at the goaf fringe, as illustrated in Figure 6.28. As curtain C moved away from the goaf rib, PMC dropped obviously from 1.27% to 0.56%, reducing by 0.71%. There was no more significant change in methane concentration with the distance increasing from 1.5 m to 1.6 m, under which condition that curtain A would come into contact with the tailgate panel rib.

![Figure 6.28 Effect of the distance from curtain C to goaf rib on methane concentration at the tailgate end](image)

6.4.7.5 The length of curtain C
As shown in Figure 6.29, the analysis of simulation results revealed that the length of curtain C significantly influenced the methane management at the tailgate end. As the distance increased from 5 m to 9 m, PMC generally reduced from approximately 1.25% to 0.56%, dropping by 0.69%. Although the maximum methane level decreased to 0.49% while the length of the curtain C extended to 11 m (2 m inside of the goaf area), oxygen ingress into the goaf area on the tailgate side was massive, increasing the risk of spontaneous combustion due to high oxygen levels.

In summary, it was noted that the use of curtains at the tailgate end assisted in reducing methane concentration at the intersection of the working face and tailgate end, which was consistent with results from Ren et al. (2018a) who did not conduct a thorough investigation into the influence of curtain and brattice configuration on methane mitigation at the tailgate end. The analysis of simulation results indicated that the width of curtain A, the distance between curtain C (B) and the
goaf side rib, and the length of curtain C significantly influence the methane concentration at the tailgate end. On the contrary, the length of curtain B and the distance from brattice A to the goaf side rib has a minor effect on mitigating abnormal methane emission at the goaf fringe.

![Figure 6.29 Effect of the length of curtain C on methane concentration at the tailgate end](image)

**6.5 Conclusions**

Considering that the LW goaf is inaccessible and the gas distribution is complicated, improved CFD modelling was developed to better understand the gas flow dynamics and distribution patterns in the goaf area and investigate the impact of mining parameters on spontaneous combustion control in the goaf area and methane mitigation at the tailgate end. Numerical simulation results were compared with onsite monitoring data, and a good agreement was reached, which increased the confidence in studying scenarios outside of the base-model. The major conclusions can be summarised below:

1. The ratio of oxidation zone area (OZA) and goaf area (GA) was introduced to qualitatively and quantitatively investigate the impact of mining parameters on oxygen distribution in the goaf area. The results indicated that (i) as the goaf gas emission rate increased from 500 l/s to 2500 l/s, the ratio of OZA to GA dropped from 58.41% to 35.79%, which meant that a high goaf gas emission rate could reduce the likelihood of spontaneous combustion to a certain degree; (ii) permeability was introduced to describe the tightness of seals built in the cut-throughs, and air leakage could be reduced when the permeability was lower than $10^{-9} \text{ m}^2$; (iii) the ratio of OZA to GA ranged between 25.38% and 41.14% for the proposed scenarios of different ventilation layouts, thus it shows the importance of evaluating the ventilation system prior to coal mining.
(2) Proactive goaf inertisation strategies were systematically optimized to effectively suppress spontaneous combustion in the goaf area. The results showed that (i) injection via cut-throughs on the MG side performed better than the surface borehole, and injection on the MG side via two contiguous cut-throughs produced better results than two spaced cut-throughs; (ii) from the perspective of the OZA, carbon dioxide injection through CT33 (11902 m²) was superior to boiler gas (28396 m²) and nitrogen (29706 m³) injection for goaf gas being entirely composed of methane, yielding the desirable goaf inertisation performance; (iii) considering the reduction in the ratio of OZA to GA and oxygen levels at the tailgate end (higher than 19.5%), carbon dioxide injection rate of 1750 m³/h was optimal for proactive goaf inertisation.

(3) The influence of the configuration of brattices and curtains at the LW face and the tailgate end on methane management at localized goaf fringe was numerically investigated. The results demonstrated that (i) the usage of curtains and brattices at the LW face and tailgate end could effectively reduce peak methane concentration (PMC) at the tailgate end when compared to the scenario without curtains and brattices; (ii) the width of the curtain perpendicular to the gateroad rib, the distance between the gateroad rib and the curtain parallel to the gateroad rib, and the length of the curtain at the tailgate end significantly impacted the methane mitigation performance at localized tailgate end; (iii) the length of the curtain at the return travel road and the distance from the face brattices and the goaf rib had a minor effect on mitigating abnormal methane emission at the goaf fringe.

The following limitations of the study are noted. The coal reaction with oxygen and the time-scale factor of inert gas injection were not considered in this study. Despite the above limitations, this work has demonstrated the benefits of improved CFD modelling methods approaching reality can have on spontaneous combustion control in the goaf area and methane management at localized tailgate end in the coal mining industry, particularly regarding coal mine health and safety. Although this study presents data related to a specific site and the related conditions, the results of the study demonstrate the significant improvements that can be made through detailed CFD studies of the ventilation system. As such, the outcome of this study would be to recommend that mine sites perform similar investigations for their specific site conditions in order to achieve optimal outcomes.
CHAPTER 7 VENTILATION ARRANGEMENT EVALUATION AND PROACTIVE GOAF INERTISATION FOR SPONTANEOUS HEATING AND GAS EXPLOSION MANAGEMENT DURING LONGWALL PANEL SEALING-OFF PROCESS

Summary

This chapter focuses on an investigation into face ventilation dynamics and methane dispersion characteristics during the longwall (LW) panel sealing-off process. When the LW face approaches the finish-off line, the LW face stops advancing and both the ventilation flow dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change, which significantly increases the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion in the active goaf area. To prevent these dynamics hazards, a detailed understanding of ventilation dynamics and the goaf gas atmosphere in the active goaf is crucial to improve the panel sealing-off process design and minimize the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion. Based on site-specific geologic and mining conditions of an Australian underground coal mine in Queensland, two three-dimensional CFD models were developed and verified by field gas monitoring data collected from the Tube Bundle System. The LW sealing-off process was divided into six different stages and studied from face coming into the finish-off position to sealing-off with the following sequences: face coming into the finish-off line, face bolt up after production stop, pulling hydraulic supports from the TG to the LW chute road 1, from the LW chute road 1 to road 2, from LW chute road 2 to the MG, and all supports pulled off the face and the MG corner sealing-off. Extensive computational modelling was performed to better understand the behaviour of ventilation dynamics in the active goaf and evaluate the proposed ventilation arrangements at different stages of the LW sealing-off process. In addition, the final sealing-off strategy was optimized to improve the sealing performance, and appropriate gas sensor locations were identified to monitor gas atmosphere change. This computational modelling study can provide new insight into the ventilation dynamics and goaf atmosphere during the LW sealing-off process and help to evaluate the impact of the proposed ventilation arrangements on goaf atmosphere management. In addition, this study can also provide critical knowledge of appropriate positioning of gas monitoring locations to timely and reliably reflect the goaf atmosphere change during the panel sealing-off process, thus minimizing the risk of spontaneous heating and gas explosion to improve mine safety.
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Abstract
When a longwall (LW) face approaches the finish-off line, one month is normally required to relocate the LW equipment and seal the LW panel, during which time ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change and the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion considerably increases. To minimise the occurrence of these hazards, an improved insight into ventilation behaviour and gas flow dynamics within the LW panel is essential to develop fit-for-purpose proactive goaf inertisation strategies during the panel sealing-off process. Based on the mining conditions of an Australian underground coal mine, three-dimensional computational models were developed and calibrated with onsite gas monitoring data, allowing for evaluating ventilation arrangements and understanding oxygen and methane dispersion patterns in the LW workings during the panel sealing-off process involving six stages with confidence. The simulation results indicate that nitrogen should be injected via cut-through 12 on the travel road at a flowrate of 0.75 m$^3$/s and the rear of the travel road should be tightly sealed at the final sealing-off stage, resulting in oxygen levels lowering than 5% in the LW workings and producing desired panel sealing-off performance. In addition, six gas sensors should be employed and positioned at the appropriate locations at the final sealing-off stage to reliably monitor goaf atmosphere change. This study sheds improved insights into evaluating ventilation arrangements and understanding ventilation dynamics during the panel sealing-off process, and provides critical knowledge of effective proactive goaf inertisation strategies, thus mitigating spontaneous heating and gas explosion risks with much-improved mine safety.

Keywords
Panel sealing-off process; CFD modelling; Ventilation arrangement evaluation; Proactive goaf inertisation; Gas explosion management; Spontaneous heating control.

7.1 Introduction
When the longwall (LW) face is approaching its finish-off line, the coal mining process generally slows down and then stops to allow the LW equipment to be relocated to a newly prepared installation face following standard procedures, which usually takes approximately 1~2 months (Kang et al. 2016). During this period, the air is highly likely to penetrate into the active goaf via various leakage pathways and react with remnant coal, resulting in self-heating and spontaneous combustion if the stopping period exceeds the incubation period (Beamish & Theiler 2019; Shi et al. 2019; Taraba & Michalec 2011; Zhang et al. 2019a); whilst the caved strata can provide a favourable condition for heating build-up in some regions in the mined-out area, potentially causing spontaneous hating to escalate to open fire (Liu et al. 2021). If the explosive gas mixture is formed in the vicinity of the heating sites, a gas explosion can be initiated by heating released
by spontaneous combustion or fire (Li et al. 2021b; Xia et al. 2016). Therefore, production slowdown and even stoppage are conducive to the development of spontaneous heating and potential gas explosion (Cliff 2015), which can be proven by several incidents occurring in underground coal mines. Fire and explosion took place close to the tailgate (TG) roadway in a New South Wales (NSW) coal mine on 5 January 2011, and a subsequent investigation report by NSW Trade and Investment revealed that the LW face was stopped for maintenance at the time of the incident, and serious consideration should be taken into spontaneous combustion as the culprit of the explosion (Tim & Jennie 2012). Serious accidents involving two forceful pressure waves also occurred on 6 May 2020 in a Queensland underground coal mine, and a subsequent official report revealed that production delays and stoppage happened prior to the incidents and further contributed to the risk of spontaneous combustion which was considered as a primary reason for the severe accidents (Terry Martin SC & Clough 2021).

To address problems associated with spontaneous heating and gas explosion in the LW panel experiencing production stoppage and elevated gas levels, many researchers have performed theoretical analyses and numerical simulations. Computational modelling was performed by Tutak and Brodny (2017a) to evaluate the effectiveness of isolation-sealing agents and their configurations in goaf sealing under simple U-type ventilation, and it was found that goaf sealing from both maingate (MG) and tailgate (TG) outperformed that of TG solely in reducing methane levels at the outlet of the TG. Ren et al. (2018c) theoretically analyzed the characteristics of spontaneous combustion during the withdrawal period of the working face employing a U-type ventilation system, and the field application of foamed gel for sealing air leakage pathways and controlling spontaneous heating was discussed. Liu et al. (2019d) numerically investigated the dynamic evolution of spontaneous heating in the goaf amid the stoppage of the working face utilising U-type ventilation, and simulation results indicated that a reduction in crushed coal thickness and ventilation flowrate or an increase in face advancing rate assisted in reducing the risk of spontaneous heating and safely withdrawing LW equipment from the current face. Extensive numerical simulations were conducted by Shi et al. (2021) to study the evolution of methane, oxygen and temperature during and after sealing the fire zone in the U-type ventilated LW face by means of installing walls at both MG and TG gateroads, and the results from the simulation helped to minimise the risk of the gas explosion. Wang et al. (2021a) numerically studied the onset and development of methane explosion in the LW face with simple U-type ventilation amid the fire zone sealing process, and revealed that inert gas should be injected into the fire zone at the return air side to improve explosion prevention performance. Zuo and Li (2021) numerically simulated CO, O₂, and temperature distribution in the enclosed goaf with U-type
ventilated LW face and pointed out that gas drainage and nitrogen injection assisted in mitigating gas explosion risk and improving mining safety.

From the literature review, it is noted that previous studies mainly focus on the evolution of typical gases and temperature in the simple U-type ventilated LW face during the mining stoppage period or gateroad sealing process, while there is limited research on ventilation behaviour in the LW panel, where many inter-connecting gateroads have been excavated ahead of the LW face approaching the finish-off line, in the process of the panel sealing-off, during which time the ventilation patterns in the panel change at different stages of sealing-off process and gas flow dynamics vary accordingly. The lack of this knowledge has a significant impact on managing the goaf gas atmosphere and developing sound plans to seal off both the goaf area and LW face to minimize the risk of spontaneous heating and gas explosion that are likely to occur with stopped LW face. To bridge this knowledge gap, three-dimensional (3D) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models are developed based on the mining information collected from an underground coal mine situated in Queensland, and then calibrated with field gas data from the daily monitoring system, which allows the base model to be used for parametric studies with high confidence. A variety of ventilation control devices (e.g., ventilation doors, regulators seals and barricades) are considered, and cut-throughs and inter-connecting gateroad ahead of the LW face serving for removing LW equipment and modifying ventilation are built in the CFD model. The panel sealing-off process consists of six stages, during which the panel ventilation systems change stage by stage, the performance of ventilation controls is evaluated, and the monitoring locations of gas sensors are identified accordingly. At the final sealing-off stage, the proactive inertisation strategies are optimized to reduce the oxygen concentration in the LW panel to a safe level at which spontaneous combustion and gas explosion can be effectively prevented and managed. This computational modelling study allows for improved insight into the ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere variation during the panel sealing-off process, and provides much-needed knowledge of appropriately positioning gas monitoring sensors to reliably reflect the goaf atmosphere change and developing effective proactive inertisation plans to significantly reduce oxygen levels in the LW panel, thus minimizing the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion and improving coal mining safety.

7.2 CFD Modelling

7.2.1 Geologic and mining conditions

An underground coal mine operating punch LWs in Queensland, Australia, was chosen in this modelling study. The finish-off line of the LW face is just outbye of the cut-through (CT) 11 on the maingate (MG) side with a chainage of approximately 1880 m from the starting-off line. The
LW layout approaching the finish-off line is depicted in Figure 7.1. The panel width and cutting height are 320 and 4 m, respectively. The roadway width and height are 5.6 and 3.4 m, respectively. The length of cut-throughs at the MG and TG of the active LW goaf is 42.2 and 46.5 m, respectively. In addition, the TG is 2 m lower than the MG, and the starting-off line is 43 m lower than the LW face. The goaf gas is composed of 100% CH₄ with a gas emission rate of 0.59 m³/s. Pure nitrogen was pumped through CT19 and CT26A at the MG of the active goaf with a flow rate of 0.19 and 0.38 m³/s, respectively, as shown in Figure 7.1 marked in purple circles.

7.2.2 Model construction

Based on the ventilation layout shown in Figure 7.1, two different 3D computational models were constructed in DesignModeler to denote two different positions of the LW face. The origin of the models was both set at the TG of the active goaf over a distance of 500 m from the LW face. The
total height of CFD models reached 80 m to cover coal seam, floor and roof strata. The dimensions of the models are detailed in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimension (m)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimension (m)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimension (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face length</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Face height</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Goaf depth</td>
<td>1880/500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateroad width</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Gateroad height</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Cut-through</td>
<td>42.2 (MG)/46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>length</td>
<td>(TG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor strata</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>Coal seam</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Roof strata</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The models were meshed in Ansys Meshing using the hexahedron meshing method for all gateroads and goaf areas to significantly improve simulation speed and accuracy (Ren et al. 2005; Ren et al. 2012). A mesh independence study was carried out to eliminate the influence of mesh size on simulation results (Qiao et al. 2022a; Qiao et al. 2022b). The coal seam sizes in the 1880-meter goaf were 1.5, 2 and 2.5 m for fine, medium and coarse mesh models, respectively, with total cells of 1592756, 1120932 and 904356. As illustrated in Figure 7.2, minimal differences in velocity along the belt road (MG) and travel road (TG) were observed, hence the model with medium coal seam size was utilized in the following modelling studies. The orthogonal quality and skewness were 1 and 0 for the 1880-m model, indicating that the quality of the models was excellent as guided by ANSYS Meshing User’s Guide (ANSYS 2018b). The total elements for the 500-meter panel model were 1138537 when using the same meshing method and size as the medium-meshed 1880-meter panel. As depicted in Figure 7.3, the meshed models were further refined in Fluent in certain areas above and under the mined-out coal seam with the aid of the region adaption function.
7.2.3 Boundary conditions

The standard k-epsilon turbulence model was adopted for the purpose of predicting gas flow within the fluid domain (Mishra et al. 2016; Ren & Balusu 2005; Tanguturi & Balusu 2015; Tutak & Brodny 2017b). The coal ribs, roof walls and floor walls were regarded as no-slip standard walls. In addition, CFD modelling was established with a view to reflecting laminar flow within the active goaf and turbulent flow within the working face and roadways (Ma et al. 2020a; Taraba & Michalec 2011; Yuan & Smith 2014; Zhu & Liu 2012) by activating the corresponding settings in Fluent. Considering the difference in the coal seam orientation between the CFD models and the real-world condition, the gravity option was activated in Fluent and decomposed accordingly to present the influence of the buoyancy effect on gas flow dynamics in the LW panel and make CFD modelling closer to reality. To study gas flow characteristics within the mined-out goaf, species transport was activated with a mixture material of methane-air being selected in Fluent. Velocity inlet was defined for the MG travel road, MG back travel road, MG belt road and TG travel road with the value of 2.31, 1.52, -0.53 and 2.05 m/s, respectively, while Outflow was defined for the TG belt road (Li et al. 2021a; Liu et al. 2020b; Zhang et al. 2020; Zhuo et al. 2021). The seam gas
composition and emission rate, nitrogen injection location and flow rate, and the tightness of seals erected in CTs at the MG and TG of the active goaf were written in user-defined functions (UDFs) and interpreted in Fluent. Taking various ventilation control devices into account in CFD modelling, different permeabilities were assigned to different ventilation control devices and written in UDF mainly following their functions.

![Permeability distribution in the goaf](image)

(a) 1880-meter goaf model

(b) 500-meter goaf model

**Figure 7.4 Permeability distribution in the goaf**

Research conducted by Guo et al. (2012) revealed that the spatial distribution of permeability within the active goaf was approximate to an O-ring shape, which has been widely applied by many scholars to investigate spontaneous combustion in the goaf area (Chen et al. 2020a; Liu et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2018). Specifically, the permeability value was small in the goaf centre due
to the consolidation of overlying strata, while it was high at the periphery of the goaf. On the basis of the geologic report provided by the mine site, the permeability value was estimated, with the value ranging between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{10}$ m$^2$. Figure 7.4 illustrates the permeability distribution in the active goaf. The permeability distribution was written in a UDF file and interpreted in Fluent.

7.2.4 Model validation

The tube bundle system has been widely used in Australian underground coal mines to monitor four typical gases in a continuous manner (Liang et al. 2019). As shown in Figure 7.1, five tube bundle points marked in red circles were set by the mine site to monitor the goaf gas atmosphere. The oxygen concentration at each tube bundle location in the LW panel was collected and compared with results obtained from CFD simulations where the simulation results tallied well with the gas monitoring data, as illustrated in Figure 7.5. The variation of oxygen concentration between numerical simulation and monitoring data was smaller than 3%, meaning that the computational models can be used to investigate the other scenarios with sufficient confidence.

![Figure 7.5 Model validation and calibration](image)

7.2.5 Base model results

Figure 7.6 presents oxygen distribution at 2 m above the coal seam floor. Air ingress was observed to be noticeable at the MG of the active goaf, particularly at about 500 m behind the LW face, as evidenced by oxygen concentration registered at TB15 (Figure 7.5). An explanation for this observation was that a considerable amount of air was able to penetrate into the active goaf through CTs where substantial pressure differences existed between the travel road and the inner goaf (Qiao et al. 2022a). Evidently, an oxygen spike was also observed at each cut-through at the MG.
of the active LW goaf. By contrast, air leakage was weak at the TG of the goaf, and oxygen levels at about 100 m behind the LW face lower than 5%.

A gas explosion is likely to occur when an explosive methane-air mixture is formed and ignited. The nose limit of oxygen for the explosive gas mixture is 12.24%. Spontaneous heating of coal can potentially occur when the oxygen concentration lies in the range of 5~18% (Deng et al. 2018). To effectively manage and prevent spontaneous heating and gas explosions in the active goaf, the oxygen concentration within the mined-out goaf should be lower than 5%.

### 7.3 Results and Discussion

#### 7.3.1 LW sealing at different stages

When the LW face approaches the finish-off line, the panel sealing-off process starts and mainly includes six different stages. At different stages of the LW panel sealing-off process, the ventilation schemes change where the ventilation rates proposed by the mine site are detailed in Table 7.2. The positive value of airflow rate denotes fresh intake air is provided, whereas a negative value of airflow rate represents dirty return air flows through this gateroad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Travel road (MG)</th>
<th>Back travel road (MG)</th>
<th>Belt road (MG)</th>
<th>Travel road (TG)</th>
<th>Belt road (TG)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td></td>
<td>-63 (in total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>-79 (in total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>-64 (in total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>-66 (in total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>-55 (in total)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Considering the oxygen concentration is lower than 5% at 500 m behind the LW face and saving computational time, the modelling of ventilation behaviour and gas flow dynamics at each stage is based on the 500-meter goaf model, and the permeability distribution is the same as the 1880-meter goaf model, as shown in Figure 7.4(b).

7.3.1.1 Stage 1-LW face coming into the finish-off position

The ventilation plan is illustrated in Figure 7.7 when the LW face comes into the finish-off position. At this stage, nitrogen is only pumped through CT13 at the MG of the LW panel at a flow rate of 0.5 m$^3$/s. Both LW chute road 1 and road 2 are closed. With reference to Figure 7.7, the regulators at LW cross drive and LW PDRR gateroad take effect to regulate airflow. In this study, oxygen and methane concentration stands for mole fraction rather than mass fraction.

![Figure 7.7 LW Panel ventilation layout](image1)

**Figure 7.7 LW Panel ventilation layout**

![Figure 7.8 Oxygen concentration at 2 m above the coal seam floor at stage 1](image2)

**Figure 7.8 Oxygen concentration at 2 m above the coal seam floor at stage 1**
Oxygen distribution at 2 m above the coal seam floor is presented in Figure 7.8. It was noted that air ingress at both sides of the LW goaf was alleviated, except at some cut-throughs where an oxygen spike could be observed. The reason for this is that oxygen-containing air is able to leak into the mined-out area through insufficiently tight seals situated in the cut-throughs as a result of significant pressure differences existing between the MG travel road and the inner active goaf. Thus, it is recommended that seals erected within the cut-throughs at the MG of the LW goaf be constructed as tight as possible. At this stage, at least two gas monitors should be used. One gas sensor should be placed at the goaf fringe to monitor localized methane levels in a real-time manner. Another gas sensor should be positioned outbye of the seal built between CT8 and CT9 of the MG belt road, which can assist in judging the potential air leakage from the seal.

![Diagram of different monitoring points at TG travel road and along the LW face](image)

**Figure 7.9 Locations of different monitoring points at TG travel road and along with the LW face**

As shown in Figure 7.9, different monitoring lines were applied to better obtain methane concentration variation along the TG travel road and the LW face. The monitoring line along the TG travel road starts from the LW face close to the goaf. The dimension of the cross section is 5.6 m in width and 3.4 m in height in the TG travel road, while it is 10 m in width and 4.0 m in height in the LW face.

The methane concentration at different monitoring lines in the TG travel road is depicted in Figure 7.10(a). Regarding the peak methane concentration on the LW face, it was highest at monitoring line 3, followed by monitoring line 2 and monitoring line 1. In the TG travel road, methane concentration reduced below 0.3%. In addition, Methane distribution along with the TG travel road is shown in Figure 7.10(b), in which 0 m face denotes the interface between the LW face and TG travel road. It was apparent that the high concentration of methane mainly existed at the left
side of the gateroad (close to the TG belt road), and the methane concentration gradually reduced as the distance outbye of the LW face increased.

![Methane concentration along the LW face](image)

(a) Methane concentration at different monitoring lines

![Methane distribution along the LW face](image)

(b) Methane distribution at different cross sections

Figure 7.10 Methane distribution along the TG travel road outbye of the LW face at stage 1

Methane concentration along the LW face is shown in Figure 7.11(a). Methane concentration generally reduced as the monitoring line moved away from the goaf side towards the coal side. In addition, methane concentration dropped gradually from the TG to the MG of the LW face. In particular, methane concentration at monitoring line 1 and line 2 first rose and then dropped, with peak methane concentration reaching about 0.5%. In addition, methane distribution patterns along the LW face are illustrated in Figure 7.11(b) in which the 0 m face represents the LW face cross-section that was in line with the left rib of the TG travel road. It was observed that methane mainly
concentrated at the upper corner of different cross-sections, and the maximum methane concentration dropped quickly as the distance from the TG side increased.

(a) Methane concentration at different monitoring lines

(b) Methane distribution at different cross sections

Figure 7.11 Methane distribution along the LW face at stage 1

7.3.1.2 Stage 2-LW face bolt up after production stop
The ventilation pattern changes at the second stage with the LW face coming into the PDRR position. The ventilation direction at the TG travel road is reversed from intake to return. The machine door installed at CT7 on the TG side is opened, and the regulator installed at the immediate outbye of CT8 in TG travel road is open. The machine door at CT8 on the TG side is closed, but the sliders are left open. In addition, one hard barricade is installed at the immediate
outbye of CT8 in the TG travel road, and another hard barricade is positioned at the immediate inbye of CT7 in the TG belt road. The nitrogen injection location is moved from CT13 to CT12 at the MG of the goaf with a flow rate of 0.5 m$^3$/s.

Figure 7.12 illustrates oxygen concentration in the LW panel. It was observed that oxygen concentration along the TG travel road was below 5% at 200 m behind the LW face, while oxygen levels along the MG belt road were below 5% at 50 m behind the LW face except at the rear cut-throughs where apparent oxygen spikes were noticed, which could be attributed to the pressure difference between the inner goaf area and MG travel road.

![Figure 7.12 Oxygen concentration at 2 m from the coal seam floor at stage 2](image)

(a) Methane concentration at different monitoring lines
The methane concentration at different monitoring lines in the TG travel road is demonstrated in Figure 7.13(a). It was noted that on the LW face, the peak methane concentration at monitoring line 3 was the highest (0.82%), followed by monitoring line 6 (0.73%) and monitoring line 2 (0.63%). In the TG travel road, methane concentration reduced below 0.5%. Methane distribution along with the TG travel road is shown in Figure 7.13(b). It was apparent that the high-concentration methane mainly existed at the left side of the gateroad (close to TG belt road), and the methane concentration gradually reduced as the distance outbye of LW face increased. To monitor the gas atmosphere in the LW face, at least two methane sensors should be used and placed at the locations which are the same as those at stage 1.
Methane distribution at different cross sections

Figure 7.14 Methane distribution along the LW face at Stage 2

Methane concentration along the LW face is shown in Figure 7.14(a). Methane concentration generally reduced as the monitoring line moved away from the goaf side towards the coal side. In addition, methane concentration dropped gradually from the TG travel road side to the MG belt road side. In particular, methane concentration at monitoring line 1 firstly increased and then decreased, with peak methane concentration reaching about 0.75%. Figure 7.14(b) depicts methane distribution patterns along the LW face. Evidently, methane was mainly layered at the upper corner of different cross-sections, and the maximum methane concentration dropped quickly as the distance increased from the TG side.

7.3.1.3 Stage 3-Pulling hydraulic supports from the TG to the LW chute road 1

At this stage, the seal termed seal 11 is built in the MG belt road between CT4 and CT5 once the belt structure is removed to this point. The PDRR gateroad is regulated at the tailgate end to push the maximum ventilation down the face. The machine door installed in CT4 at the MG of the active goaf is opened to reverse the airflow direction within the MG belt road, with the airflow rate being regulated through hatches at seal 11. In addition, the regulator doors at the TG end of outbye PDRR gateroad are opened to allow the MG gateroads to change to dual intakes. In addition to two hard barricades used at stage 2, two more hard barricades are utilized. One hard barricade is installed in the LW PDRR gateroad between the TG travel road and LW chute road 1, and the other one is positioned in the gateroad that connects the TG travel road and LW cross drive.

As illustrated in Figure 7.15, the oxygen volume fraction at the TG of the active goaf was below 5% at 200 m behind the LW face, whilst oxygen levels at the MG of the goaf were below 5% at about 50 m behind the LW face except at the rear CTs where noticeable oxygen spikes were observed, which was similar to the oxygen distribution at stage 2.
Figure 7.15 Oxygen concentration at 2 m above the coal seam floor at stage 3

Figure 7.16(a) demonstrates methane concentration at different monitoring lines in the TG travel road at Stage 3. The results indicated that on the LW face, the peak methane concentration of monitoring line 3 was the highest (0.71%), followed by monitoring line 2 (0.68%) and monitoring line 6 (0.60%). At the outbye of the TG travel road, methane concentration reduced below 0.3%. The methane distribution along the TG travel road is illustrated in Figure 7.16(b). As the distance outbye of the LW face increased, methane concentration dropped gradually. The highest methane concentration was mainly distributed on the left rib side of the TG travel road (close to the TG belt road).

(a) Methane concentration at different monitoring lines
Methane concentration along the LW face at Stage 3 is presented in Figure 7.17(a). The highest methane concentration was observed at monitoring line 1, with its value registering approximately 0.65%. As the distance moved from the TG side to the MG side, methane concentration was generally reduced. As depicted in Figure 7.17(b), methane mainly accumulated at the upper corner of the LW face. As a result, a monitoring point should be positioned in this area, particularly at an approximate distance of 5 m away from the rib.
7.3.1.4 Stage 4-Pulling hydraulic supports from the LW chute road 1 to road 2
At this stage, two hard barricades that are installed in the LW PDRR gateroad between the TG travel road and LW chute road 1 and positioned in the gateroad connecting the TG travel road and LW cross drive are removed, but the other two barricades are kept when compared to barricade specifications at stage 3. To regulate the airflow, two more barricades are installed in the LW cross drive and the LW PDRR road, both of which are located between LW chute road 1 and chute road 2. The machine door at the LW chute road 1 is opened once the shields are past this chute road. In addition, the LW face is regulated via the mid-face regulators in the outbye of the PDRR gateroad, which allows the face air to exit via the chute road 1. The regulator that is installed in the gateroad connecting the LW cross drive and the TG travel road is opened.

Compared with oxygen distribution in the panel at stage 3, there was no apparent difference at stage 4. However, the ventilation patterns in the LW panel changed a lot, as shown in Figure 7.18.
The majority of return airflow would flow through the LW chute road and then back to the TG travel road and TG belt road. Due to the utilization of hard barricades in the LW cross drive and the LW PDRR gateroad, the air flowing from MG travel road through these two gateroads was limited. Besides two methane sensors used at the former stages, one more methane sensor should be placed in the LW chute road to monitor the methane concentration of the general body atmosphere in a real-time manner, as relatively high-concentration methane could accumulate on the partial LW face between the chute road and TG travel road due to low velocity in this region.

Figure 7.19 Methane distribution in the TG travel road outbye of LW face at Stage 4
Figure 7.19(a) presents methane concentration at different monitoring lines in the TG travel road at Stage 4. The results indicated that on the LW face, the peak methane concentration of monitoring line 3 was the highest (0.82%), followed by that of monitoring line 6 (0.80%) and monitoring line 2 (0.75%). A significant reduction in methane concentration was observed at an approximate distance of 110 m from the LW face, dropping below 0.4%. As illustrated in Figure 7.19(b), methane concentration along the TG travel road dropped gradually as the distance outbye of the TG travel road increased.

![Figure 7.19(a) Methane concentration at different monitoring lines](image)

![Figure 7.19(b) Methane distribution at different cross sections](image)

**Figure 7.20 Methane distribution along the LW face at Stage 4**

It was evident from Figure 7.20(a) that the peak methane volume fraction could reach 0.9% at monitoring line 1, so it is essential to continuously monitor methane levels at the goaf stream. A
high methane concentration could also be observed at the face area between the TG travel road and the LW chute road 1. Methane concentration dropped below 0.3% when the distance away from the TG travel road rib was higher than 100 m. In addition, high-concentration methane could be observed at the upper corner of the LW face, so particular attention should be paid to monitoring gas levels in this localized area, as depicted in Figure 7.20(b).

7.3.1.5 Stage 5-Pulling hydraulic supports from the LW chute road 2 to the MG

Once the shields are past LW chute road 2, the machine door in this chute road is opened, and the machine door in LW chute road 1 is closed. The mid-face regulator is also closed. In addition, all four hard barricades used at stage 4 are removed, but two hard barricades are used in other locations at this stage. One is installed in the LW cross drive, and the other one is positioned in the LW PDRR gateroad, both of which are located between MG belt road and the LW chute road 2.

Similarly, there was no significant difference in oxygen distribution patterns in the LW panel at stage 5 when compared to stage 4. However, the velocity distribution in the LW panel changed a lot, as illustrated in Figure 7.21. It was evident that the LW air partially flowed through the LW chute road 2 and returned back to TG gateroads via the LW cross drive and LW PDRR gateroad; another part of LW air would flow towards the TG end and back to the TG gateroads. Besides three methane sensors used at stage 4, one more sensor should be used and installed in the LW chute road 2 to monitor the gas levels of the general body, which could provide an early warning of abnormal gas emissions in the process of removing shields back to MG gateroad.

![Figure 7.21 Velocity distribution at the seam level (2m from seam floor) at Stage 5](image)

Methane concentration along the TG travel road is shown in Figure 7.22(a). The simulation results indicated that the peak methane concentration was approximately 0.67% at monitoring line 3, while it was only 0.59% and 0.55% for monitoring line 6 and monitoring line 2, respectively. The methane concentration dropped below 0.35% at the outbye of the TG travel road. It could be
observed from Figure 7.22(b) that methane was mainly distributed at the left rib (close to the TG belt road). As the distance outbye of the TG travel road increased, methane concentration generally reduced.

(a) Methane concentration at different monitoring lines

(b) Methane distribution at different cross sections

Figure 7.22 Methane distribution in the TG travel road outbye of LW face at Stage 5

Methane concentration along the LW face is shown in Figure 7.23(a). At monitoring line 1 and monitoring line 2, methane concentration first increased to a peak value and then gradually dropped. While for the other four monitoring lines, methane levels showed a downward trend in general. The peak methane concentration was approximately 0.57%. Methane distribution along the LW face showed that a high methane concentration was observed at the upper corner of the
face cross-section (close to the goaf side). As the distance increased from the TG side, methane concentration gradually reduced, as illustrated in Figure 7.23(b).

7.3.1.6 Stage 6-Pulling all supports off the face and sealing off the MG corner

At this stage, the machine doors in the LW chute road 2 are closed once all shields have been removed from the LW face. A substantial stopping and tight seal are built in MG belt road inbye of CT10 and at CT11 on the MG side, respectively. The TG regulators that are installed in the TG travel road at the immediate outbye of CT8 are closed. In addition, the nitrogen injection through CT12 at the MG of the goaf is stopped, and the pumping location is moved from CT12 to CT11 once the seal construction at CT11 is completed. The pipeline is run from CT10 on the MG side
to the LW chute road 1 and road 2 through doors for the purpose of nitrogen injection. The nitrogen injection flow rates at CT11 (MG), the LW chute road1 and road2 are 0.25, 0.125 and 0.125 m³/s, respectively.

Figure 7.24 demonstrates oxygen concentration in the LW panel. It was noted that nitrogen injection through CT11(MG), LW chute road 1 and road 2 yielded an inferior result in sealing the LW panel. Air leakage was noticeable at the rear cut-throughs at the MG of the goaf. The oxidation zone area in the deep goaf was enlarged compared to stage 5 as the majority of nitrogen pumped would directly flow towards the return side, leading to low oxygen levels at the goaf stream. However, the oxygen volume fraction at the TG corner still exceeded 5%. Spontaneous heating could potentially occur at the deep goaf and the TG corner where oxygen levels were higher than 5%, demonstrating an unsatisfactory LW sealing performance. Therefore, this nitrogen pumping plan was required to be optimized to achieve a better LW sealing purpose.

![Oxygen concentration at 2 m above the coal seam floor at stage 6](image)

**Figure 7.24** Oxygen concentration at 2 m above the coal seam floor at stage 6

### 7.3.2 Optimization of the panel sealing strategies at stage 6

#### 7.3.2.1 Different injection locations

It has been seen that if nitrogen injection was performed at the TG of the LW goaf at a close distance from the face, then nitrogen would directly flow towards the return and would not effectively deplete oxygen levels and thus resulting in unsatisfactory LW sealing. Thus, nitrogen should be considered to be pumped via cut-throughs at the MG of the LW goaf, in this case at a total rate of 0.5 m³/s. Two plans were proposed and studied, with results depicted in Figure 7.25.

It was evident from Figure 7.25(a) that high-level oxygen mainly existed in the deep goaf with nitrogen pumped through CT11 at the MG of LW goaf, and high-concentration oxygen was sourced from air leakage from insufficiently-erected seals in the cut-throughs. In addition, oxygen levels at the TG corner were less than 5%. When nitrogen was pumped through CT12 at the MG of the LW goaf, oxygen levels in most of the goaf area were below 5% except at areas in the
vicinity of the cut-throughs at the MG of the goaf. The oxidation zone area for nitrogen injection through CT11(MG)-LW chute road1-road2, solo CT11(MG) and solo CT12(MG) was 76412, 31812 and 3313 m², respectively. Nitrogen injection through CT12 at the MG of the goaf performed better than the proposed plans, however there was still a small coal oxidation zone area in the active goaf. Consequently, LW sealing strategies needed to be optimized further.

![Nitrogen injection](image1)

(a) Nitrogen injection through CT11-MG @ 0.5 m³/s

![Nitrogen injection](image2)

(b) Nitrogen injection through CT12-MG @ 0.5 m³/s

Figure 7.25 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different injection locations

7.3.2.2 Sealing-off partial MG travel road

Considering noticeable air leakage via cut-throughs at the MG of the LW panel and continuous fresh air flowing from the back of the MG travel road towards the LW face, a strategy was proposed and simulated with the rear part of the MG travel road being sealed off to reduce the pressure differential between the inner LW goaf and the MG travel road, with results presented in Figure 7.26. It was obvious that an improved LW sealing-off performance was achieved, as oxygen levels in the deep goaf were below 5%. However, there was still a small area close to the TG corner where oxygen levels exceeded 5%, which was potentially conducive to spontaneous heating.
Therefore, LW sealing plans required modification to deplete oxygen levels at the localized TG corner.

![Oxygen distribution in the LW panel with nitrogen pumped through CT12-MG and MG travel road being sealed-off](image)

**Figure 7.26 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel with nitrogen pumped through CT12-MG and MG travel road being sealed-off**

7.3.2.3 Nitrogen injection rates

The influence of nitrogen pumping rates on oxygen distribution in the LW panel was further evaluated with nitrogen being pumped through CT12 at the MG of the travel road. Two different scenarios of sealing-off or keeping the MG travel road were studied, with results illustrated in Figure 7.27 and Figure 7.28, respectively. It was evident in Figure 7.27 that when nitrogen was pumped through CT12 at a flow rate of 0.75 m$^3$/s and the rear part of the MG travel road was sealed-off, oxygen levels within the active goaf and on the LW face both decreased below 5%, which significantly reduced the probability of spontaneous heating and gas explosion and effectively achieved the desired LW sealing performance.

![Oxygen distribution in the LW panel with nitrogen pumped through CT12-MG at a rate of 0.75 m$^3$/s and MG travel road being sealed-off](image)

**Figure 7.27 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel with nitrogen pumped through CT12-MG at a rate of 0.75 m$^3$/s and MG travel road being sealed-off**
For scenarios where the MG travel road served as an intake gateroad, it was shown from Figure 7.28 that as the flow rates rose, oxygen levels in the vicinity of the rear cut-throughs at the MG of the active goaf decreased, and oxygen concentration remained below 5% along with the TG of the active goaf. When the flow rate reached 1.75 m$^3$/s, the oxygen volume fraction on the LW face and within the active goaf was less than 5%, under which condition the risk of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion in the active goaf area was minimized and a satisfactory panel seal-off result was achieved.

(a) Nitrogen injection through CT12-MG @ 0.75 m$^3$/s

(b) Nitrogen injection through CT12-MG @ 1.0 m$^3$/s

(c) Nitrogen injection through CT12-MG @ 1.25 m$^3$/s
(d) Nitrogen injection through CT12-MG @ 1.5 m³/s

(e) Nitrogen injection through CT12-MG @ 1.75 m³/s

Figure 7.28 Oxygen distribution in the LW panel with different nitrogen pumping rates and keeping the MG travel road

To summarise, two different plans were feasible to achieve the desirable LW sealing-off performance. The first option was to seal off the rear part of the MG travel road and simultaneously pump nitrogen through CT12 at the MG of the active goaf with a flow rate of 0.75 m³/s, while the second choice was to keep the rear part of the MG travel road as an intake gateroad and simultaneously pumped nitrogen through CT12 at the MG of the goaf with a flow rate of 1.75 m³/s. From the perspective of economics and practicability, the first option is superior to the second choice in rendering the atmosphere in the LW panel inert, as the first option requires low nitrogen injection rates and is easier to set up.

For the first choice, methane distribution in the LW panel is given in Figure 7.29. It was evident that methane emitted from the active goaf could flow onto the LW face, with methane levels exceeding 2% on the LW face. Thus, four sensors should be employed and installed at the MG belt road inbye of CT10, LW chute road 1 and road 2, and TG travel road inbye of CT8 to monitor...
methane concentration in real time. In addition, two more sensors should be located in the TG belt road inbye of CT8 and MG travel road outbye of CT11 to monitor methane levels.

Figure 7.29 Methane concentration at 2 m above the coal seam floor and proposed sensor locations

7.4 Conclusions

Previous studies and field observation indicated that the risk of spontaneous heating and gas explosion significantly increased when the LW face advanced slowly or even stopped. When the LW face approaches the finish-off line, the LW equipment is required to relocate to the new installation face, and the ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change, posing significant challenges to spontaneous heating and gas explosion management. To prevent these dynamics hazards potentially from arising during the panel sealing-off process, a detailed understanding of ventilation and goaf gas behaviour in the LW goaf is essential to identify appropriate gas monitoring locations and improve the panel sealing-off process design. On the basis of the geologic and mining conditions of an Australian underground coal mine in Queensland, two three-dimensional CFD models were developed, and boundary conditions were defined in Fluent. To calibrate the computational model, field gas monitoring data was collected from the Tube Bundle system where simulation results correlated well with monitoring data, indicating the model was able to simulate other scenarios with high confidence. Extensive simulations were performed to better understand the behaviour of ventilation dynamics in the LW panel at different stages of the LW sealing-off process, and major conclusions are listed below:

(1) The LW sealing-off process was divided into six different stages and studied from face coming into the finish-off position to sealing-off with the following sequences: face coming into the finish-off line, face bolt up after production stop, pulling hydraulic supports from the TG to the LW chute road 1, from the LW chute road 1 to road 2, from LW chute road 2 to the MG, and all supports pulled off the face and the MG corner sealing-off.
(2) At different stages of the LW sealing-off process, ventilation flow dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere in the LW goaf were obtained, and the ventilation arrangements were evaluated. Results showed that: (i) at the first five stages, oxygen concentration along the TG travel road was below 5% at 200 m behind the LW face, while oxygen levels along the MG belt road were below 5% at 50 m behind the LW face except at the rear cut-throughs where oxygen spikes were noticed, which indicated that the ventilation arrangements were acceptable for the face recovery; (ii) At the sixth stage of the LW sealing-off process, the proposed ventilation arrangement was unsatisfactory in considerably reducing the likelihood of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion due to a relatively-high-oxygen goaf environment conducive to coal oxidation and self-heating in the active goaf.

(3) The final sealing-off operation at the sixth stage was optimized from the perspective of practicability and operational cost, and the effective gas sensor positions were identified. The results indicated that: (i) when nitrogen was pumped through CT12 at a flow rate of 0.75 m$^3$/s and the rear part of the MG travel road was sealed off, oxygen levels within the active goaf and on the LW face both decreased below 5%, producing the desired LW sealing-off performance; (ii) To effectively and timely monitor goaf atmosphere and evaluate the panel sealing-off performance, at least six gas sensors should be employed and located at the MG belt road inbye of CT10, LW chute road 1 and road 2, TG travel road inbye of CT8, TG belt road inbye of CT8 and MG travel road outbye of CT11, respectively.

This computational modelling study allows for enhanced insight into ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere variation and the evaluation of the ventilation arrangement at each stage of the LW sealing-off process. In addition, this study also provides much-needed knowledge of developing effective proactive inertisation plans and appropriately positioning the gas monitoring sensors to reliably reflect the goaf atmosphere change during the panel sealing-off process, thus minimizing the risk of spontaneous heating and gas explosion with much-improved mine safety.
CHAPTER 8 DISPERSION AND MIGRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPIRABLE DUST IN DEVELOPMENT PANELS

Summary
This chapter considers the current gaps in the literature related to the understanding of airflow migration and dust dispersion characteristics within a continuous-miner-driven heading under an auxiliary exhausting ventilation system, as is commonly used in the Australian coal mine industry. Based on site-specific conditions of a development heading in an underground coal mine in New South Wales, a three-dimensional CFD model incorporating a continuous miner, shuttle car and exhausting ventilation tube was built and validated with field dust measuring data, where a good agreement was attained. The airflow migration patterns and temporal-spatial dust dispersion characteristics were investigated for three cutting scenarios, namely cutting the middle, floor, and roof positions at the heading face. The dust was produced at four different locations corresponding to site observations and allowing for the complete dust dispersion dynamics to be understood compared to many existing studies which generally focus on dust released from the face. Based on the validated model, a study was conducted on the effectiveness of common dust mitigation strategies, including variation in airflow rates through the exhausting ventilation tube, the distance between tube inlet and heading face as well as on-board ventilation. The results from extensive simulations can assist in improving the knowledge of airflow migration patterns and dust dispersion characteristics in a continuous-miner-driven development heading under the exhausting ventilation system and provide some guidance on dust mitigation and operator protection strategies, thus improving the health and safety of miners and creating a cleaner underground working environment during the tunnelling process.
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Abstract

Underground miners in Australia are facing increasing threats from dust-related diseases. To address these issues, improved knowledge of airflow patterns and respirable dust dispersion characteristics within a continuous-miner-driven heading under an exhausting ventilation system is required. Based on site-specific conditions of a development heading in New South Wales, a three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model was constructed and validated with onsite dust monitoring data, where a good agreement was achieved. Three scenarios of coal cutting at the middle, floor and roof positions were considered and simulated, with dust generated at four different sources. The simulation results indicated that left-hand-side (LHS) operators should be equipped with fit-for-purpose personal protective equipment and stay behind the ventilation duct inlet during coal cutting process, while miners standing at the right-hand-side (RHS) of the continuous miner for roof and rib bolting and machine operating should stay immediately behind the roof and rib bolting rig where dust concentration was relatively low. In addition, an increase in airflow rate through the exhausting ventilation duct or a reduction in the distance from the duct inlet to the heading face assisted in reducing dust levels within the heading, particularly at the LHS of the continuous miners. Finally, compared to the scenario of the current ventilation scheme, an on-board exhausting ventilation system could improve dust removal performance, with dust concentration at the breathing level reducing by approximately 43.6%. This modelling study can advance the understanding of dust diffusion characteristics from different sources in the heading face and provide guidance on dust mitigation, thus improving the health and safety of miners and creating a cleaner underground working environment.
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8.1 Introduction

As considerable coal resources are exploited annually, a substantial amount of coal and silica dust is generated by mining-related activities, including cutting, drilling, crushing, loading and transporting, which has re-emerged as a serious health threat to the mine workers. Longwall faces and development panels are two major dust-producing areas in underground coal mines. Prolonged exposure to the underground working environment where high levels of respirable and inhalable dust exist can pose significant threats to the health of coal mine workers, potentially causing them to develop irreversible, life-threatening respiratory diseases, such as coal workers' pneumoconiosis (CWP), silicosis, mixed dust pneumoconiosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, occupational asthma, bronchitis symptoms, and even progressive massive fibrosis (PMF) which is
regarded as the most severe form of CWP (Baur et al. 2019; Joy et al. 2012; McBean et al. 2018; Ren et al. 2018b; Wang et al. 2020; Wang & Ren 2013). As a result of improvements implemented to adhere to legislative requirements such as technological advances in dust management and control, better personal protective equipment (PPE) available for coal workers, and routine medical surveillance and screening, it had been approximately 30 years since a case of miners diagnosed with CWP had been formally reported in Australia (Coal Workers’ Pneumoconiosis Select Committee 2017; Zosky et al. 2016). However, in May 2015 this changed when the first CWP case re-emerged in Queensland ((Parliament of Australia 2016; Queensland Audit Office 2019). In the following approximate 5-year period, a total of 207 miners employed in a mining or mining-related industry in Queensland were identified as victims of mine dust lung diseases by 31 March 2021, among which 50, 46 and 27 workers were diagnosed with CWP, silicosis and mixed pneumoconiosis, respectively (Queensland Government 2021). It is noted from Figure 8.1 that CWP cases identified annually remained at 6~7 in the recent 5 years in Queensland except in 2017 when 14 employees working in the mining industry contracted CWP. In NSW, it was reported that 8 male workers employed in the mining industry were diagnosed with either CWP or silicosis from December 2016 to May 2020, while another two cases of interstitial lung disease and pneumoconiosis were under investigation at the time of reporting (NSW Government 2021).

![Figure 8.1 Case of CWP in Queensland since 1984](Queensland Government 2021)

In order to improve the health and safety of coal workers and create a cleaner underground working environment, strict regulations on dust exposure are enforced by the different states in Australia. The new workplace exposure standards for respirable coal dust (1.5 mg/m³) and respirable crystalline silica (0.05 mg/m³) took effect in NSW on 1 February 2021 and 1 July 2020, respectively (NSW Government 2020). From 1 September 2020, the statutory occupational
exposure limits for respirable coal and crystalline silica dust are 1.5 and 0.05 mg/m$^3$, respectively, for Queensland (Queensland Government 2020). According to an annual report released by Coal Services (2020), the average exposure for respirable dust, respirable quartz, and inhalable dust was all below the statutory workplace exposure standard of 2.5 mg/m$^3$, 0.1 mg/m$^3$, and 10 mg/m$^3$ respectively. However, in spite of the tremendous effort put into controlling dust concentration below the legislative standard, there are still a significant number of occurrences where airborne dust sampled in the required workplace exceeded the workplace exposure standard (Coal Services 2020), as depicted in Figure 8.2. It is noted that the exceedances of dust exposure limits generally showed a downward trend in recent years, but the exceedance rates for respirable quartz were still as high as 1.9% in 2020. Respirable coal dust and quartz (diameter smaller than 5 microns) are more harmful than inhalable dust (diameter smaller than 100 microns) as they are invisible and can be retained in the deepest regions of the lungs (Australian Institute of Occupational Hygienists 2014). As a result, improved knowledge of dust dispersion and migration characteristics in the primary dust-generating activities of a coal mine is important for identifying the reasons for the dust exceedances continuing to be recorded and improving mitigation and control practices.

![Figure 8.2 The percentage of sampling dust exceeding the statutory exposure standard (Coal Services 2020)](image)

Tunnelling machines employed in excavating underground tunnels or heading faces are mainly classified into two types: roadheaders and continuous miners (CM). The cutting process and gateroad dimensions differ significantly for these two tunnelling methods; accordingly, airflow patterns and dust migration characteristics within the heading vary considerably. Parra et al. (2006) numerically analyzed the impact of ventilation schemes on airflow fields and methane distribution in the gallery, which provided guidance on ventilation design. CFD modelling was performed by Wang et al. (2015) to evaluate the impacts of dust injection rates, forcing air velocity from the
duct, and different ventilation schemes on dust distribution in the laneway, where an Euler model was utilized to simulate dust trajectory. An attempt was made by Li et al. (2016) to investigate dust, oxygen and temperature distribution patterns in an underground development with a large cross-section area, and it was concluded that an air velocity of 0.15 m/s was adequate to manage dust levels and supply necessary oxygen. Geng et al. (2017) numerically investigated the dust behaviour in a simplified roadway under different ventilation systems, and the simulation results indicated that dust of different sizes presented different dispersion characteristics. An effort was made by Wang et al. (2017b) to understand the distribution characteristics of spray droplets in the heading, and the optimum spray pressure of 2.4 MPa was determined for effective dust mitigation. Although these studies have made a good contribution to the understanding of ventilation and dust dispersion dynamics in underground development panels, none of them included the relevant mining machines or materials handling equipment; this limits the accuracy of these studies when considering them against the very strict regulator requirements that need to be met through the understanding of dust dispersion and mitigation mechanisms that these studies aim to assist.

In order to obtain more realistic results, many scholars incorporated a complicated roadheader model into their heading models for dust-related problems. Toraño et al. (2011) studied the airflow streamlines and dust dispersion patterns under two different ventilation systems (the forcing ventilation tube was hung from the roof, and simultaneously the exhausting tube was hung from the roof or placed on the floor) and validated the models using onsite measured data. Using the CFD-DEM coupling method, Cheng et al. (2016b) investigated the relationship between dust diffusion distance and time and the trajectories of dust with different sizes in a heading with single forcing ventilation, which guided the design of dust prevention strategies. Shi et al. (2017) numerically optimized the air duct location in the heading under different ventilation schemes (e.g., single forcing ventilation, forcing and exhausting ventilation with the exhausting ventilation tube positioned at the middle of the heading or the opposite side of the forcing tube), where the dust control efficiency could reach approximately 75.88%. Focusing on the heading face ventilated by one forcing and one exhausting tube, Wang et al. (2017a), Yu et al. (2017a), Liu et al. (2019b), and Hua et al. (2020a) studied the airflow patterns and dispersion characteristics in the heading face where an air-curtain generator was mounted on the forcing duct, and the optimal working parameters were determined for best dedusting performance. Attention was paid by Hu et al. (2019) to improving the knowledge of dust sources at the location of the roadheader driver in a heading using a single forcing ventilation method, and it was suggested that countermeasures should be taken to mitigate dust that migrated from the back of the driver. Guo et al. (2020b) studied the temporal-spatial distribution characteristics of dust in a roadheader-tunnelled heading under single forcing ventilation, and the optimal duct airflow rate was obtained by evaluating dust mitigation...
performance. Cai et al. (2021) numerically investigated airflow and dust migration patterns in a heading face with hybrid ventilation (a combination of forcing and exhausting ventilation), and the optimal airflow rate in the exhausting duct and the location of the forcing duct were determined. Dust diffusion characteristics in the forcing-ventilation heading were analyzed by Lu et al. (2022a) under the conditions of nine different cutting positions of roadheader, and the impact of cutting sequences was also evaluated. A modularized airflow diverging system was proposed by Yang et al. (2022a) to effectively control high-concentration dust in a heading with hybrid ventilation, and the optimal working conditions were numerically obtained and validated with experiments.

There are also many scholars who have focused on CFD simulations in the heading faces driven by CM. Hargreaves and Lowndes (2007) conducted numerical simulations to study the impact of the scrubber fan and cutting cycles on airflow patterns in a heading, but the simulation of dust was not considered in their study. A computational model incorporating two ventilation ducts and a CM (JOY 12CM27) was built by Wang et al. (2019) to understand the dispersion characteristics of respirable dust at two different cutting sections within the heading under a forcing ventilation system, and dust removal efficiency was improved by relocating the ventilation duct and utilizing throat venturi and directional sprays. Focusing on dust issues in the CM (12CM-15-10D)-driven heading face under single forcing ventilation, Guo et al. (2020a) optimized the parameters of the spray nozzle installed on the CM to achieve the best dust mitigation performance. A similar study was conducted by Nie et al. (2022c) to optimize the type and layout of spray nozzles on the CM, and the dedusting performance was evaluated in the heading face. However, the ventilation patterns applied in these studies were either forcing or hybrid ventilation (including forcing and exhausting), and only the cutting process was taken into consideration for dust sources.

From the above literature review, there is limited research on dust-airflow migration characteristics in a CM-driven heading under single exhausting ventilation widely used in underground development headings in Australia. Furthermore, existing studies have primarily focused on dust generated at the cutting face, ignoring other important dust sources during the removal and transport of coal from the face into the shuttle car (SC). This study aims to bridge this gap through the development of a validated simulation model based on a site-specific heading layout, and a three-dimensional (3D) CFD model incorporating a CM, SC and exhausting ventilation duct, with boundary conditions defined accordingly to match onsite monitoring data. This is achieved through extensive parametric studies conducted to improve the understanding of dust-airflow migration characteristics in the heading face ventilated by an exhausting auxiliary fan under the conditions of three different cutting positions (including cutting the floor, middle, and roof sections of the heading face). The simulation results will cast light on respirable dust diffusion and
migration characteristics in a CM-driven tunnelling face with an exhausting auxiliary ventilation system and provide guidance on reducing dust concentration in the heading face, particularly at the critical locations around CM drivers and other mine workers.

8.2 Field Investigation

8.2.1 Site-specific conditions

A field study was undertaken in an Australian underground coal mine where the development panels are driven by 12CM30-type CM, and coal is transported outbye of the heading face by a 2011SS-type SC. The layout of the development panels is illustrated in Figure 8.3. The major tunnelling machines are located in the belt road, including CM, SC, Auxiliary exhausting fan and associated ventilation tube, with the specific area marked in an orange rectangle. The fresh air sourced from the travel road passes through cut-through 15 and then diverts in the belt. The width and height of the gateroad are 5.2 and 2.9 m, respectively. The distance between the fan duct and the heading face is 5 m.

![Figure 8.3 The layout of the development panels](image)

8.2.2 Dust monitoring

Dust monitoring at the heading face was carried out in the operational development panels. Two types of real-time dust monitors were used, including the AM520i dust monitor and the PDM3700 dust monitor. AM520i dust monitor is capable of monitoring dust concentration in a real-time manner with 1 s interval and working in a variety of volatile environments. The PDM3700 is a Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) gravimetric device providing continuous measurement and display of respirable dust exposures giving it significant advantages over other real-time dust monitors based on light scattering techniques, where it can monitor dust concentration in an interval of 1 min. In the process of dust monitoring, six AM520i dust monitors
and four PDM3700 dust monitors were put in the vicinity of CM. To be specific, one AM520i dust monitor was placed at the front left-hand-side (LHS) of CM (No.1) and front right-hand-side (RHS) of CM (No.4), while one AM520i and one PDM3700 dust monitor were positions at the middle LHS (No.2), middle RHS (No.5), rear LHS (No.3) and rear RHS of CM (No.6), as illustrated in Figure 8.4. During the period of dust monitoring, two PDM dust monitors experienced failures due to the warning of temperature out-range. The 1-min average dust monitoring results are listed in Table 8.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring location</th>
<th>Front RHS</th>
<th>Middle RHS</th>
<th>Rear RHS</th>
<th>Front LHS</th>
<th>Middle LHS</th>
<th>Rear LHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dust concentration (mg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1.410</td>
<td>9.400</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>49.226</td>
<td>13.306</td>
<td>1.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is notable that the field studies indicated that the dust concentration based on 1-minute average values at the front LHS, Middle LHS and Middle RHS of CM significantly exceeded the statutory limits of 1.5 mg/m$^3$ for respirable coal dust in Australia. Of course, these limits are based on full shift averages, though it is still important to consider short-term exposure of mine workers to hazardous dust.

8.3 CFD Modelling

8.3.1 Mathematical model

The movement of airflow and dust within the heading face complies with conservation equations of mass and momentum and gas-solid two-phase flow theory. Given that the volume fraction of respirable dust particles within the CM-tunnelled development headings is less than 10%, the
Euler-Lagrange approach is more appropriate than Euler-Euler for an investigation into the motion of dust (Ren et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2022). Regarding the Euler-Lagrange approach, dust particles are regarded as a discrete phase, while airflow is treated as a continuous phase. The realizable k-ε turbulence model was applied to reflect the airflow characteristics within the heading face.

The mass and momentum conservation equations can be obtained by using equations 6-1, 6-2 and 6-3, while the transport of flow can be calculated by using the following equations (ANSYS 2022a):

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho k \bar{u}_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_i} \right] + G_k + G_b - \rho \varepsilon - Y_M + S_k \quad (8-1)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \varepsilon) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho \varepsilon \bar{u}_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_\varepsilon} \right) \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_i} \right] + \rho C_{1\varepsilon} S_k - \rho C_2 \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k + \sqrt{\nu \varepsilon}} + C_1 \varepsilon \frac{\varepsilon}{k} \sigma_k G_b + S_\varepsilon \quad (8-2)
\]

Where \( k \) is the turbulent kinetic energy; \( \varepsilon \) stands for the dissipation rate corresponding to the turbulent kinetic energy; \( x_i \) represents the direction component; \( \mu_t \) denotes the turbulent viscosity; \( G_k \) and \( G_b \) represent the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients and buoyancy, respectively; \( Y_M \) is the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate; \( S_k \) and \( S_\varepsilon \) represent user-defined source terms; \( C_2 \) and \( C_{1\varepsilon} \) are constants with a value of 1.9 and 1.44, respectively; \( \sigma_k \) and \( \sigma_\varepsilon \) denote the turbulent Prandtl numbers for \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \) with a constant value of 1.0 and 1.2, respectively.

Regarding the motion of dust particles within the heading, the trajectory of particles can be predicted using the following equations (ANSYS 2022a):

(1) Particle force balance

\[
m_p \frac{d \bar{u}_p}{dt} = m_p \bar{u} - \bar{u}_p \tau_r + m_p \frac{\bar{g}(\rho_p - \rho)}{\rho_p} + \bar{F} \quad (8-3)
\]

Where: \( m_p \) denotes the particle mass; \( \bar{u} \) and \( \bar{u}_p \) represent the velocity of fluid and particle, respectively; \( \rho_p \) and \( \rho \) are the density of particle and fluid, respectively; \( \bar{F} \) stands for the additional force. Particularly, \( m_p \frac{\bar{u}-\bar{u}_p}{\tau_r} \) denotes the drag force, and \( \tau_r \) represents the particle relaxation time calculated by equation (7):

\[
\tau_r = \frac{\rho_p d_p^2}{18 \mu} \frac{24}{C_d Re} \quad (8-4)
\]

Where: \( \mu \) denotes the fluid molecular viscosity; \( d_p \) represents the particle diameter; \( Re \) stands for the relative Reynolds number.
(2) Stochastic tracking

\[ u = \bar{u} + u' \]  

(8 – 5)

Where: \( u \) stands for the instantaneous value of the fluctuating gas flow velocity, \( \bar{u} \) denotes the mean fluid phase velocity; \( u' \) represents fluctuating velocities with the fluctuating components;

The trajectories of dust particles within the development heading are predicted using the mean fluid phase velocity under the condition of turbulent flow, while the dispersion of dust particles resulting from turbulence can be predicted using the instantaneous value of the fluctuating gas flow velocity.

(3) Discrete random walk model

\[ u' = \zeta \sqrt{\bar{u}^2} = \zeta \sqrt{\bar{u}v'^2} = \zeta \sqrt{u'^2} = \sqrt{\frac{2k}{3}} \]  

(8 – 6)

Where: \( \zeta \) denotes a normally distributed random number; \( u, v \) and \( w \) are the velocity component in \( x, y \) and \( z \) direction, respectively; \( k \) is the turbulent kinetic energy.

8.3.2 Computational model

8.3.2.1 Model construction

The T-junction layout of the development heading is shown in Figure 8.5. The fresh air marked with a blue arrow is provided via a cut-through connecting with the travel road and the belt road, while the dirty air marked with a red arrow is returned to the belt road. Exhausting auxiliary ventilation is applied to significantly reduce dust levels at the development heading. The green arrows denote the X and Y direction centred on the origin of the model. Z-direction starts from the floor of the development heading.

![Figure 8.5 Layout of development heading](image-url)
Based on the information collected during the field study, a 3D computational model that incorporates CM and SC was built using DesignModeler and Autodesk Inventor, after which the model was imported into Fluent Meshing to mesh the numerical model. Compared to the tetrahedral meshing method, it has previously been found that polyhedral and hexahedral meshing methods provide a significant reduction in computing expense, however hexahedral meshing can cause convergence issues with the discrete phase model in ANSYS Fluent (Roberts et al. 2022). As a result, the polyhedral meshing method was applied in this study, as shown in Figure 8.6. It was observed from the field study that dust was mainly distributed around the CM under an exhausting auxiliary ventilation system. Given the tiny size of respirable dust particles compared to the heading domain, the area in the vicinity of CM was divided into three different zones and refined with progressively smaller mesh sizes. Specifically, the area extending 10.5 m from the heading face was equally divided into three different parts with an element size of 0.035, 0.05 and 0.075 m, respectively.

In order to avoid the influence of mesh size on simulation results, a mesh independence study was conducted, as detailed in Table 8.2. At the height of 2.6 m, three monitoring lines were set in the model, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 8.7. It is evident that only a marginal difference in velocity distribution between the medium-mesh and fine-mesh model occurs. Therefore, the medium-mesh model was utilized for all further simulations. According to the mesh quality standard released by ANSYS (2022b), the quality of the mesh is classified into unacceptable, bad, acceptable, good, very good and excellent levels, with orthogonal quality ranging from 0~0.001, 0.001~0.14, 0.14~0.20, 0.20~0.69, 0.70~0.95, 0.95~1.00. As shown in Figure 8.8, the minimum orthogonal quality of the medium-meshed model was higher than 0.20,
and approximately 79.5% of total elements are categorized as excellent. As a result, the medium-meshed model was capable of simulating airflow-dust migrations within the development heading with high accuracy.

Table 8.2 Parameters for the mesh independence study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Zone1</th>
<th>Zone2</th>
<th>Zone3</th>
<th>Total elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse mesh</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>952947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium mesh</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>2391101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine mesh</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>3493936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.7 Mesh independence study results
8.3.2.2 Boundary conditions

Based on the site-specific conditions, boundary conditions were defined and set in Fluent, as listed in Table 8.3. The diameter of dust follows the Rosin-Rammler distribution characteristics, and the minimum, mean, and maximum diameters of dust were 1, 7 and 30 µm, respectively. The dust was produced at four different locations, including the heading face due to coal cutting, the shovel and conveyor belt of CM due to coal transporting, and SC as a result of coal loading, with dust flowrates of 0.0003, 1.5×10⁻⁵, 1.0×10⁻⁵ and 5×10⁻⁶ kg/s, respectively; these values were determined such that the dust concentration measured on site could be matched. Two-way turbulence coupling was activated to investigate the dust-airflow migration patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solver</td>
<td>Pressure-based / Gravity</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Gravity Z-direction</td>
<td>-9.81 (m/s²)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous model</td>
<td>Realizable k-ε</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Inert particle</td>
<td>Coal-hv</td>
<td>1400 (kg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel inlet</td>
<td>Velocity-inlet</td>
<td>1.6 (m/s)</td>
<td>Panel outlet</td>
<td>Pressure-outlet</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan-duct inlet</td>
<td>Mass-flow-outlet</td>
<td>14.7 (kg/s)</td>
<td>Cutting drum</td>
<td>Rotational wall</td>
<td>4.40 (rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyor belt</td>
<td>Translational wall</td>
<td>2.44 (m/s)</td>
<td>Solution scheme</td>
<td>Coupled</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3.2.3 Model validation

To calibrate the CFD modelling results, 1-min-average dust concentration was calculated and compared with CFD modelling results, with results shown in Figure 8.9. It is apparent that the error rate between monitoring data and simulation results is lower than 5%. Based on the accuracy of this prediction, it was concluded that the model should be sufficient to simulate other scenarios.
with sufficient confidence and high accuracy. The accurate prediction of dust concentration around the entire CM draws light on the importance of including all dust sources in a model such as this. Preliminary studies conducted by the authors focused on the dust released from the cutting face, as is common in literature (particularly with forced flow ventilation systems). However, it was quickly identified this does not correlate well with onsite data. This is an important recommendation for future studies modelling this style of ventilation and dust control in mine headings.

8.4 Results and Discussion

8.4.1 Coal cutting at the middle position-base model results

8.4.1.1 Airflow migration patterns
The airflow migration patterns within the development heading are depicted in Figure 8.10. The fresh air sourcing from the travel road uniformly flows to the cut-through and enters into the belt road where the CM and SC are located. The airflow from the cut-through diverges in the belt road, with one stream of air migrating towards the heading face and another stream of air flowing outbye of the heading.

The air flowing towards the heading face is in a turbulent state. Due to the existence of SC and CM and the reduction in the cross-section area, the average air velocity generally increases as air migrates to the heading face. When air approaches the CM, the airflow diverts, as illustrated in Figure 8.10(a). As the CM’s drivers stand on the platform of the CM during working and the distance of their breathing zone from the floor is approximately 2.1 m, the breathing level of 2.1
m is determined in this study. Considering the ventilation flow patterns, some streams of air migrate to the LHS of CM and are sucked into the exhausting fan duct due to the negative pressure in the vicinity of the duct outlet. While streams of air flowing to the RHS of CM are shown to be sucked into the fan duct across the top of the miner, or continue towards the heading face with a relatively small velocity and then either circulate around the drum or across the face to the exhausting duct. In the vertical view of the CM centre in Figure 8.10(b), several vortexes marked in black circles can be observed. This occurs due to air migrating along the conveyor belt to either short circuit to the ventilation duct through the gap between the top cover and beam, or create a recirculating pattern around the drum. This air that circulates around the drum can be considered to be dust-laden and is a good predictor for the flow of dust around the miner close to the cutting face.

Regarding the air flowing outbye of the heading face, it is also in a turbulent state at a distance of 20 m from the cut-through, with an average velocity of approximately 0.7 m/s.

8.4.1.2 Dust dispersion characteristics
The temporospatial diffusion characteristics of respirable dust in the heading face with coal cutting at the middle position are illustrated in Figure 8.11. The maximum dust concentration is set at 100 mg/m³ in the legend to provide a better illustration of the concentration range. The dust is generated from four locations, including the cutting face, shovel, conveyor belt, and part of SC. Dust produced from the coal-cutting process tends to drift down initially as a result of the entrainment
effect of air coming off the drum and the downward gravity force, and then can be seen to be drawn across the face towards the ventilation duct or recirculate around the cutting drum. At \( t = 5 \) s, high-concentration dust is mainly distributed in the vicinity of the cutting drum. At \( t = 10 \) s, high-level dust has migrated to the inlet of the ventilation duct, and it is apparent that dust originating from the shovel and conveyor belt is sucked into the duct, with a dust concentration of approximately 30 mg/m\(^3\). A stream of dust sourcing from SC can be observed to migrate towards the heading face. At \( t = 15 \) s, the area within a distance of approximately 4 m from the heading face becomes contaminated with high-concentration dust, particularly at the LHS of the CM. More dust from the shovel and conveyor belt will also disperse between the gap in the beam and the top cover of the CM and then be sucked into the ventilation duct, as demonstrated by high-concentration dust in this area. When \( t = 60 \) s, there is almost no evident difference in the distribution of high-concentration dust within the heading in comparison to the scenario of \( t = 20 \) s, at which time high-level dust is mainly distributed in the area at approximately 5 m from the heading face. The simulation results indicate that operators standing at the LHS of CM for roof and rib bolting and duct advancement can be easily exposed to a high level of dust during coal cutting. Therefore, it is recommended that LHS operators should be equipped with high-quality personal protective equipment and stay behind the inlet of the ventilation duct during coal cutting. For miners standing at the RHS of CM for roof and rib bolting and machine operating, it is suggested that they should stay immediately behind the roof and rib bolting rig, where dust concentration is relatively low.

**Figure 8.11 Dust dispersion characteristics with coal cutting at the middle position**

**8.4.2 Coal cutting at the floor position**

**8.4.2.1 Airflow migration patterns**

The airflow patterns within the development heading with coal cutting at the floor position are illustrated in Figure 8.12. Similar to the scenario of coal cutting at the middle position, airflow
from the cut-through diverges into the belt road, where air migrates towards the heading face or flows outbye of the heading face in a turbulent state. Air flowing inbye along the heading can be seen to increase its average velocity as a result of the reduction in effective cross-section area. As the air reaches the rear of the CM, it diverts due to the blockage of the conveyor belt on the CM. At the LHS of the CM, the air is drawn into the duct directly. Regarding the airflow at the RHS of the CM, the major streams of air gradually change direction a portion is sucked directly into the fan duct across the top of the CM. While the rest continues to migrate a long distance towards the heading face before dispersing across the face, at which point it is sucked into the duct, as illustrated in Figure 8.12(a). In the mid-plane of the CM shown in Figure 8.12(b), there is the greatest change in airflow patterns as a result of the cutting position where it is evident that recirculating patterns can be observed above the cutting drum and around the cutting drum in contrast to the single recirculation zone generated when cutting mid-face. Air can be seen to travel down the conveyor opposing the direction of material flow before rising above the CM and contributing to the largest recirculating zone that flows around the boom of the CM and is likely to contribute significantly to the transport of dust around the front end of the CM.

![Figure 8.12 Velocity migration patterns with coal cutting at the floor position](image)

8.4.2.2 Dust dispersion characteristics
The temporospatial diffusion characteristics of respirable dust in the development heading with coal cutting at the floor position are illustrated in Figure 8.13. As with the scenario of coal cutting in the middle position, dust is generated at the four locations with the same flow rates and dust
particle distribution. At $t=5$ s, dust from the cutting face is forced towards the floor by the cutting action before getting caught in the airflow generated by the cutting drum and ventilation flow which cause it to start dispersing into the air. Dust produced at the shovel and conveyor belt migrates toward the gap between the top cover and the beam of the CM due to the ventilation flow. By $t=10$ s, it is evident that dust lifted from the shovel and conveyor belt becomes entrained in the airflow and sucked into the ventilation duct with a mass concentration of approximately $30 \text{ mg/m}^3$. At $t=15$ s, a significant portion of dust from the coal cutting can be observed being sucked into the duct, and the LHS of the CM between the roof and rib bolt rig becomes contaminated with high-concentration dust. In addition, a stream of dust flow from the SC with a mass concentration of about $15 \text{ mg/m}^3$ migrates towards the heading face before changing direction due to the sucking effect of the exhausting fan duct. With the increase in time from $20$ s to $60$ s, there is not a significant difference in dust distribution characteristics, though it can be observed that the concentration of dust travelling along the floor is slightly reduced compared to cutting mid-face. For operators standing at the front of the LHS of the CM, exposure to a high level of respirable dust will likely occur and increase the risk of contracting a respiratory disease, thus it is strongly recommended that they should stand well behind the ventilation duct inlet at all times when coal is being cut and loaded.

![Figure 8.13 Dust dispersion characteristics with coal cutting at the floor position](image)

### 8.4.3 Coal cutting at the roof position

#### 8.4.3.1 Airflow migration patterns

The airflow patterns within the development heading with coal cutting at the roof position are illustrated in Figure 8.14. It is apparent that airflow migration patterns in the belt road show a similar trend to the scenario of coal cutting at the middle and floor position. There is no change in
the flow dynamics outbye of the CM. As air approaches the rear of the CM, it is divided into two different streams, where the flow travelling on the LHS of the CM is sucked almost directly into the ventilation duct, while the flow on the RHS will travel continue onto the heading face. Due to the obstacle created by the cutting drum and overall miner in this position, the air is more turbulent around the roof and recirculation of flow occurs around the below the drum in a counter-current fashion, as illustrated in Figure 8.14(a) and 8.14(b). At the mid-plane of the CM centre in Figure 8.14(b), the airflow patterns are similar along the conveyor creating a sealing effect that will aid in holding dust closer to the face and ensure it is drawn into the ventilation duct.

![Figure 8.14 Velocity migration patterns with coal cutting at the roof position](image)

8.4.3.2 Dust dispersion characteristics
The temporospatial diffusion characteristics of respirable dust in the development heading with coal cutting at the floor position are illustrated in Figure 8.15. At t=5 s, dust generated by coal cutting will become caught in one of the two recirculating zones around or below the cutting drum before being drawn towards the ventilation duct. At t=10 s, relatively high-concentration dust from the shovel and conveyor belt passes through the gap between the top cover and beam of the CM and is sucked into the duct. In addition, a great amount of dust from coal cutting is exhausted via the ventilation duct, and the area on the LHS of the CM between the roof and rib rig becomes contaminated with high dust concentrations. At t=15 s, dust from the SC can be seen migrating along the RHS of the CM before being sucked into the duct with an average dust concentration of 15 mg/m³. With the increase in time from 20 s to 60 s, there is no considerable difference in dust
migration and distribution characteristics within the heading face, and high-concentration dust only migrated to the location of the ventilation duct without dispersing further outbye of the heading.

![Figure 8.15 Dust dispersion characteristics with coal cutting at the roof position](image)

### 8.5 Dust Mitigation Strategies

#### 8.5.1 Airflow rates through the ventilation duct

In order to investigate the influence of airflow rates through the exhausting ventilation duct, six different scenarios are simulated, with dust concentration at the breathing level (Z=2.1 m) depicted in Figure 8.16. For better visualization, dust concentration in the area inbye of the shuttle car is present, and the maximum dust concentration is set at 50 mg/m³. The dust concentration higher than 50 mg/m³ is shown in the beige colour in Figure 8.16. With the increase in airflow rates through the exhausting ventilation duct from 6 m³/s to 12 m³/s, dust concentration at the walkway platform of the CM behind the duct inlet significantly reduces, particularly at the LHS of the CM. However, there remains a small area where dust concentration is higher than 7.5 mg/m³ at the LHS of the CM with a ventilation rate of 12 m³/s. With the airflow rate continuing to rise from 12 to 16 m³/s, this high-concentration dust area gradually disappears, under which condition the operator standing at the LHS of the CM is free from exposure to high-concentration dust when standing behind the ventilation duct. It is clearly evident that an increase in airflow rate assists in reducing dust levels in the heading, but the dust mitigation effect does not change significantly once the airflow rate reaches 12 m³/s, and thus it could be considered an optimal exhaust rate for this mining configuration.
8.5.2 Distance from the ventilation duct inlet to the heading face

In order to evaluate dust mitigation performance under different distances from the ventilation duct inlet to the heading face, four scenarios are proposed and simulated with a ventilation rate of 12 m$^3$/s, with simulation results of dust concentration at the breathing level shown in Figure 8.17. It is evident that the distance between the ventilation duct inlet and the heading face has a considerable impact on the dust removal effect. As the distance between the duct inlet and the heading face reduces from 7.0 m to 1.5 m, the area with high-concentration dust reduces dramatically, particularly at the walkway platform of the LHS of the CM behind the roof bolt rig. The areas where dust mass concentration exceeds 1.5 mg/m$^3$ at the breathing level for the duct distance of 1.5, 3, 5 and 7 m are 13.802, 16.672, 19.249 and 26.809 m$^2$, respectively. Quantitative analysis of high-concentration dust area reveals that a dust reduction rate of approximately 50% can be reached with the distance from the ventilation duct inlet to the heading face reducing from 7 to 1.5 m. Therefore, it is suggested that the exhausting ventilation tube should be extended regularly during the tunnelling process, and the distance between the ventilation duct inlet and the heading face should be set as close as possible without intervening with the normal tunnelling process.
Figure 8.17 Dust concentration at the breathing level under different distances from the ventilation duct inlet to the heading face

8.5.3 On-board ventilation
The on-board ventilation system is proposed and simulated with a ventilation flow rate of 12 m$^3$/s, and the dust concentration at the breathing level is shown in Figure 8.18. In comparison to the current ventilation scheme shown in Figure 8.16(d), the area of dust concentration exceeding 1.5 mg/m$^3$ under the on-board ventilation decreases from 19.249 to 10.848 m$^2$, dropping by approximately 43.6%. It is notable that the vast majority of dust is contained in front of the CM baffle except for a small area at the RHS of the CM, where high-concentration dust can be observed. Overall, on-board ventilation assists in reducing dust concentration during the coal-cutting process and can be recommended as an effective strategy where the mine layout allows it.
Figure 8.18 Dust concentration at the breathing level with on-board ventilation

8.6 Conclusions

This paper considered the current gaps in the literature related to the understanding of dust dispersion characteristics within a development heading under an auxiliary exhausting ventilation system as is commonly used in the Australian coal mine industry. The modelling methodology has shown the importance of proper identification of dust sources in the validation of the model against real-world data collected on site in combination with an accurate and representative 3D model of the site including all relevant equipment. By injecting dust into the domain from a range of locations corresponding to site observations, the model was able to predict dust concentrations throughout the domain with a high level of accuracy. This is an important recommendation for future studies of a similar nature, although it does rely on a comprehensive analysis of on-site dust release and concentration measurements. From the validated model, it was possible to interrogate the airflow migration patterns and dust dispersion characteristics in more comprehensive detail, including the effects of cutting position at the face which is not well documented in current literature. As expected, the effects of cutting position mainly contribute to the ventilation flow close to the face, where the development of vortices occurs as a by-product of the rotating drum. When cutting mid-face, the drum develops a single large vortex centred on the drum that drives dust down to the floor before being drawn into the ventilation duct through space around the CM; similar dynamics occur when cutting the roof though a greater amount of dust is able to be drawn directly into the ventilation duct due to its relative proximity. In comparison, cutting the floor has slightly different flow dynamics where a vortex is formed above the drum which draws clean air in from outbye and helps contain dust against the floor close to the face before it disperses over the machine and into the ventilation duct. It is suggested that this insight may provide some opportunities for further study where the cutting procedure used onsite could potentially be optimized to reduce time spent with the cutting drum in locations exacerbating dust generation.
The consideration of typical mitigation strategies used by sites has also provided some important insight into the optimal procedures mines sites can adopt with exhaust ventilation systems to reduce worker dust exposure. Maximizing airflow rate shows a clear and measurable reduction in dust dispersion over the CM into the typical working zones, however there are diminishing returns and it is recommended for the layout studied here that a ventilation rate of 12 m$^3$/s should be utilized, though this will be site-specific, and a similar study should be conducted using the same methodology demonstrated here for each specific mine site. In contrast, the proximity of the duct inlet to the cutting face can be recommended to be maintained as close as practicable, for the heading layout, to minimize mine worker dust exposure. Similarly, on-board ventilation assists in confining high-concentration dust from dispersing in the heading and hence can contribute significantly to reducing dust concentration at the breathing level. In all cases utilizing exhausting ventilation, the simulation results indicate that left-hand-side (LHS) operators should be equipped with high-quality personal protective equipment and stay behind the ventilation duct inlet during the coal-cutting process, while miners standing at the right-hands-side (RHS) of the continuous miner for roof and rib bolting and machine operating should stay immediately behind the roof and rib bolting rig where dust concentration was relatively low. There are, however, further opportunities for studies on dust mitigation techniques related to ventilation setup, additional control methods, or optimization of equipment configuration and operating parameters that can be considered in the future.

Overall, it is expected that this study can assist in improving the knowledge of airflow migration patterns and dust dispersion characteristics in a continuous-miner-driven development heading under the exhausting ventilation system and provide some guidance on dust mitigation and operator protection strategies, thus improving the health and safety of miners and creating a cleaner underground working environment during the tunnelling process.
CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Conclusions

Due to the increase in production outputs and extraction depth of cover, underground coal mining is facing increasing threats from principal mining hazards, including but not limited to spontaneous combustion and heating in the LW goaf areas, abnormal gas emissions at localised tailgate end area, gas exceedance during LW panel sealing-off processes and airborne respirable dust. To control and mitigate these engineering problems, advanced Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling can be used to simulate various scenarios portraying these hazards that may occur in underground LW workings and provide much-needed knowledge and fundamental science that can be used to develop robust and effective control and mitigation strategies against these hazards. Throughout different case studies presented in this thesis, the capability and application of advanced CFD modelling for managing and controlling principal mining hazards have been demonstrated. The major conclusions reached are summarised as follows:

9.1.1 Spontaneous combustion in LW goaf areas

(1) Case study one

Based on the site-specific conditions of an underground coal mine in New South Wales, Australia, a three-dimensional (3D) CFD model incorporating floor and roof strata, mined-out seam, LW face and associated gateroads was built. The goaf gas is comprised of approximately 80% carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) and 20% methane (CH$_4$), with a total gas emission rate of 2000 l/s. Real-time gas monitoring data collected from the Tube Bundle System was used to calibrate the simulation model, where a good agreement between the monitoring data and simulation results was reached. Then extensive parametric studies were conducted to improve the understanding of goaf gas flow dynamics and optimize proactive goaf inertisation strategies. The analysis of simulation results indicates that:

- Due to the fact that the elevation of the tailgate (TG) is higher than that of the maingate (MG) side and the elevation of the starting-off line is higher than the working face, nitrogen injection via one cut-through (CT) or two cut-throughs on the MG side demonstrates undesirable strategies for spontaneous combustion control, as the oxygen concentration is high on the TG side of the deep goaf. On the contrary, nitrogen injection should be injected into the goaf area from the TG side or both MG and TG sides at the appropriate distance from the LW face;

- To avoid high oxygen levels on the TG side of the deep goaf, injection locations on the TG side should be set at approximately 550 m behind the LW face when nitrogen is injected
via one location;

- Nitrogen injection via surface boreholes (drilled close to the TG of the LW panel) previously used from gas drainage performs better than cut-throughs on the TG side;

- Quantitative analysis of the oxidation zone area reveals that it is largest for carbon dioxide injection (68005 m²), followed by boiler gas (45606 m²), while it is the smallest for nitrogen (35375 m²), which means that nitrogen is superior to boiler gas and carbon dioxide in containing spontaneous combustion;

- The qualitative and quantitative analysis of simulation results shows that the desirable goaf inertisation strategy is to inject nitrogen into the goaf area via cut-through at 250 m on the MG side and surface borehole at 100 m and 700 m on the TG side with a total injection rate higher than 1750 l/s. Oxygen ingress into the goaf area on both sides is reduced significantly with an oxidation zone area of 35375 m², which is approximately one-third of the oxidation zone area of the scenario without any inert gas injection (106666 m²);

- Both geological conditions (e.g., seam orientation, goaf gas composition and emission) and mining parameters (e.g., face layout and ventilation rate, advance rate) have impacts on goaf gas flow dynamics and distribution patterns, which need to be taken into consideration in determining goaf inertisation strategies.

(2) Case study two

Based on the CFD model built in case study one, the impact of coal seam orientations, dictated by the elevation of the MG and the TG and the height of the LW face and the starting-up line, on goaf gas flow dynamics and proactive goaf inertisation for spontaneous combustion control was investigated. The other geological and mining parameters were kept the same except for coal seam orientations. The main findings are summarised as follows:

- Nine scenarios of different coal seam orientations were studied. For the base model without inert gas injection, air ingress at both sides of the active LW goaf is evident, and the area ratio of oxidation zone to active LW goaf ranges between 25.2% and 28.7%;

- For cases where the MG is higher than the TG and at the same time the starting-up line is lower than or at the same elevation as the LW face, it is better to inject nitrogen at the MG of the active LW goaf, otherwise nitrogen injection is required at the TG of the goaf;

- If the LW face is lower than the starting-up line, the nitrogen injection point at the TG of the active goaf should be located at least 500–600 m behind the LW face to prevent oxygen accumulation at the TG of the deeper goaf. Conversely, if the working face is higher than
or at the same elevation as the starting-up line, the nitrogen injection point at the TG of the goaf should be set about 100~200 m behind the LW face with an appropriate injection rate to avoid low oxygen volume fraction at the goaf stream;

- Regardless of the coal seam orientations, nitrogen is superior to carbon dioxide in reducing the oxidation zone area and containing spontaneous heating under the condition that seam gas is primarily comprised of 80% carbon dioxide and 20% methane with a total gas emission rate of 2 m$^3$/s;

- A total nitrogen flow rate of 1.5 m$^3$/s is required to contain spontaneous heating, with the area ratio of oxidation zone to active goaf of approximately 10%, which is approximately 15% less than scenarios without inert gas injection.

(3) **Case study three**

To enhance the knowledge of the gas flow dynamics and gas distribution in the active goaf with different seam gas composition and develop the corresponding proactive goaf inertisation strategies, extensive CFD simulations were performed using the model built in case study one. Five different scenarios were studied, and goaf gas was composed of 100% carbon dioxide, 80% carbon dioxide and 20% methane, 50% carbon dioxide and 50% methane, 20% carbon dioxide and 80% methane, and 100% methane, which were denoted as scenario (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), respectively. Except for the difference in goaf gas composition, the other parameters were kept the same as the modelling in case study one. The major findings are summarised below:

- Air ingress on both sides of the goaf is evident for scenarios (a), (b), (d) and (e), with oxygen concentration higher than 10% in the deep goaf, while oxygen penetration on both sides of the goaf is limited at 550 m behind the face for scenario (c), with oxygen concentration dropping below 5%;

- Oxygen is primarily distributed at the middle and upper regions of the goaf for scenarios (a), (b) and (c), whereas it is mainly layered at the bottom of the goaf area for scenarios (d) and (e), which is attributed to the buoyancy effect and density difference among goaf gases;

- The oxidation ratio (the ratio of the oxidation zone area to the goaf area) shows a decreasing trend as the methane composition rises from 0% to 50%, conversely, the oxidation ratio increases with the continued increase in methane composition from 50% to 100%;

- Nitrogen produces a better goaf inertisation result than carbon dioxide for scenarios (a), (b) and (c) where the carbon dioxide composition is higher than its methane counterpart, while carbon dioxide is superior to nitrogen in rendering the goaf atmosphere inert for scenarios
(d) and (e) where methane composition exceeds carbon dioxide composition;

- Under the condition of a total injection rate of 0.5 m$^3$/s, nitrogen injection at the TG of the goaf performs better in managing spontaneous heating than MG injection for scenarios (a) and (b) where the goaf gas is composed of 100% carbon dioxide and 80% carbon dioxide, whereas an acceptable goaf inertisation result can be produced by pumping inert gas at both sides of the goaf area for scenarios (c), (d) and (e);

- The optimal inert gas injection rates for scenarios (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are 1.5, 1.75, 0.75, 0.5 and 1.0 m$^3$/s, and the oxidation zone area reduces by 55.76%, 67.21%, 58.04%, 78.17% and 81.82% for the five scenarios, respectively.

(4) Case study four

Based on the site-specific conditions of an underground coal mine in Queensland, Australia, improved CFD modelling was developed to better understand the gas flow dynamics and distribution patterns in the goaf area and investigate the impact of mining parameters on spontaneous combustion control in the goaf area. Numerical simulation results were validated with onsite monitoring data collected from the Tube Bundle System, and a good agreement was reached, which increased the confidence in studying scenarios outside of the base model. The ratio of the oxidation zone area (OZA) to the goaf area (GA) was introduced to qualitatively and quantitatively investigate the impact of mining parameters on oxygen distribution in the active goaf area. The major findings can be summarised below:

- As the goaf gas emission rate increases from 500 l/s to 2500 l/s, the ratio of OZA to GA drops from 58.41% to 35.79%, which means that a high goaf gas emission rate can reduce the likelihood of spontaneous combustion to a certain degree;

- Permeability is introduced to describe the tightness of seals built in the cut-throughs, and air leakage can be reduced when the permeability is lower than 10$^{-9}$ m$^2$;

- The ratio of OZA to GA ranges between 25.38% and 41.14% for the proposed scenarios of different ventilation layouts, thus it shows the importance of evaluating the ventilation system prior to coal mining;

- Injection via cut-throughs on the MG side performs better than the surface borehole, and injection on the MG side via two contiguous cut-throughs produces better results than two spaced cut-throughs;

- From the perspective of the OZA, carbon dioxide injection through CT33 (11902 m$^3$) is superior to boiler gas (28396 m$^3$) and nitrogen (29706 m$^3$) injection for goaf gas being
entirely composed of methane, yielding the desirable goaf inertisation performance;

- Considering the reduction in the ratio of OZA to GA and oxygen levels at the tailgate end (higher than 19.5%), a carbon dioxide injection rate of 1750 m³/h is optimal for proactive goaf inertisation.

To summarise, it is noted that geological parameters (e.g., coal seam orientations and seam gas composition) and mining factors (e.g., different ventilation patterns of LW panels and tightness of seals built in the cut-through) play a significant role in goaf gas flow dynamics patterns and oxygen distribution in the goaf area, which further influence the oxidation zone area under the condition of different proactive goaf inertisation strategies. These factors need to be considered when formulating proactive goaf inertisation plans. The above study results will improve current goaf inertisation practices in Australia to effectively contain spontaneous heating in large LW goaf areas with high production rates, high ventilation rates, as well as high gas emission rates, and improve coal mining safety.

9.1.2 Gas-related issues in the LW panel

(1) Methane exceedance at the tailgate end

Ventilation control devices, particularly curtains and brattices, are significant factors that could influence the goaf gas flow dynamics in the goaf area and gas levels at the tailgate end. On the basis of the CFD model developed in Chapter 6, improved simulations were conducted to find the determining factors influencing methane exceedance mitigation performance at the tailgate end, particularly the configuration of brattices and curtains at the LW face and the tailgate end. Three curtains and two brattices were applied. Specifically, two curtains are separately placed in the working face and return gateroad, and they are kept in line with each other and parallel to the tailgate panel. One curtain is positioned in the return gateroad and perpendicular to the tailgate panel rib. Two brattices placed on the LW face mainly play a role in diverting the airflow toward the goaf fringe. The major findings are summarised as follows:

- The usage of curtains and brattices at the LW face and tailgate end can effectively reduce peak methane concentration (PMC) at the tailgate end when compared to the scenario without curtains and brattices;

- The width of the curtain perpendicular to the gateroad rib, the distance between the gateroad rib and the curtain parallel to the gateroad rib, and the length of the curtain at the tailgate end significantly impact the methane mitigation performance at the localized tailgate end;

- The length of the curtain at the return travel road and the distance from the face brattices
and the goaf rib have a minor effect on mitigating abnormal methane emission at the goaf fringe.

(2) Gas flow dynamics in the LW panel during the panel sealing-off process

Previous studies and field observation indicated that the risk of spontaneous heating and gas explosion significantly increased when the LW face advanced slowly or even stopped. When the LW face approaches the finish-off line, the LW equipment is required to relocate to the new installation face, and the ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere change during the face recovery period, which poses significant challenges to spontaneous heating and gas explosion management. To prevent these dynamics hazards during a six-stage LW panel sealing-off process, a detailed understanding of ventilation dynamics and goaf gas atmosphere in the LW goaf is essential to identify appropriate gas monitoring locations and improve the panel sealing-off process design. On the basis of the geologic and mining conditions of an Australian underground coal mine in Queensland, two three-dimensional CFD models were developed, and boundary conditions were defined in Fluent. To calibrate the computational model, field gas monitoring data was collected from the Tube Bundle System where simulation results correlated well with monitoring data, indicating the model was able to simulate other scenarios with high confidence. Extensive simulations were performed to better understand the behaviour of ventilation dynamics in the LW panel at different stages of the LW sealing-off process, and major conclusions are listed below:

- The LW sealing-off process is divided into six different stages and studies from the face coming into the finish-off position to sealing-off with the following sequences: face coming into the finish-off line, face bolt up after production stop, pulling hydraulic supports from the TG to the LW chute road 1, from the LW chute road 1 to road 2, from LW chute road 2 to the MG, and all supports pulled off the face and the MG corner sealing-off;

- At the first five stages, oxygen concentration along the TG travel road is below 5% at 200 m behind the LW face, while oxygen levels along the MG belt road are below 5% at 50 m behind the LW face except at the rear cut-throughs where oxygen spikes are noticed, which indicates that the ventilation arrangements are acceptable for the face recovery;

- At the sixth stage of the LW sealing-off process, the proposed ventilation arrangement is unsatisfactory in considerably reducing the likelihood of spontaneous combustion and gas explosion due to a relatively-high-oxygen goaf environment conducive to coal oxidation and self-heating in the active goaf;
• When nitrogen is pumped through CT12 at a flow rate of 0.75 m$^3$/s and the rear part of the MG travel road is sealed off, oxygen levels within the active goaf and on the LW face both decrease below 5%, producing the desired LW sealing-off performance;

• To achieve effective and timely monitoring of the goaf atmosphere and evaluate the sealing performance, at least six gas sensors should be employed and located at the belt road and the travel road on the MG side (immediately outbye of the LW face), two LW chute roads, and the belt road and travel road on the TG side (immediately outbye of the LW face), respectively.

9.1.3 Respirable dust in the development heading

To address dust-related issues in the development heading, improved knowledge of airflow migration patterns and respirable dust dispersion characteristics within a continuous-miner-driven heading under an exhausting ventilation system is required. Based on site-specific conditions of a development heading in New South Wales, a three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model was constructed and validated with onsite dust monitoring data, where a good agreement was achieved. Three scenarios of coal cutting at the middle, floor and roof positions were considered and simulated. The major conclusions are summarised below:

• By injecting dust into the domain from a range of locations corresponding to site observations, the model is able to predict dust concentrations throughout the domain with a high level of accuracy. This is an important recommendation for future studies of a similar nature, although it does rely on a comprehensive analysis of on-site dust release and concentration measurements;

• As expected, the effects of cutting position mainly contribute to the ventilation flow close to the face, where the development of vortices occurs as a by-product of the rotating drum;

• When cutting mid-face, the drum develops a single large vortex centred on the drum that drives dust down to the floor before being drawn into the ventilation duct through space around the CM; similar dynamics occur when cutting the roof though a greater amount of dust is able to be drawn directly into the ventilation duct due to its relative proximity;

• Cutting the floor has slightly different flow dynamics where a vortex is formed above the drum which draws clean air in from outbye and helps contain dust against the floor close to the face before it disperses over the machine and into the ventilation duct;

• Maximizing airflow rate shows a clear and measurable reduction in dust dispersion over the CM into the typical working zones, however there are diminishing returns and it is recommended for the layout studied here that a ventilation rate of 12 m$^3$/s should be
utilized, though this will be site-specific, and a similar study should be conducted using the same methodology demonstrated here for each specific mine site;

- The proximity of the duct inlet to the cutting face can be recommended to be maintained as close as practicable, for the heading layout, to minimize mine worker dust exposure. Quantitative analysis of high-concentration dust (exceeding 1.5 mg/m$^3$) area reveals that a dust reduction rate of approximately 50% can be reached with the distance from the ventilation duct inlet to the heading face reducing from 7 to 1.5 m;

- In comparison to the current ventilation scheme, the area of dust concentration exceeding 1.5 mg/m$^3$ under the onboard ventilation decreases from 19.2 to 10.8 m$^2$, dropping by approximately 43.6%;

- In all cases, the simulation results indicate that left-hand-side (LHS) operators should equip themselves with high-quality personal protective equipment and stay behind the ventilation duct inlet during coal-cutting processes, while miners standing at the right-hand-side (RHS) of the continuous miner for roof and rib bolting and machine operating should stay immediately behind the roof and rib bolting rig where dust concentration was relatively low.

9.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Future work should be performed in the following areas:

- Coal reaction with oxygen in the active goaf should be studied further, both experimentally and numerically. The distribution of oxygen and temperature field in the goaf area assists in the prediction of spontaneous heating and developing countermeasures to manage and control spontaneous combustion;

- Major LW equipment (such as hydraulic supports, shearer, armoured face conveyor, and bridge stage loader) should be incorporated into the model to better understand the gas accumulation mechanism near the tailgate ends of typical high gas events and the impacts of various controls/practices on a range of gas events and common failure mechanisms of these measures, thus identifying best controls/practices;

- As a significant factor, time should be considered and transient simulation should be performed, particularly in terms of goaf inertisation and LW sealing-off, which can provide some guidance on normal operations;

- Airflow migration characteristics and dust dispersion patterns during break-away and holing-through processes should be further investigated. In particular, the performance of
different measures for avoiding air circulation between two headings during the holing-through process can be evaluated, thus guiding practical operations under these difficult conditions;

- In addition to the change in ventilation rates through the exhausting tube, the distance between the tube inlet and heading face as well as on-board ventilation schemes, the effectiveness of other dust mitigation strategies should be evaluated further, such as water sprays, venturi, air movers, and scrubber units;

- Dust-gas coupling simulations in the continuous-miner-driven heading should be conducted to investigate the air-gas-dust behaviour during the tunnelling process and evaluate the effectiveness of control measures for reducing gas concentration in the heading, particularly venturi and curtain/brattices while simultaneously understanding the effects on dust flow;

- Airflow migration characteristics and dust dispersion patterns on the LW face should be investigated further, and corresponding dust control measures can be numerically evaluated for better performance.
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